
DRUDGEREPORT
George Conway       @  gtconway3d   Tell us, @  realDonaldTrump  —which of these 
diagnostic criteria do you not satisfy? 
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1107983725034463232?s=21     
…

Stop Putin Now!    @  SueinRockville   13h13 hours ago 
Replying to @  gtconway3d   @  realDonaldTrump   

Here you go Sir: I'm a Child Development Specialist & my partner a 
Psychiatrist Based on our observations & analyses we see the following 
Narcissistic Personality Disorder-Malignant variant 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/1/13/1620075/-Trump-A-Traitor-
with-Delusions-of-Grandeur-A-Clear-Present-Danger-to-Our-Security…? 
#  DutyToWarn  

Stop Putin Now!    @  SueinRockville   

As serious as these all are what is most obvious is his increasing signs of
Dementia including Perseveration Flight of Ideas/ Tangential Thinking 
Loss of words & word retrieval Read this comment-It does not make a 
lick of sense He's 100% UNFIT & a clear & present danger to US

https://twitter.com/gtconway3d
https://twitter.com/SueinRockville
https://twitter.com/hashtag/DutyToWarn?src=hash
https://t.co/tE4HzvuuyX
https://t.co/tE4HzvuuyX
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/gtconway3d
https://twitter.com/gtconway3d
https://twitter.com/SueinRockville/status/1108010908985540608
https://twitter.com/SueinRockville
https://t.co/3wB5U54X9J
https://t.co/3wB5U54X9J
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1107983725034463232?s=21
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump




 



LATIMES
Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia investigation in silence 
The special counsel has led the highest-profile probe in two decades with
nary a public appearance or comment, in contrast to past independent 
investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris Megerian and David Lauter 
[mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more Vietnams for me says cowardly 
bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a dive! This country’s a
total fraud just like mueller, barr, rosenstein, et als. ] 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang down your head bob 
mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical bureaucratic slugs … the 
cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and resources/money! Totally 
predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow slug/bud barr’s 
appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? 

That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'être http://
albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

FACEBOOKNEWS

vanityfair.com
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues”

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F2019%2F02%2Fwilliam-barr-son-in-law-white-house%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nwav5n6ruvX3Bt8xXrIJVpUEhd9Ho7OIY4X2SjOfIsB_LaR2vjRh1nb8&h=AT1uGRAjIdx5sO3SD_ZWMe8KHEdJpJ3KQRnPau7FyMQ3yCH83nlNA68lA3pPiI3FLOr_X8C6Q-q8g3G57iHNispOAS9KqfL1pFwO7N-3J_8yT7cO4ckgPkI_ZZ-XdBt6nN4KHW4VRLKft--vJR30vsMWRVoCj0abZjgbTW9d
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F2019%2F02%2Fwilliam-barr-son-in-law-white-house%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nwav5n6ruvX3Bt8xXrIJVpUEhd9Ho7OIY4X2SjOfIsB_LaR2vjRh1nb8&h=AT1uGRAjIdx5sO3SD_ZWMe8KHEdJpJ3KQRnPau7FyMQ3yCH83nlNA68lA3pPiI3FLOr_X8C6Q-q8g3G57iHNispOAS9KqfL1pFwO7N-3J_8yT7cO4ckgPkI_ZZ-XdBt6nN4KHW4VRLKft--vJR30vsMWRVoCj0abZjgbTW9d
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.grabien.com/story-matthews-livid-over-mueller-how-could-they-let-trump-hook
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-david-lauter-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-chris-megerian-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-robert-mueller-russia-investigation-report-20190323-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~mueller-749a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage


Trump‘s White House

William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues”
Tyler McGaughey’s work will “intersect” with the Russia investigation.
by Bess Levin February 14, 2019

YAHOONEWS
Politics HuffPost Rep. Adam Schiff Says Robert Mueller Made 'A Mistake' 
Relying On Trump's Written Responses [Mistake? … Accidentally on 
purpose? ….. Just a bureaucratic slug doing the only thing he knows; viz.,
coverup the main crimes/criminals, prosecute the pikers. ]

axios.com McConnnell blocks resolution to release full Mueller report The
resolution was passed unanimously in the House.

CNN
Something is terribly wrong with Trump [Duh!]

CNN's Smerconish: Robert Mueller deserves our gratitude [ What … for 
the predictable cover-up of previous coverups enabling criminal trump in 
the first instance … Wake up! … he/they are a joke! mueller’s a typical 
bureaucratic slug … been so his entire life, one way or 
another…http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf]

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Read: Justice Department summary of Mueller report

• Takeaways from the Mueller report summary
• Barr authored memo last year ruling out obstruction of justice

axios.com McConnnell blocks resolution to release full Mueller report The
resolution was passed unanimously in the House.

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 

MARKETWATCH
The yield curve inverted — here are 5 things investors need to know 
Published: Mar 24, 2019 5:00 p.m. ET 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-yield-curve-inverted-here-are-5-things-investors-need-to-know-2019-03-24?link=MW_latest_news
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F2019%2F02%2Fwilliam-barr-son-in-law-white-house%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nwav5n6ruvX3Bt8xXrIJVpUEhd9Ho7OIY4X2SjOfIsB_LaR2vjRh1nb8&h=AT1uGRAjIdx5sO3SD_ZWMe8KHEdJpJ3KQRnPau7FyMQ3yCH83nlNA68lA3pPiI3FLOr_X8C6Q-q8g3G57iHNispOAS9KqfL1pFwO7N-3J_8yT7cO4ckgPkI_ZZ-XdBt6nN4KHW4VRLKft--vJR30vsMWRVoCj0abZjgbTW9d
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F2019%2F02%2Fwilliam-barr-son-in-law-white-house%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nwav5n6ruvX3Bt8xXrIJVpUEhd9Ho7OIY4X2SjOfIsB_LaR2vjRh1nb8&h=AT1uGRAjIdx5sO3SD_ZWMe8KHEdJpJ3KQRnPau7FyMQ3yCH83nlNA68lA3pPiI3FLOr_X8C6Q-q8g3G57iHNispOAS9KqfL1pFwO7N-3J_8yT7cO4ckgPkI_ZZ-XdBt6nN4KHW4VRLKft--vJR30vsMWRVoCj0abZjgbTW9d
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.axios.com%2Fmcconnnell-blocks-resolution-release-mueller-report-public-ac30a037-2c00-4cc5-8a78-9e6c6122c44b.html%3Futm_source%3Dfacebook%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_campaign%3Dorganic%26utm_content%3D1100%26fbclid%3DIwAR3rM5SIRbOa_UHl-_4jtOSb_uuyDx8msKpDFKscqYpFVhKzc1Lc9PH3mu4&h=AT1xn-8r9NUWkRfnnAqV1-IP1ySRnuWTU7A055Ad92Uc74XWLKDXTp9Qs-97VzwloIwwkvztBsEi6QjOP4x2WveC-cu4vIRqh505hyX412eRaEKXYBzQeHCxGFwtGaRN8Ze7uEqtY9-S0kfHQMigtz6B9ZhHVHQJ2lfp5mO36D9GpTr0faMWDu24js_I_qqP0HjZwyg8KUpU-PXmWIAbsP_O-LoO5nu5UZhMHktHtPjpf5VB1DvthlSiwT_gP-B8WkI55aYPv3hCqxKGv9_BQUBl73JOeiWb8gOYZb_anTk4qa51FyOSrLXThMpVTv-2_6JgU946GW6--USpVomJHV0Drt06_H94UyWtSpGw8VLxSxd49clmU_C2kBJFiT0lEN9D6WVEMr6MhDtQNRmHXKE6Z6SwPp5N_coKGlSok2WPFe_qOyEgb1KHxVRJrJwQr9KABzsF5B2GsX97IjO8ThVHhSWgAqo0sisxqUBVLf6xQGkD_q0vVMwCryRH_oPqoGmIiC1t5m6_oSYfyCV-rL77PM2t84JwZ44epimEUFDKkmlL5tWp1GmGkoGQmNMSYJ7-Q4ehpcmVwsLvGEh_5pSpmCkU8AhgT54lhJY213DFkMoOaPYlZvx433VD7LpQNTCxuioIA2pJ3mWO5Q6awVdiSAclB958Kg4VloVt
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/24/politics/barr-memo-mueller/index.html?no-st=1553464930
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/24/politics/takeaways-from-barr-letter-mueller-report/index.html?no-st=1553464855
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/24/politics/read-mueller-key-findings-doj/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/23/robert-mueller-report-smerconish-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/18/opinions/something-terribly-wrong-with-donald-trump-dantonio/index.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.axios.com%2Fmcconnnell-blocks-resolution-release-mueller-report-public-ac30a037-2c00-4cc5-8a78-9e6c6122c44b.html%3Futm_source%3Dfacebook%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_campaign%3Dorganic%26utm_content%3D1100%26fbclid%3DIwAR3rM5SIRbOa_UHl-_4jtOSb_uuyDx8msKpDFKscqYpFVhKzc1Lc9PH3mu4&h=AT1xn-8r9NUWkRfnnAqV1-IP1ySRnuWTU7A055Ad92Uc74XWLKDXTp9Qs-97VzwloIwwkvztBsEi6QjOP4x2WveC-cu4vIRqh505hyX412eRaEKXYBzQeHCxGFwtGaRN8Ze7uEqtY9-S0kfHQMigtz6B9ZhHVHQJ2lfp5mO36D9GpTr0faMWDu24js_I_qqP0HjZwyg8KUpU-PXmWIAbsP_O-LoO5nu5UZhMHktHtPjpf5VB1DvthlSiwT_gP-B8WkI55aYPv3hCqxKGv9_BQUBl73JOeiWb8gOYZb_anTk4qa51FyOSrLXThMpVTv-2_6JgU946GW6--USpVomJHV0Drt06_H94UyWtSpGw8VLxSxd49clmU_C2kBJFiT0lEN9D6WVEMr6MhDtQNRmHXKE6Z6SwPp5N_coKGlSok2WPFe_qOyEgb1KHxVRJrJwQr9KABzsF5B2GsX97IjO8ThVHhSWgAqo0sisxqUBVLf6xQGkD_q0vVMwCryRH_oPqoGmIiC1t5m6_oSYfyCV-rL77PM2t84JwZ44epimEUFDKkmlL5tWp1GmGkoGQmNMSYJ7-Q4ehpcmVwsLvGEh_5pSpmCkU8AhgT54lhJY213DFkMoOaPYlZvx433VD7LpQNTCxuioIA2pJ3mWO5Q6awVdiSAclB958Kg4VloVt
https://news.yahoo.com/rep-adam-schiff-says-robert-173422268.html
https://news.yahoo.com/rep-adam-schiff-says-robert-173422268.html
https://www.vanityfair.com/contributor/bess-levin


CNN
Opinion  : Barr summation is an insult  
Trump administration now wants all of Obamacare struck down
axios.com McConnnell blocks resolution to release full Mueller report The
resolution was passed unanimously in the House.
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

MSNBC
Deadline White House Trump seeking vengeance after Mueller report 
lands Former federal prosecutor Glenn Kirschner, The Root’s Jason 
Johnson, The Bulwark’s Charlie Sykes, and NBC’s Heidi Przybyla on 
Trump calling the Mueller probe a ‘failed attack’ and plotting to target his
accusers in the Democratic party and the media

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

HUFFPOST
Ex-Justice Official Fears ‘Whitewash’ In Barr Rejection Of Trump Charges 
By Mary Papenfuss "How the heck does he determine that in 48 hours 
without trying to interview Trump?" 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

YAHOONEWS
Politics USA TODAY Opinion Skimpy Barr letter sets up constitutional 
battle royal to force full Mueller report release 

https://news.yahoo.com/skimpy-barr-letter-sets-constitutional-002903777.html
https://news.yahoo.com/skimpy-barr-letter-sets-constitutional-002903777.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/william-barr-neil-katyal-trump-bostruction-mueller_n_5c980a07e4b0a6329e182d53
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/william-barr-neil-katyal-trump-bostruction-mueller_n_5c980a07e4b0a6329e182d53
https://www.huffpost.com/author/mary-s-papenfuss
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/william-barr-neil-katyal-trump-bostruction-mueller_n_5c980a07e4b0a6329e182d53
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-seeking-vengeance-after-the-mueller-report-lands-1464562243842
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-seeking-vengeance-after-the-mueller-report-lands-1464562243842
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.axios.com%2Fmcconnnell-blocks-resolution-release-mueller-report-public-ac30a037-2c00-4cc5-8a78-9e6c6122c44b.html%3Futm_source%3Dfacebook%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_campaign%3Dorganic%26utm_content%3D1100%26fbclid%3DIwAR3rM5SIRbOa_UHl-_4jtOSb_uuyDx8msKpDFKscqYpFVhKzc1Lc9PH3mu4&h=AT1xn-8r9NUWkRfnnAqV1-IP1ySRnuWTU7A055Ad92Uc74XWLKDXTp9Qs-97VzwloIwwkvztBsEi6QjOP4x2WveC-cu4vIRqh505hyX412eRaEKXYBzQeHCxGFwtGaRN8Ze7uEqtY9-S0kfHQMigtz6B9ZhHVHQJ2lfp5mO36D9GpTr0faMWDu24js_I_qqP0HjZwyg8KUpU-PXmWIAbsP_O-LoO5nu5UZhMHktHtPjpf5VB1DvthlSiwT_gP-B8WkI55aYPv3hCqxKGv9_BQUBl73JOeiWb8gOYZb_anTk4qa51FyOSrLXThMpVTv-2_6JgU946GW6--USpVomJHV0Drt06_H94UyWtSpGw8VLxSxd49clmU_C2kBJFiT0lEN9D6WVEMr6MhDtQNRmHXKE6Z6SwPp5N_coKGlSok2WPFe_qOyEgb1KHxVRJrJwQr9KABzsF5B2GsX97IjO8ThVHhSWgAqo0sisxqUBVLf6xQGkD_q0vVMwCryRH_oPqoGmIiC1t5m6_oSYfyCV-rL77PM2t84JwZ44epimEUFDKkmlL5tWp1GmGkoGQmNMSYJ7-Q4ehpcmVwsLvGEh_5pSpmCkU8AhgT54lhJY213DFkMoOaPYlZvx433VD7LpQNTCxuioIA2pJ3mWO5Q6awVdiSAclB958Kg4VloVt
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/25/politics/trump-administration-aca/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/24/opinions/let-the-american-people-see-the-whole-mueller-report-yang/index.html


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

GOOGLENEWS
Steve Bannon: Trump will 'go full animal' against enemies with Mueller 
probe over Following the submission of Special Counsel Robert Mueller's 
report on the investigation into Russian meddling into the 2016 
presidential election and the … [F**k you, mobster trump and your fellow 
federal gangsters, et als ]

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

DRUDGEREPORT
DEMS DEMAND FULL RELEASE
REPUBLICANS BLOCK 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
“  A Crime in Public View”: How William Barr Pardoned Donald Trump   

Trump had plenty of reasons to obstruct Mueller’s investigation, whether 
or not there was an underlying crime. The most obvious one has been 
staring us in the face all along.   by   Scott Turow  

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf     

WASHPOST
Dispute erupts over Mueller’s findings
William Barr has made this a win for Moscow 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

NYTIMES
Trump and Republicans Seek to Turn the Tables in Post-Mueller 
Washington

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

LATIMES
Republicans and Democrats angle to take the offensive after Mueller 
report In the wake of the special counsel's report, both parties are calling

https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-congress-trump-mueller-democrats-impeachment-20190325-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~offensive-440pm~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-congress-trump-mueller-democrats-impeachment-20190325-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~offensive-440pm~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/us/politics/republicans-mueller-revenge.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/us/politics/republicans-mueller-revenge.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/william-barr-has-made-this-a-win-for-moscow/2019/03/25/a7c66ece-4f33-11e9-8d28-f5149e5a2fda_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/republicans-cheer-democrats-challenge-muellers-findings-on-trump-and-russia/2019/03/25/3b30a74e-4e8d-11e9-8d28-f5149e5a2fda_story.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.vanityfair.com/contributor/scott-turow
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://news.trust.org/item/20190325210503-vpr7u
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/democratic-chairmen-call-barr-submit-mueller-report-congress-april-2-n987241
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMib2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3BvbGl0aWNzL3N0ZXZlLWJhbm5vbi10cnVtcC13aWxsLWdvLWZ1bGwtYW5pbWFsLWFnYWluc3QtZW5lbWllcy13aXRoLW11ZWxsZXItcHJvYmUtb3ZlctIBuwFodHRwczovL3d3dy1mb3huZXdzLWNvbS5jZG4uYW1wcHJvamVjdC5vcmcvdi9zL3d3dy5mb3huZXdzLmNvbS9wb2xpdGljcy9zdGV2ZS1iYW5ub24tdHJ1bXAtd2lsbC1nby1mdWxsLWFuaW1hbC1hZ2FpbnN0LWVuZW1pZXMtd2l0aC1tdWVsbGVyLXByb2JlLW92ZXIuYW1wP2FtcF9qc192PTAuMSN3ZWJ2aWV3PTEmY2FwPXN3aXBl?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMib2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3BvbGl0aWNzL3N0ZXZlLWJhbm5vbi10cnVtcC13aWxsLWdvLWZ1bGwtYW5pbWFsLWFnYWluc3QtZW5lbWllcy13aXRoLW11ZWxsZXItcHJvYmUtb3ZlctIBuwFodHRwczovL3d3dy1mb3huZXdzLWNvbS5jZG4uYW1wcHJvamVjdC5vcmcvdi9zL3d3dy5mb3huZXdzLmNvbS9wb2xpdGljcy9zdGV2ZS1iYW5ub24tdHJ1bXAtd2lsbC1nby1mdWxsLWFuaW1hbC1hZ2FpbnN0LWVuZW1pZXMtd2l0aC1tdWVsbGVyLXByb2JlLW92ZXIuYW1wP2FtcF9qc192PTAuMSN3ZWJ2aWV3PTEmY2FwPXN3aXBl?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


for further investigations. Democrats want to examine obstruction. 
Republicans want to investigate the investigators. By Jennifer Haberkorn
and Noah Bierman 

The Russia investigation is over, but there’s a lot we still don’t know 
Controversy surrounds Barr’s decision on obstruction issue 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

axios.com 
McConnnell blocks resolution to release full Mueller report The resolution
was passed unanimously in the House.

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.axios.com%2Fmcconnnell-blocks-resolution-release-mueller-report-public-ac30a037-2c00-4cc5-8a78-9e6c6122c44b.html%3Futm_source%3Dfacebook%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_campaign%3Dorganic%26utm_content%3D1100%26fbclid%3DIwAR3rM5SIRbOa_UHl-_4jtOSb_uuyDx8msKpDFKscqYpFVhKzc1Lc9PH3mu4&h=AT1xn-8r9NUWkRfnnAqV1-IP1ySRnuWTU7A055Ad92Uc74XWLKDXTp9Qs-97VzwloIwwkvztBsEi6QjOP4x2WveC-cu4vIRqh505hyX412eRaEKXYBzQeHCxGFwtGaRN8Ze7uEqtY9-S0kfHQMigtz6B9ZhHVHQJ2lfp5mO36D9GpTr0faMWDu24js_I_qqP0HjZwyg8KUpU-PXmWIAbsP_O-LoO5nu5UZhMHktHtPjpf5VB1DvthlSiwT_gP-B8WkI55aYPv3hCqxKGv9_BQUBl73JOeiWb8gOYZb_anTk4qa51FyOSrLXThMpVTv-2_6JgU946GW6--USpVomJHV0Drt06_H94UyWtSpGw8VLxSxd49clmU_C2kBJFiT0lEN9D6WVEMr6MhDtQNRmHXKE6Z6SwPp5N_coKGlSok2WPFe_qOyEgb1KHxVRJrJwQr9KABzsF5B2GsX97IjO8ThVHhSWgAqo0sisxqUBVLf6xQGkD_q0vVMwCryRH_oPqoGmIiC1t5m6_oSYfyCV-rL77PM2t84JwZ44epimEUFDKkmlL5tWp1GmGkoGQmNMSYJ7-Q4ehpcmVwsLvGEh_5pSpmCkU8AhgT54lhJY213DFkMoOaPYlZvx433VD7LpQNTCxuioIA2pJ3mWO5Q6awVdiSAclB958Kg4VloVt
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-barr-mueller-trump-obstruction-controversy-20190325-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~offensive-440pm~~3~no-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-russia-investigation-unanswered-questions-20190325-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~offensive-440pm~~2~no-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-noah-bierman-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-jennifer-haberkorn-staff.html#nt=byline










Russia bashes U.S. politics after Mueller report

https://news.yahoo.com/russian-lawmaker-cheers-findings-muellers-report-074149095.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russian-lawmaker-cheers-findings-muellers-report-074149095.html


WASHPOST
Dispute erupts over Mueller’s findings
William Barr has made this a win for Moscow [ A bigger win than could 
possibly have been imagined! ]
axios.com McConnnell blocks resolution to release full Mueller report The
resolution was passed unanimously in the House.

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

FACEBOOK

STEPHEN COLBERT COMMENTARY 
https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/videos/1325916804251160 

https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/videos/1325916804251160
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.axios.com%2Fmcconnnell-blocks-resolution-release-mueller-report-public-ac30a037-2c00-4cc5-8a78-9e6c6122c44b.html%3Futm_source%3Dfacebook%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_campaign%3Dorganic%26utm_content%3D1100%26fbclid%3DIwAR3rM5SIRbOa_UHl-_4jtOSb_uuyDx8msKpDFKscqYpFVhKzc1Lc9PH3mu4&h=AT1xn-8r9NUWkRfnnAqV1-IP1ySRnuWTU7A055Ad92Uc74XWLKDXTp9Qs-97VzwloIwwkvztBsEi6QjOP4x2WveC-cu4vIRqh505hyX412eRaEKXYBzQeHCxGFwtGaRN8Ze7uEqtY9-S0kfHQMigtz6B9ZhHVHQJ2lfp5mO36D9GpTr0faMWDu24js_I_qqP0HjZwyg8KUpU-PXmWIAbsP_O-LoO5nu5UZhMHktHtPjpf5VB1DvthlSiwT_gP-B8WkI55aYPv3hCqxKGv9_BQUBl73JOeiWb8gOYZb_anTk4qa51FyOSrLXThMpVTv-2_6JgU946GW6--USpVomJHV0Drt06_H94UyWtSpGw8VLxSxd49clmU_C2kBJFiT0lEN9D6WVEMr6MhDtQNRmHXKE6Z6SwPp5N_coKGlSok2WPFe_qOyEgb1KHxVRJrJwQr9KABzsF5B2GsX97IjO8ThVHhSWgAqo0sisxqUBVLf6xQGkD_q0vVMwCryRH_oPqoGmIiC1t5m6_oSYfyCV-rL77PM2t84JwZ44epimEUFDKkmlL5tWp1GmGkoGQmNMSYJ7-Q4ehpcmVwsLvGEh_5pSpmCkU8AhgT54lhJY213DFkMoOaPYlZvx433VD7LpQNTCxuioIA2pJ3mWO5Q6awVdiSAclB958Kg4VloVt
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/william-barr-has-made-this-a-win-for-moscow/2019/03/25/a7c66ece-4f33-11e9-8d28-f5149e5a2fda_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/republicans-cheer-democrats-challenge-muellers-findings-on-trump-and-russia/2019/03/25/3b30a74e-4e8d-11e9-8d28-f5149e5a2fda_story.html


STEPHEN COLBERT COMMENTARY 
https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/videos/1778963232204541 

CNN
Who will Trump choose for his next enemy?

What was Mueller thinking? [ Thinking? You sure? That’s generous when 
applied to mueller who brings to mind another kind of slug, particularly in 
the realm of learning/psychology; viz., Aplysia – Wikipedia 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aplysia Aplysia (/   p l   (i)  /) is a genus of ə ˈ ɪ ʒ ə
medium-sized to extremely large sea slugs, specifically sea hares, which 
are one clade of large sea slugs, marine gastropod mollusks. APLYSIA - 
Psychology Dictionary psychologydictionary.org/aplysia Psychology 
Definition of APLYSIA: u. types of mollusks that have an incredibly simple
nervous system and are often used to study neurophysiology - especially 
the neurophysiology of learning ….. don’t step on toes or offend the 
biggest criminals is one of his simple synaptic/neuronal connections … 
very interesting ….. if he wasn’t so boring a fellow. ]

MSNBC
Papadopoulos: Why I lied to Mueller despite no collusion charges
Ex-Trump aide on prison: 'I had street cred' in 'Trump country' [ Indeed, 
and how could he have known then that they’d be able to bring in another
slug to do what he does; namely, the fix, ie., 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg , 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg .

HUFFPOST
GOP PITCHFORKS OUT FOR SCHIFF   Top GOP’ers Call On Schiff To Resign As  
Chair Of House Intelligence Committee By Hayley Miller 
WHAT THE CHUCK?
LIKENS OMAR TO TRUMP! 
Giuliani Falsely Claims That Mueller Made $30 Million In Russia Probe 
TRUMP UNLEASHED: PHONE CALL FURY 

MARKETWATCH
Business Zacks New Strong Sell Stocks for March 25th 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/strong-sell-stocks-march-25th-144202228.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-sean-hannity-mueller-in-barr_n_5c9c16dbe4b08c450cd0f6e5
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rudy-giuliani-robert-mueller-30-million-hannity_n_5c9a9009e4b072a7f600cde4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-aipac-ilhan-omar-democrats-israel_n_5c9a66cae4b07c88662c7df0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/schumer-aipac-ilhan-omar-democrats-israel_n_5c9a66cae4b07c88662c7df0
https://www.huffpost.com/author/hayley-miller
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-calls-to-resign_n_5c9a1802e4b0f7bfa1b65b75
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-calls-to-resign_n_5c9a1802e4b0f7bfa1b65b75
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-calls-to-resign_n_5c9a1802e4b0f7bfa1b65b75
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/ex-trump-aide-on-prison-i-had-street-cred-in-trump-country-1465338435870
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awr9CKxQwZpcz1kANnVXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEydW11YmtsBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDQjY4OThfMQRzZWMDc3I-/RV=2/RE=1553674705/RO=10/RU=https%3A%2F%2Fpsychologydictionary.org%2Faplysia%2F/RK=2/RS=YjqP1_f2YoY8ZPrZ2EAcMlqNwDY-
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awr9CKxQwZpcz1kANnVXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEydW11YmtsBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDQjY4OThfMQRzZWMDc3I-/RV=2/RE=1553674705/RO=10/RU=https%3A%2F%2Fpsychologydictionary.org%2Faplysia%2F/RK=2/RS=YjqP1_f2YoY8ZPrZ2EAcMlqNwDY-
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aplysia
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/25/opinions/barr-mueller-report-opinion-roundup/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/25/opinions/trumps-next-enemy-dantonio/index.html
https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/videos/1778963232204541


YAHOONEWS
Politics HuffPost
Watergate Figure John Dean Suspects Barr May Be Hiding Something 'Fairly 
Ugly' 
John Dean, former White House counsel to president richard millhouse 
nixon 

U.S. House panel OKs move to give Congress records of FBI probes 
against Trump
Reuters

Trump Tower meeting figure: Russia probe 'not a witch hunt'
Associated Press

Politics Reuters House Armed Services chairman denies $1 billion 
transfer for Trump wall Acting Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan 
announced on Monday that the Department of Defense had shifted $1 
billion from other military construction projects to build part of the barrier
along the southern border. Democratic Representative Adam Smith, the 
committee'

Trump facing investigations 'more threatening than Mueller probe'
The Independent

Trump softens stance on Mueller, says he acted honorably
CBS News Videos

GOOGLENEWS
A Boeing 737 Max 8 made an emergency landing after an engine problem 
A grounded Boeing 737 Max 8 aircraft declared an emergency landing 
Tuesday in Florida after experiencing a reported engine problem, the 
Federal Aviation … CNN

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEFQMZpt5yjkcsom3JeQFLyMqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-softens-stance-mueller-says-224352201.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-facing-investigations-apos-more-100332304.html
https://news.yahoo.com/house-armed-services-chairman-denies-1-billion-transfer-163010873--business.html
https://news.yahoo.com/house-armed-services-chairman-denies-1-billion-transfer-163010873--business.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-tower-meeting-figure-russia-probe-not-witch-232907141--politics.html
https://news.yahoo.com/u-house-panel-approves-measure-fbi-records-trump-153731839.html
https://news.yahoo.com/u-house-panel-approves-measure-fbi-records-trump-153731839.html
https://news.yahoo.com/u-house-panel-approves-measure-fbi-records-trump-153731839.html
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-figure-john-dean-suspects-084802061.html
https://news.yahoo.com/watergate-figure-john-dean-suspects-084802061.html


Giuliani: 'I would have to disagree' with Trump that Mueller acted 
honorably | TheHill President Trump's personal attorney Rudy Giuliani 
said Tuesday that he disagrees with the president's assessment that 
special counsel Robert Mueller acted ...

VANITYFAIRNEWS
“Thank U, Next”: I Am So Done with You, Robert S. Mueller III by Rachel 
Dodes

DRUDGEREPORT
World's biggest DJT.rex discovered... CNN The asteroid that wiped out 
dinosaurs led to this

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2019/04/01/fossils-discovered-created-by-asteroid-orig-acl.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2019/04/01/fossils-discovered-created-by-asteroid-orig-acl.cnn
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/03/worlds-biggest-t-rex-found-in-canada-scotty-dinosaur/
https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2019/03/thank-u-next-i-am-so-done-with-you-robert-s-mueller-iii
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMicmh0dHBzOi8vdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvYWRtaW5pc3RyYXRpb24vNDM1OTUxLWdpdWxpYW5pLWktd291bGQtaGF2ZS10by1kaXNhZ3JlZS13aXRoLXRydW1wLXRoYXQtbXVlbGxlci1hY3RlZNIBugFodHRwczovL3RoZWhpbGwtY29tLmNkbi5hbXBwcm9qZWN0Lm9yZy92L3MvdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvYWRtaW5pc3RyYXRpb24vNDM1OTUxLWdpdWxpYW5pLWktd291bGQtaGF2ZS10by1kaXNhZ3JlZS13aXRoLXRydW1wLXRoYXQtbXVlbGxlci1hY3RlZD9hbXAmYW1wX2pzX3Y9MC4xI3dlYnZpZXc9MSZjYXA9c3dpcGU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMicmh0dHBzOi8vdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvYWRtaW5pc3RyYXRpb24vNDM1OTUxLWdpdWxpYW5pLWktd291bGQtaGF2ZS10by1kaXNhZ3JlZS13aXRoLXRydW1wLXRoYXQtbXVlbGxlci1hY3RlZNIBugFodHRwczovL3RoZWhpbGwtY29tLmNkbi5hbXBwcm9qZWN0Lm9yZy92L3MvdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvYWRtaW5pc3RyYXRpb24vNDM1OTUxLWdpdWxpYW5pLWktd291bGQtaGF2ZS10by1kaXNhZ3JlZS13aXRoLXRydW1wLXRoYXQtbXVlbGxlci1hY3RlZD9hbXAmYW1wX2pzX3Y9MC4xI3dlYnZpZXc9MSZjYXA9c3dpcGU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen




World's biggest DJT.rex discovered... 

CNN
The asteroid that wiped out dinosaurs led to this

Author says 'you can't underestimate the dangers' of Ivanka Trump, 
Kushner
Retired Lt. Col. Ralph Peters: Trump a draft-dodging coward with a big 
mouth

The American Bar Association says US immigration courts are 'on the 
brink of collapse'

Republican senator calls Trump's McCain insults 'deplorable'

CNN reporter: US honors veterans, Trump attacks war hero

The American Bar Association says US immigration courts are 'on the 
brink of collapse'

House Democrat: Trump officials used personal accounts for official work

The House oversight committee says it has information that several 
advisers have used personal accounts to do government business

Opinion: Why Javanka's security clearances were vital to Trump

Author: Can't underestimate dangers of Jared and Ivanka

What does Ivanka Trump do?

Ivanka Trump defends use of private email

White House rejects Democrats' request for Jared Kushner's security 
clearance documents

Trump overturns US policy regarding Israeli-occupied Golan Heights 
[ Inmates running the asylum! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/21/politics/trump-golan-heights-tweet/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/white-house-security-clearance-ivanka-trump-jared-kushner/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/white-house-security-clearance-ivanka-trump-jared-kushner/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2018/11/28/ivanka-trump-abc-news-intv-emails-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/06/politics/ivanka-trump-security-clearance-white-house/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/20/kushner-inc-vicky-ward-ivanka-jared-dangers-bts-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/08/opinions/ivanka-security-clearance-opinion-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/21/politics/elijah-cummings-jared-kushner-personal-account/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/21/politics/elijah-cummings-jared-kushner-personal-account/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/21/politics/elijah-cummings-jared-kushner-personal-account/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/american-bar-association-immigration-court/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/american-bar-association-immigration-court/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/20/donald-trump-john-mccain-veteran-criticism-newday-johns-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/johnny-isakson-john-mccain/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/american-bar-association-immigration-court/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/american-bar-association-immigration-court/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/20/trump-john-mccain-attacks-retired-lt-col-ralph-peters-bts-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/20/trump-john-mccain-attacks-retired-lt-col-ralph-peters-bts-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/vicky-ward-kushner-inc-ivanka-trump-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/20/politics/vicky-ward-kushner-inc-ivanka-trump-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2019/04/01/fossils-discovered-created-by-asteroid-orig-acl.cnn
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/03/worlds-biggest-t-rex-found-in-canada-scotty-dinosaur/


Associated Press Palestinian official: Israel kills unarmed man in West 
Bank RAMALLAH,WestBank(AP) The governor of the West Bank city of 
Bethlehem said that Israeli soldiers shot and killed an unarmed 
Palestinian man who was trying to aid another near the city.

Analysis: Here's why Lindsey Graham plays so nice with Trump [ Well, for 
trump any hole will do, so mo graham is still hopin’ for a trump cornholin’,
that west san francisco point treat ]

Pompeo agrees it's possible God raised Trump to protect Israel [ Well, 
there you go … the porcine pompeo can join mo graham hopin’ for a trump
cornholin’, that west san francisco point treat ]

MSNBC
Hallie Jackson George Conway responds after Trump labels him 'husband
from hell'

MSNBC / Rachel Maddow ShowRussia spy chiefs met with Trump team in 
U.S.

MSNBC / Rachel Maddow ShowWoodward on Trump White House 
operations: Be afraid

No, Trump didn't give the funeral to Sen. McCain While again discussing 
the late Sen. John McCain, the president said he gave McCain the kind of 
funeral that he wanted but didn't get a 'thank you' for doing so. Reporter 
Jonathan Lemire weighs in with the panel. [ How does anyone take 
anything pathological liar trump says seriously as though self servingly 
true … ]

Then this: Trump's latest claims about ISIS appear dubious (again)

BREAKING The Mueller report has been filed   for coverup     to AG Barr   
Attorney General William Barr has received Special Counsel Robert 
Mueller’s report, signaling the end of the investigation. Watch this space 
for more news and analysis.

https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/special-counsel-report-has-been-filed-to-the-attorney-general-1463326275912
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/special-counsel-report-has-been-filed-to-the-attorney-general-1463326275912
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/special-counsel-report-has-been-filed-to-the-attorney-general-1463326275912
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily
http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trumps-latest-claims-about-isis-appear-dubious-again
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/no-trump-didn-t-give-the-funeral-to-sen-mccain-1462238275920
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/woodward-on-trump-white-house-operations-be-afraid-1317389891954?cid=referral_taboolafeed
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/woodward-on-trump-white-house-operations-be-afraid-1317389891954?cid=referral_taboolafeed
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=e2fcd7fbde46d45460cc46262001a88d&sd=v2_89e95edebee49f4f3a70e7eacc886e21_e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82_1553114321_1553114978_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GJaj9-aZLSAGKAMw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjvqxVQowZYAGDUFA&ui=e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82&it=video&ii=771928802868198609&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=066175f479e4481336660c86c9a9d7f37f1b015708d5&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Frachel-maddow%2Fwatch%2Frussia-spy-chiefs-met-in-u-s-with-trump-officials-last-week-1150948419558%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1553114976662&r=11&ppb=CNoD&cpb=Eg4zNTAtNTktUkVMRUFTRRiLByCc__________8BKhlsYS50YWJvb2xhc3luZGljYXRpb24uY29tMgh3YXRlcjIxMjiA1r_lBECRpA5Ii7AOUO-rFVijBg
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=e2fcd7fbde46d45460cc46262001a88d&sd=v2_89e95edebee49f4f3a70e7eacc886e21_e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82_1553114321_1553114978_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GJaj9-aZLSAGKAMw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjvqxVQowZYAGDUFA&ui=e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82&it=video&ii=771928802868198609&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=066175f479e4481336660c86c9a9d7f37f1b015708d5&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Frachel-maddow%2Fwatch%2Frussia-spy-chiefs-met-in-u-s-with-trump-officials-last-week-1150948419558%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1553114976662&r=11&ppb=CNoD&cpb=Eg4zNTAtNTktUkVMRUFTRRiLByCc__________8BKhlsYS50YWJvb2xhc3luZGljYXRpb24uY29tMgh3YXRlcjIxMjiA1r_lBECRpA5Ii7AOUO-rFVijBg
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/trump-george-conway-twitter-feud-continues-into-second-day-1461605955911
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/trump-george-conway-twitter-feud-continues-into-second-day-1461605955911
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-live-hallie-jackson
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/22/mike-pompeo-trump-god-israel-cbn-intv-kosinski-dnt-lead-vpx.cnn
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HUFFPOST
Top Democrat Rips Trump White House For ‘Stonewalling’ Congressional 
Probes 

TRUMP BOWS TO BIBI ― BACKS GOLAN SEIZURE 

Associated Press Palestinian official: Israel kills unarmed man in West 
Bank RAMALLAH,WestBank(AP) The governor of the West Bank city of 
Bethlehem said that Israeli soldiers shot and killed an unarmed 
Palestinian man who was trying to aid another near the city.

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

Donald Trump Keeps Bashing John McCain Nearly 7 Months After His 
Death HUFFPOST [coward trump’s notion of a courageous, fair, fight 
mano a mano ] HUFFPOST OBSESSED: TRUMP’S PUNCHING BAG 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST
The Brexit mess gets messier as the deadline nears Prime Minister 
Theresa May remains hamstrung at home and in Brussels over the plan 
for Britain to leave the European Union. President Trump and one of his 
sons aren't making things any easier. 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES
The Mueller Report Is Highly Anticipated. Here’s What We Already Know.

• It has been more than two years of criminal indictments and steady   
revelations about contacts between associates of Donald J. Trump 
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and Russia.
• Here are the main findings and lines of inquiry and the people   

involved in each.

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES
Fed downgrades U.S. growth forecast and signals no more rate hikes 
until 2020

Trump goes to Ohio to tout jobs and     then attacks McCain at length  

Marine Corps commandant says deploying troops to the border poses 
‘unacceptable risk’

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? 

That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'être http://
albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf         http://albertpeia.com    
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
U.S. Associated Press Correction: Mob Shooting story NEW YORK (AP) - In
a story March 16 about an arrest in the killing of a reputed Gambino 
crime boss, The Associated Press erroneously reported where the victim 
was born. Francesco Cali was born in New York City, not in Sicily. [
ANOTHER CORRECTION … WAKE UP! ….. Despite the attempt at 
subterfuge and the contrived Romeo/Juliet star-crossed lovers proffer, 
this was a typical guinea, mob-hit power grab … Some things, ie., 
guineas, never change! ] 

Associated Press Palestinian official: Israel kills unarmed man in West 
Bank RAMALLAH, WestBank (AP) The governor of the West Bank city of 
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Bethlehem said that Israeli soldiers shot and killed an unarmed 
Palestinian man who was trying to aid another near the city.

FORBES Trump Has Now Shifted $1.3 Million Of Campaign-Donor Money 
Into His Business Dan Alexander Forbes Staff 

House Democrats pressure White House on Kushner's use of WhatsApp 
U.S. House of Representatives Oversight Committee Chairman Elijah 
Cummings made the request in a letter seen by Reuters to White House 
Counsel Pat Cipollone. In the letter, Cummings noted that Kushner's 
lawyer, Abbe Lowell, had told Congress in December that Kushner used 
WhatsApp as part of his official duties but did not say whether such 
messages included classified information. The congressman also said 
Lowell told his committee that Ivanka Trump - the president's daughter, 
Kushner's wife and a White House adviser - continued to receive emails 
related to official business on a personal email account. Top Democrat 
Rips Trump White House For 'Stonewalling' Congressional Probes 
HuffPost White House rejects request for Trump, Putin communications 
Associated Press
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FACEBOOKNEWS https://thinkprogress.org/trump-implicated-in-fraud-
deutsche-bank-michael-cohen-501979c1453d/?
fbclid=IwAR3Txa296xAS6N7QKNMXDMJDgsyimUtzP8eXsBEVbI5tWXE8G
Z3k_Y2qZEU 
New report implicates Trump in same crime that’s sending Michael Cohen
to jail
Both allegedly lied to banks about their net worth to receive a loan. Only 
one is going to prison.

YAHOONEWS
Politics The Independent

Trump administration refuses to hand over documents to House oversight
investigation 

The Trump administration is committing "an unprecedented level of 
stonewalling, delay and obstruction" in response to congressional 
requests for documents and witnesses, the chair of the House oversight 
committee has said. Elijah Cummings, Democratic congressman for 
Maryland, said he had sent 12 letters to the White House on a range of 
topics from the "routine" to "relating to our core national security 
interests". In an op-ed for The Washington Post, Mr Cummings said the 
subjects included White House security clearances, Donald Trump's 
alleged hush money payments, and the use of taxpayer funds for lavish 
private planes.

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? 

That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'être http://
albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

House panel expects thousands of documents in Trump probe Reuters

Top Democrat Rips Trump White House For 'Stonewalling' Congressional 
Probes HuffPost
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DRUDGEREPORT
NEXT LEVEL OF CENSORSHIP IS HERE: THE BANNING OF URLS...
Telecoms start blocking websites... 
AMERICA LOWEST RANKING EVER... The world's happiest 
countries REVEALED: Finland comes top while South Sudan is the 
bleakest as the UK climbs the table and the US falls to its lowest ranking
EVER … [That should come as no surprise to anyone!]

GEORGE: TRUMP WORST KIND OF DUMB... 

CNN
Trump is sounding a lot like Nixon during Watergate

May says she'll quit once Brexit is done

China is the big winner from Europe's Brexit ….. 

MSNBC
NBC Exclusive: Comey says he's confused by Mueller's decision on 
obstruction

Trump moves to strip health care from 20 million

Trump currently down in Midwest states, poll shows

HUFFPOST
Mama Bear Hugs Man After He Saves Her Drowning Cub

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST

Russia or no Russia, Trump is still a lousy president By Max Boot

William Barr has some explaining to do By Randall D. Eliason

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES

The Real Trump-Russia Quid Pro Quo

The campaign and the Kremlin had an overarching deal: help beat Hillary 
Clinton for a new pro-Russian foreign policy.
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Schiff doubles down on Trump despite Russia report

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf       http://albertpeia.com      
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Politics The Independent Trump news - live: President taunts opponents 
with new nicknames, as he is blamed for Bush 'heart attack' Joe 
Sommerlad, Chris Riotta The Independent•March 27, 2019 House speaker
Nancy Pelosi has urged her fellow Democrats not to accept the verdict of
attorney-general William Barr on the Mueller report as Donald Trump 
continues to gloat over his “vindication” on collusion with Russia. “We 
cannot make a judgment on the basis of an interpretation by a man who 
was hired for his job because he believes the president is above the law 
and he wrote a 19-page memo to demonstrate that,” Pelosi reportedly 
told party members behind closed doors on Tuesday, calling for calm and 
a return to policy battles. With renewed impeachment talk in the air, the 
House Judiciary Committee has meanwhile voted unanimously in favour 
of a resolution calling on the Justice Department to release all FBI files 
relating to obstruction of justice, kick-starting the Democratic fightback 
in earnest.

Politics TVLine.com Colbert Presents Evidence That Trump Is Still 'Unfit 
to Be President' After 'Anticlimactic' Mueller Report - Watch 

FACEBOOKNEWS
bostonglobe.com Opinion | Bandy X. Lee, Ian Hughes, and Jeffrey D. 
Sachs:   Why are we so reticent to discuss the mental health of   political   
leaders?
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George Conway, attorney and husband of White House counselor 
Kellyanne Conway, recently said of President Trump: “Whether or not 
impeachment is in order, a serious inquiry needs to be made about this 
man’s condition of mind.” Since then, the media have been fixated on the 
Twitter war between Trump and Conway, rather than on the substance of
Conway’s claim about the president’s mental health. On this one, Conway
is right. He is probably relying on the growing number of statements by 
mental health professionals saying the same thing, but not being heard 
very clearly in the din of daily political banter. What Trump has 
resurfaced in an unprecedented way for the United States is the reality 
that a leader’s psychological defects can put a nation and the world in 
danger.

Of course, the threat that psychologically dangerous leaders pose is not 
new. One need only look at the bloody 20th century to see that history 
has been profoundly shaped by a handful of leaders with dangerous 
psychological defects, whose unquenchable drive for power led them to 
attain positions of power. Joseph Stalin, Mao Zedong, Adolf Hitler, and 
Pol Pot are but a small sample. At times of social and political unrest, 
dangerous individuals may rise to power on the back of populist 
movements and hollow out democracies from within. 
Susan Edelman Blank Public misconceptions of dangerousness First, the 
public often lacks an understanding of how dangerous psychological 
defects can be. Trump’s rantings and lies can seem amusing to some, or 
evidence of strength, or simply bargaining tactics. The public may not 
understand the dangers of his personality, which displays paranoia, 
cruelty toward others, and remorseless lying. Leaders with these 
pathologies characteristically scapegoat vulnerable minorities, equate 
cruelty with security, and excel in whipping up fear and hatred — all 
while the populace is not even aware that it is being manipulated.

GOOGLENEWS
CNN Poll: Majority says Trump not exonerated of collusion after Barr's 
summary WASHINGTON (CNN) Though President Donald Trump has 
claimed "complete and total exoneration" based on Attorney General 
William Barr's summary of … CNN
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George Conway: Mueller report must have 'something pretty damning' if it
can't exonerate Trump | TheHill George Conway, a lawyer married to 
White House counselor Kellyanne Conway, argued Tuesday that special 
counsel Robert Mueller's report must have … The Hill

DRUDGEREPORT
Barbara Bush blamed Trump for 'heart attack'... 

Countdown clock by bedside... 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
Vladimir Putin is said to be the richest man in the world, with estimates 
of his wealth ranging as high as $200 billion. Of course, his actual assets 
are both immaterial and immeasurable. The president of Russia has 
nearly complete control over the world’s largest geographical country, 
which he rules through a potent combination of love and fear. 

SOVEREIGN INVESTOR DAILY   http://banyanhill.com     

Yield Curve Inversion Shows the Market Is Fake

By Ted Bauman, Editor, The Bauman Letter

The email from Banyan Hill’s editorial director was unusual.

It’s not often that she sends out an all-points alert at 8 a.m. on a Saturday
morning.

But this wasn’t an ordinary Saturday.

The day before, the spread between the yield on 10-year Treasury bills 
and 3-month Treasury notes had inverted. 

For the first time since August 2007, investors would earn less on the 10-
year T-bill than on the 3-month T-note: 

http://banyanhill.com/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6855759/Barbara-Bush-blamed-TRUMP-heart-attack-kept-countdown-clock-bedside.html
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(Click here to view larger image.) 

Inverted yield curves have preceded the last seven U.S. recessions. 

But they don’t cause recessions. Rather, they are symptoms of 
recessionary conditions in the making.

They’re so accurate at predicting bad times to come that they have 
roughly the same significance for financial professionals as voodoo curse
totems have for followers of that religion, as I recently explained on 
MarketWatch.

Hence the early morning email from the head office. 

I’ve been warning readers about the shaky foundations of the U.S. bull 
market for quite a while now. Alas, my predictions have finally proved 
accurate.

But why? How did I know this was coming … and how can you avoid its 
worst effects? Read more here. 

CNN
Starr: Yes, a sitting president can be indicted 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/08/ken-starr-mueller-president-trump-indictment-sot-newday-vpx.cnn
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CNN's Smerconish: Robert Mueller deserves our gratitude [ What … for 
the predictable cover-up of previous coverups enabling criminal trump in 
the first instance … Wake up! … he/they are a joke! mueller’s a typical 
bureaucratic slug … been so his entire life, one way or another…]

VANITYFAIR.COM 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 

AM Joy Congress doesn’t need Mueller report to keep investigating 
Trump

MSNBC / deadline white house - trump's little known ties to Justice 
Kennedy & the scheme …

Trump's 'SNL' attack crosses the line

The President sent 29 tweets and retweets in one day. But it's not just 
the quantity that is mind-boggling

Analysis: Trump outraged about all but the obvious

MSNBC / morning joe'Vladimir Putin owns Donald Trump and both' know it

CNN's Ana Cabrera slams Trump's attacks on McCain, 'SNL'

CNN's John Avlon: Mr. President, the statistics prove you wrong

Opinion: Trump has a serious problem [Duh!]

Democrats seek FBI probe of Florida woman's ties to Trump

Meghan McCain calls Trump's life 'pathetic' [ That’s probably the nicest, 
most charitable thing anyone could say about psychopath trump! ]

Newly released documents about the raids on Michael Cohen show the 
way money began to flow into a shell company run by Trump's former 
fixer

Something is very wrong with Trump [Duh!] (CNN)Let's pause for a 
moment and consider that President Donald Trump's chief of staff Mick 
Mulvaney had to say on national TV that his boss is "not a white 
supremacist" and one of Trump's senior advisers, Kellyanne Conway, had 
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to push back against her own husband's questioning of Trump's mental 
state. Over the weekend, as Trump ranted on Twitter, George Conway, who is a
prominent conservative lawyer, posted the psychiatric definition of narcissistic 
personality disorder and asked all Americans to think about Trump's "mental 
condition and psychological state." Acting chief of staff: Trump is not a white 
supremacist Naturally, the press wanted to hear Kellyanne Conway's view. "No,
I don't share those concerns," she said as she went to work at the White House 
on Monday. She added that she had been busy with her children and may not 
have been aware of all the President's recent tweets. 

Lawmaker: Cult of criminality surrounds Trump

Analysis: Explosive Russia revelations equal bad day for Trump

Cooper: Trump's war on investigators won't end soon

MSNBC
MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd seen in
a crime family
Trump’s goose now cooked like Al Capone’s taxes, says top lawyer

Craig Melvin Kellyanne Conway's husband: Trump's mental health 
'condition is getting worse' ( YALE PSYCHIATRIST: TRUMP'S LACK OF 
CONSCIENCE MAKES THE PRESIDENT CAPABLE OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY 
… – psychopath!) Kellyanne Conway's husband, George Conway, 
questioned President Trump's mental fitness for office after the president
posted a series of Twitter attacks over the weekend. When asked about 
her husband's concerns over the president's mental state, the counselor 
to the president said, "No, I don't share those concerns." [ Sure, they’re 
all a bunch of nut cases now, in for a penny, in for a pound! {From an old 
British expression (thus "pound" instead of "dollar"); the original 
reference was probably to theft, saying that being arrested for stealing a 
small amount is just as bad as for a large amount, so you may as well 
steal a lot and hope to get away with it} ].

MSNBC / THE BEAT WITH ARISELF-OWN? TRUMP’S TAX SECRET MAY 
KEEP HIM OFF 2020 BALLOT

MSNBC / the last wordLawrence’s Last Word: Trump threats?

MSNBC / hardballNew book details Jared Kushner, Ivanka Trump 
misusing their po…
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TRUMP'S WEEKEND: ANGRY TWEETS ATTACKING MUELLER, SNL, AND A
DEAD GOP SENATOR [ trump the sick dude, severely mentally ill beyond 
all doubt ] MSNBC / morning joe Trump's weekend Twitter use 'was a 
meltdown'

Jared, Ivanka maybe more dangerous than Trump: author

HUFFPOST
Politics HuffPost Trump Encourages Violence From His Supporters. 
They're Listening. " It was a disturbing remark, but even more disturbing 
is the fact that it'spart of a long history of Trump encouraging his 
supporters to engage in violence 

Trump warns 'tough' supporters could turn things 'very bad' if provoked 
ABC News

A Look At President Donald Trump's History Of Condoning Violence 
President Donald Trump’s presidency is driven by the aggression and 
violence that he encourages from his base.

Lawrence O'Donnell Explains Why Donald Trump's Warning Of Violence Is 
'Gibberish' HuffPost [ Oh, it’s definitely not gibberish; and, if you’ve ever 
fought the mob, you would know what a stupid thing it is that O’Donnell 
said, however well intended. People must realize that this is the real 
america, a nation of predominantly criminals and mentally ill people. El 
presidente criminal trump is a testament to that reality and truth! And, 
most americans are like trump; viz., gutless cowards and as such, 
inherently easily corruptible! ] Mail bomber Cesar Sayoc pleads guilty; 
devices were sent to critics of Trump Mail bomb suspect Cesar Sayoc 
pleaded guilty Thursday. Sayoc, from Florida, is accused of sending pipe 
bombs to Trump critics, Democrats and CNN … NBC News Cesar Sayoc 
pleads guilty to sending pipe bombs to Trump critics CBS Evening News

N.Y. AG Calls For $5.6 Million Fine Against Trump’s ‘Self-Dealing’ 
Foundation 

Accused Mob Boss Killer Flashes MAGA Slogans In Court 

LATIMES
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Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia investigation in silence 
The special counsel has led the highest-profile probe in two decades with
nary a public appearance or comment, in contrast to past independent 
investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris Megerian and David Lauter 
[mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more Vietnams for me says cowardly 
bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a dive! This country’s a
total fraud just like mueller, barr, rosenstein, et als. ] 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang down your head bob 
mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical bureaucratic slugs … the 
cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and resources/money! Totally 
predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow slug/bud barr’s 
appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com 

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 

WASHPOST
Trump is right. This is a witch hunt! [More accurately, a witch hunt, bitch 
hunt, warlock hunt, euphemistically speaking!]Dana Milbank

The White House hasn't turned over a single piece of paper to my 
committee Cummings 

The surprise at Mueller's conclusions is surprising in itself By George T. 
Conway III [ Indeed … Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia 
investigation in silence The special counsel has led the highest-profile 
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probe in two decades with nary a public appearance or comment, in 
contrast to past independent investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris 
Megerian and David Lauter [mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more 
Vietnams for me says cowardly bureaucratic slug mueller who knows 
how to take a dive! This country’s a total fraud just like mueller, barr, 
rosenstein, et als. ] http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang 
down your head bob mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical 
bureaucratic slugs … the cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and 
resources/money! Totally predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow 
slug/bud barr’s appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg         
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) ]

NYTIMES
Opinion David Leonhardt It Isn’t Complicated: Trump Encourages Violence He 
doesn’t deserve blame for any specific attack. He does deserve blame for the 
increase in white-nationalist violence.

Nancy Pelosi on impeaching President Trump: 'He's just not worth it' 
Nancy Pelosi stands up in her spacious office in the U.S. Capitol, walks 
past an enormous window with a commanding view of the Mall and the 
Washington … [ No ….. The bottom line is that she, pelosi is not worth it 
… keep in mind the last time dems ‘had it all’, lost it all and then some … 
a f**k-up, to be sure, and now she’s senile and lacks the energy required 
for the position ….. typical go along/get along guinea who has cashed in 
on her position as corrupt guineas typically do/california version … 
MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd seen in
a crime family ] http://albertpeia.com/oldguinea.htm 

[ Ah … Eureka! ….. behind pelosi’s soft spot for trump … The leading 
candidate for House speaker in January meanwhile compared Donald 
Trump to fascist leader Benito Mussolini Like the Republican president, 
'he didn’t care what they said about him, as long as they were talking 
about him,' Pelosi said of Mussolini ….. GREAT POINT MADAM SENILE! 
… ]MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd 
seen in a crime family
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MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd seen in
a crime family
Rebuking Trump, 12 GOP senators vote with Dems to reject border 
national emergency 
The U.S. Senate, in a vote of 59-41, passed a resolution to nullify 
President Trump's national emergency border declaration.
Senate hands Trump an embarrassing defeat on emergency declaration

https://www.axios.com/trumps-national-emergency-
declaration-blocked-senate 
The 12 Republicans who voted against Trump's national 
emergency:

• Lamar Alexander (Tenn.)
• Roy Blunt (Mo.)
• Susan Collins (Me.)
• Mike Lee (Utah)
• Jerry Moran (Kan.)
• Lisa Murkowski (Alaska)
• Rand Paul (Ky.)
• Rob Portman (Ohio)
• Mitt Romney (Utah)
• Marco Rubio (Fla.)
• Patrick J. Toomey (Pa.)
• Roger Wicker (Miss.)

https://www.axios.com/trumps-national-emergency-declaration-blocked-senate
https://www.axios.com/trumps-national-emergency-declaration-blocked-senate
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https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=3373feaac5d7f3bdaeead806df7c2672&sd=v2_6bd0aa64ad19b34139059bc83e53cafa_e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82_1552585746_1552585746_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GLa8yeqXLSABKAMw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjL6hpQowZYAGDgEw&ui=e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82&it=video&ii=-5082557972742071810&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=6e231836bc7a59779253fc5154d5eaf44c31d4bcf928&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2F11th-hour%2Fwatch%2Fdavid-jolly-trump-s-behavior-is-like-what-you-d-seen-in-a-crime-family-1457774659535%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1552585743926&r=8&ppb=CLwG&cpb=Eg8zNDktNDk0LVJFTEVBU0UYiwcgnP__________ASoZbGEudGFib29sYXN5bmRpY2F0aW9uLmNvbTIId2F0ZXIyMTU4gNa_5QRAkaQOSIuwDlDL6hpYowY
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=3373feaac5d7f3bdaeead806df7c2672&sd=v2_6bd0aa64ad19b34139059bc83e53cafa_e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82_1552585746_1552585746_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GLa8yeqXLSABKAMw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjL6hpQowZYAGDgEw&ui=e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82&it=video&ii=-5082557972742071810&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=6e231836bc7a59779253fc5154d5eaf44c31d4bcf928&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2F11th-hour%2Fwatch%2Fdavid-jolly-trump-s-behavior-is-like-what-you-d-seen-in-a-crime-family-1457774659535%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1552585743926&r=8&ppb=CLwG&cpb=Eg8zNDktNDk0LVJFTEVBU0UYiwcgnP__________ASoZbGEudGFib29sYXN5bmRpY2F0aW9uLmNvbTIId2F0ZXIyMTU4gNa_5QRAkaQOSIuwDlDL6hpYowY


DRUDGEREPORT
‘...Those comments rankled some progressives who saw Pelosi as giving 
a pass to the president."I felt she was rushing to judgment without all the
information being in," billionaire activist Tom Steyer told USA TODAY last
week. Steyer leads a movement focused on impeaching the president. 
"She was, in effect, handing a veto to all the Republicans in terms of 
holding Mr. Trump to account," Steyer said. [ Absolutely correct! ]

GOOGLENEWS
Did Wall Street get a 'trillion-dollar bailout' during the financial crisis? 
Washington Post [ One of the $22 trillion? … Little late to be asking, but 
better late than never … thieving basturds ….. Sure, in for a penny, in for 
a pound! {From an old British expression (thus "pound" instead of 
"dollar"); the original reference was probably to theft, saying that being 
arrested for stealing a small amount is just as bad as for a large amount, 
so you may as well steal a lot and hope to get away with it} ]

CNN Poll: Majority says Trump not exonerated of collusion after Barr's 
summary

LATIMES
Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia investigation in silence 
The special counsel has led the highest-profile probe in two decades with
nary a public appearance or comment, in contrast to past independent 
investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris Megerian and David Lauter 
[mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more Vietnams for me says cowardly 
bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a dive! This country’s a
total fraud just like mueller, barr, rosenstein, et als. ] 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang down your head bob 
mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical bureaucratic slugs … the 
cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and resources/money! Totally 
predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow slug/bud barr’s 
appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F2019%2F02%2Fwilliam-barr-son-in-law-white-house%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nwav5n6ruvX3Bt8xXrIJVpUEhd9Ho7OIY4X2SjOfIsB_LaR2vjRh1nb8&h=AT1uGRAjIdx5sO3SD_ZWMe8KHEdJpJ3KQRnPau7FyMQ3yCH83nlNA68lA3pPiI3FLOr_X8C6Q-q8g3G57iHNispOAS9KqfL1pFwO7N-3J_8yT7cO4ckgPkI_ZZ-XdBt6nN4KHW4VRLKft--vJR30vsMWRVoCj0abZjgbTW9d
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https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEFDvuKMfceMMEmNhRvKh_3wqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.needtoimpeach.com/


Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com 

Brexit in disarray after House speaker moves to block third vote on deal 
LONDON — The speaker of Britain's House of Commons, famous for his 
erudite put-downs and booming calls for “Order!” in Parliament, threw 
Prime Minister … The Washington Post

Speaker says May cannot have vote on same Brexit deal Guardian News

Reputed Gambino crime boss' suspected killer flashes 'MAGA,' other 
slogans on hand The 24-year-old man charged with killing the reputed 
boss of the Gambino crime family wrote a string of slogans on his hand, 
including "MAGA Forever," and … Fox News

Suspect in mob boss hit flashes pro-Trump slogans on hand TOMS RIVER,
N.J. (AP) — The man charged with killing the reputed boss of the 
Gambino crime family wrote pro-Donald Trump slogans on his hand and 
flashed … Yahoo News

Pelosi says she's opposed to impeaching Trump (S)He's just not worth it'

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., revealed she's opposed to the 
impeachment of President Donald Trump in the absence of evidence that 
is "compelling …

World WPVI – Philadelphia Italy outraged as court finds victim too ugly to 
be raped Italy's Justice Ministry has ordered a preliminary inquiry into an 
appeals court ruling that overturned a rape verdict in part by arguing that
the woman who was attacked was too ugly to be a credible rape victim. 
The appeals sentence was handed down by an all-female panel. [Crazy 
guineas!]

https://news.yahoo.com/italy-outraged-court-finds-victim-141556242.html
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-outraged-court-finds-victim-141556242.html
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiY2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3BvbGl0aWNzL3BlbG9zaS1zYXlzLXNoZXMtb3Bwb3NlZC10by1pbXBlYWNoaW5nLXRydW1wLWhlcy1qdXN0LW5vdC13b3J0aC1pdNIBAA
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiWGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LnlhaG9vLmNvbS9uZXdzL3N1c3BlY3QtbW9iLWJvc3MtaGl0LWZsYXNoZXMtcHJvLXRydW1wLXNsb2dhbnMtMTk1MDUyMTgzLmh0bWzSAaMBaHR0cHM6Ly9uZXdzLXlhaG9vLWNvbS5jZG4uYW1wcHJvamVjdC5vcmcvdi9zL25ld3MueWFob28uY29tL2FtcGh0bWwvc3VzcGVjdC1tb2ItYm9zcy1oaXQtZmxhc2hlcy1wcm8tdHJ1bXAtc2xvZ2Fucy0xOTUwNTIxODMuaHRtbD9hbXBfanNfdj0wLjEjd2Vidmlldz0xJmNhcD1zd2lwZQ?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiYGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3VzL3JlcHV0ZWQtZ2FtYmluby1jcmltZS1ib3NzLXN1c3BlY3RlZC1raWxsZXItZmxhc2hlcy1tYWdhLXNsb2dhbnMtaGFuZNIBAA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiYGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3VzL3JlcHV0ZWQtZ2FtYmluby1jcmltZS1ib3NzLXN1c3BlY3RlZC1raWxsZXItZmxhc2hlcy1tYWdhLXNsb2dhbnMtaGFuZNIBAA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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YAHOONEWS
[Crazy trump/Crazy guineas!]

U.S. USA TODAY Gambino murder sparks Mafia rumor mill: 'A couple of 
guys got to get killed now' 
Gambino boss Frank Cali, killed Wednesday, was the first made man in 
the crime family to be whacked in decades. 
Suspect in mob boss hit flashes pro-Trump slogans on hand Associated 
Press
24-year-old man in custody for death of Gambino crime family boss Frank 
Cali, police say WABC – NY

Fox News

Nancy Pelosi on impeaching President Trump: 'He's just not worth it'

Nancy Pelosi stands up in her spacious office in the U.S. Capitol, walks 
past an enormous window with a commanding view of the Mall and the 
Washington … [ No ….. The bottom line is that she, pelosi is not worth it 
… keep in mind the last time dems ‘had it all’, lost it all and then some … 
a f**k-up, to be sure, and now she’s senile and lacks the energy required 
for the position ….. typical go along/get along guinea who has cashed in 
on her position as corrupt guineas typically do/california version ] 
http://albertpeia.com/oldguinea.htm 

[ Ah … Eureka! ….. behind pelosi’s soft spot for trump … The leading 
candidate for House speaker in January meanwhile compared Donald 
Trump to fascist leader Benito Mussolini Like the Republican president, 
'he didn’t care what they said about him, as long as they were talking 
about him,' Pelosi said of Mussolini ….. GREAT POINT MADAM SENILE! ]

YAHOONEWS
THE COVER-UP Politics USA TODAY Senate blocks resolution calling for 
public release of Robert Mueller's report after House voted 420-0 The 
Senate blocked a measure that demanded special counsel Robert 
Mueller's final report be made public hours after the House unanimously 
passed the measure

Politics FOX News Videos Don Lemon questions Donald Trump's mental 
fitness CNN anchor Don Lemon didn't hold back Thursday night, attacking
both President Donald Trump and White House counsel Kellyanne 
Conway. Lemon criticized President Trump for mocking Beto O'Rourke's 

https://news.yahoo.com/don-lemon-questions-donald-trumps-153200559.html
https://news.yahoo.com/don-lemon-questions-donald-trumps-153200559.html
https://news.yahoo.com/house-calls-public-release-robert-155918887.html
https://news.yahoo.com/house-calls-public-release-robert-155918887.html
http://albertpeia.com/oldguinea.htm
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https://news.yahoo.com/apos-couple-guys-got-killed-100007168.html


hand gestures, saying he was 'projecting' and questioning his mental 
fitness. Earlier, Lemon also disparaged Conway, saying she was 'beneath 
the dignity' of CNN.

Business The Independent Trump received more than $2bn in loans from 
Deutsche Bank despite being 'deemed untouchable' by other institutions, 
report claims Deutsche Bank reportedly loaned more than $2bn (£1.5bn) 
to Donald Trump over two decades despite multiple “red flags”. The 
German bank is said to have approved huge loans to Mr Trump even after 
bankruptcies and default [ Of course … nazis sticking together! ] 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? 

That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'être http://
albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.grabien.com/story-matthews-livid-over-mueller-how-could-they-let-trump-hook
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https://news.yahoo.com/trump-received-more-2bn-loans-111500261.html


CNN
12 ways Nixon and Trump struck similar tones on Watergate and Russia 
investigations

Young Richard Nixon was an 'opportunist'

Starr: Yes, a sitting president can be indicted 

MSNBC
WaPo: Docs show Trump often exaggerated his wealth to lenders, 
investors

HUFFPOST

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Trump’s 
businesses are full of dirty Russian money. The … 
www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/trumps-businesses...Craig Unger is the
author of "House of Trump, House of Putin" and a former contributing 
editor of Vanity Fair. March 29 Collusion or not, President Trump and the 
Russians are thick as thieves ..

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

In 1984, a Russian émigré named David Bogatin went shopping for 
apartments in New York City. The 38-year-old had arrived in America 
seven years before, with just $3 in his pocket. But for a former pilot in the
Soviet Army—his specialty had been shooting down Americans over North
Vietnam—he had clearly done quite well for himself. Bogatin wasn’t 
hunting for a place in Brighton Beach, the Brooklyn enclave known as 
“Little Odessa” for its large population of immigrants from the Soviet 
Union. Instead, he was fixated on the glitziest apartment building on Fifth
Avenue, a gaudy, 58-story edifice with gold-plated fixtures and a pink-
marble atrium: Trump Tower.
A monument to celebrity and conspicuous consumption, the tower was 
home to the likes of Johnny Carson, Steven Spielberg, and Sophia Loren. 

http://newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian
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Its brash, 38-year-old developer was something of a tabloid celebrity 
himself. Donald Trump was just coming into his own as a serious player 
in Manhattan real estate, and Trump Tower was the crown jewel of his 
growing empire. From the day it opened, the building was a hit—all but a 
few dozen of its 263 units had sold in the first few months. But Bogatin 
wasn’t deterred by the limited availability or the sky-high prices. The 
Russian plunked down $6 million to buy not one or two, but five luxury 
condos. The big check apparently caught the attention of the owner. 
According to Wayne Barrett, who investigated the deal for the Village 
Voice, Trump personally attended the closing, along with Bogatin.

If the transaction seemed suspicious—multiple apartments for a single 
buyer who appeared to have no legitimate way to put his hands on that 
much money—there may have been a reason. At the time, Russian 
mobsters were beginning to invest in high-end real estate, which offered 
an ideal vehicle to launder money from their criminal enterprises. “During
the ’80s and ’90s, we in the U.S. government repeatedly saw a pattern by 
which criminals would use condos and high-rises to launder money,” says
Jonathan Winer, a deputy assistant secretary of state for international 
law enforcement in the Clinton administration. “It didn’t matter that you 
paid too much, because the real estate values would rise, and it was a 
way of turning dirty money into clean money. It was done very 
systematically, and it explained why there are so many high-rises where 
the units were sold but no one is living in them.” When Trump Tower was 
built, as David Cay Johnston reports in The Making of Donald Trump, it 
was only the second high-rise in New York that accepted anonymous 
buyers.

In 1987, just three years after he attended the closing with Trump, 
Bogatin pleaded guilty to taking part in a massive gasoline-bootlegging 
scheme with Russian mobsters. After he fled the country, the government
seized his five condos at Trump Tower, saying that he had purchased 
them to “launder money, to shelter and hide assets.” A Senate 
investigation into organized crime later revealed that Bogatin was a 
leading figure in the Russian mob in New York. His family ties, in fact, led
straight to the top: His brother ran a $150 million stock scam with none 



other than Semion Mogilevich, whom the FBI considers the “boss of 
bosses” of the Russian mafia. At the time, Mogilevich—feared even by his
fellow gangsters as “the most powerful mobster in the world”—was 
expanding his multibillion-dollar international criminal syndicate into 
America.

In 1987, on his first trip to Russia, Trump visited the Winter Palace with 
Ivana. The Soviets flew him to Moscow—all expenses paid—to discuss 
building a luxury hotel across from the Kremlin.Maxim Blokhin/TASS

Since Trump’s election as president, his ties to Russia have become the 
focus of intense scrutiny, most of which has centered on whether his 
inner circle colluded with Russia to subvert the U.S. election. A growing 
chorus in Congress is also asking pointed questions about how the 
president built his business empire. Rep. Adam Schiff, the ranking 
Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee, has called for a deeper 
inquiry into “Russian investment in Trump’s businesses and properties.”

The very nature of Trump’s businesses—all of which are privately held, 
with few reporting requirements—makes it difficult to root out the truth 
about his financial deals. And the world of Russian oligarchs and 
organized crime, by design, is shadowy and labyrinthine. For the past 
three decades, state and federal investigators, as well as some of 
America’s best investigative journalists, have sifted through mountains of
real estate records, tax filings, civil lawsuits, criminal cases, and FBI and
Interpol reports, unearthing ties between Trump and Russian mobsters 
like Mogilevich. To date, no one has documented that Trump was even 
aware of any suspicious entanglements in his far-flung businesses, let 
alone that he was directly compromised by the Russian mafia or the 
corrupt oligarchs who are closely allied with the Kremlin. So far, when it 
comes to Trump’s ties to Russia, there is no smoking gun.

But even without an investigation by Congress or a special prosecutor, 
there is much we already know about the president’s debt to Russia. A 
review of the public record reveals a clear and disturbing pattern: Trump 
owes much of his business success, and by extension his presidency, to 
a flow of highly suspicious money from Russia. Over the past three 



decades, at least 13 people with known or alleged links to Russian 
mobsters or oligarchs have owned, lived in, and even run criminal 
activities out of Trump Tower and other Trump properties. Many used his 
apartments and casinos to launder untold millions in dirty money. Some 
ran a worldwide high-stakes gambling ring out of Trump Tower—in a unit 
directly below one owned by Trump. Others provided Trump with 
lucrative branding deals that required no investment on his part. Taken 
together, the flow of money from Russia provided Trump with a crucial 
infusion of financing that helped rescue his empire from ruin, burnish his 
image, and launch his career in television and politics. “They saved his 
bacon,” says Kenneth McCallion, a former assistant U.S. attorney in the 
Reagan administration who investigated ties between organized crime 
and Trump’s developments in the 1980s.

It’s entirely possible that Trump was never more than a convenient patsy 
for Russian oligarchs and mobsters, with his casinos and condos 
providing easy pass-throughs for their illicit riches. At the very least, with
his constant need for new infusions of cash and his well-documented 
troubles with creditors, Trump made an easy “mark” for anyone looking 
to launder money. But whatever his knowledge about the source of his 
wealth, the public record makes clear that Trump built his business 
empire in no small part with a lot of dirty money from a lot of dirty 
Russians—including the dirtiest and most feared of them all.

Trump made his first trip to Russia in 1987, only a few years before the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. Invited by Soviet Ambassador Yuri Dubinin, 
Trump was flown to Moscow and Leningrad—all expenses paid—to talk 
business with high-ups in the Soviet command. In The Art of the Deal, 
Trump recounted the lunch meeting with Dubinin that led to the trip. “One
thing led to another,” he wrote, “and now I’m talking about building a 
large luxury hotel, across the street from the Kremlin, in partnership with
the Soviet government.”

Over the years, Trump and his sons would try and fail five times to build a
new Trump Tower in Moscow. But for Trump, what mattered most were 
the lucrative connections he had begun to make with the Kremlin—and 



with the wealthy Russians who would buy so many of his properties in 
the years to come. “Russians make up a pretty disproportionate cross 
section of a lot of our assets,” Donald Trump Jr. boasted at a real estate 
conference in 2008. “We see a lot of money pouring in from Russia.”

The money, illicit and otherwise, began to rain in earnest after the Soviet 
Union fell in 1991. President Boris Yeltsin’s shift to a market economy 
was so abrupt that cash-rich gangsters and corrupt government officials 
were able to privatize and loot state-held assets in oil, coal, minerals, and
banking. Yeltsin himself, in fact, would later describe Russia as “the 
biggest mafia state in the world.” After Vladimir Putin succeeded Yeltsin 
as president, Russian intelligence effectively joined forces with the 
country’s mobsters and oligarchs, allowing them to operate freely as long
as they strengthen Putin’s power and serve his personal financial 
interests. According to James Henry, a former chief economist at 
McKinsey & Company who consulted on the Panama Papers, some $1.3 
trillion in illicit capital has poured out of Russia since the 1990s.

Semion Mogilevich.

At the top of the sprawling criminal enterprise was Semion Mogilevich. 
Beginning in the early 1980s, according to the FBI, the short, squat 
Ukrainian was the key money-laundering contact for the Solntsevskaya 
Bratva, or Brotherhood, one of the richest criminal syndicates in the 
world. Before long, he was running a multibillion-dollar worldwide racket 
of his own. Mogilevich wasn’t feared because he was the most violent 
gangster, but because he was reputedly the smartest. The FBI has 
credited the “brainy don,” who holds a degree in economics from Lviv 
University, with a staggering range of crimes. He ran drug trafficking and 
prostitution rings on an international scale; in one characteristic deal, he 
bought a bankrupt airline to ship heroin from Southeast Asia into Europe. 
He used a jewelry business in Moscow and Budapest as a front for art 
that Russian gangsters stole from museums, churches, and synagogues 
all over Europe. He has also been accused of selling some $20 million in 
stolen weapons, including ground-to-air missiles and armored troop 
carriers, to Iran. “He uses this wealth and power to not only further his 



criminal enterprises,” the FBI says, “but to influence governments and 
their economies.”

In Russia, Mogilevich’s influence reportedly reaches all the way to the 
top. In 2005, Alexander Litvinenko, a Russian intelligence agent who 
defected to London, recorded an interview with investigators detailing 
his inside knowledge of the Kremlin’s ties to organized crime. 
“Mogilevich,” he said in broken English, “have good relationship with 
Putin since 1994 or 1993.” A year later Litvinenko was dead, apparently 
poisoned by agents of the Kremlin.

Vyachelsav Ivankov.Sergey Ponomarev/AP

Mogilevich’s greatest talent, the one that places him at the top of the 
Russian mob, is finding creative ways to cleanse dirty cash. According to 
the FBI, he has laundered money through more than 100 front companies 
around the world, and held bank accounts in at least 27 countries. And in 
1991, he made a move that led directly to Trump Tower. That year, the 
FBI says, Mogilevich paid a Russian judge to spring a fellow mob boss, 
Vyachelsav Kirillovich Ivankov, from a Siberian gulag. If Mogilevich was 
the brains, Ivankov was the enforcer—a vor v zakone, or “made man,” 
infamous for torturing his victims and boasting about the murders he had 
arranged. Sprung by Mogilevich, Ivankov made the most of his freedom. 
In 1992, a year after he was released from prison, he headed to New York
on an illegal business visa and proceeded to set up shop in Brighton 
Beach.

In Red Mafiya, his book about the rise of the Russian mob in America, 
investigative reporter Robert I. Friedman documented how Ivankov 
organized a lurid and violent underworld of tattooed gangsters. When 
Ivankov touched down at JFK, Friedman reported, he was met by a fellow
vor, who handed him a suitcase with $1.5 million in cash. Over the next 
three years, Ivankov oversaw the mob’s growth from a local extortion 
racket to a multibillion-dollar criminal enterprise. According to the FBI, 
he recruited two “combat brigades” of Special Forces veterans from the 
Soviet war in Afghanistan to run the mafia’s protection racket and kill his 
enemies.



Like Mogilevich, Ivankov had a lot of dirty money he needed to clean up. 
He bought a Rolls-Royce dealership that was used, according to The New
York Times, “as a front to launder criminal proceeds.” The FBI concluded 
that one of Ivankov’s partners in the operation was Felix Komarov, an 
upscale art dealer who lived in Trump Plaza on Third Avenue. Komarov, 
who was not charged in the case, called the allegations baseless. He 
acknowledged that he had frequent phone conversations with Ivankov, 
but insisted the exchanges were innocent. “I had no reason not to call 
him,” Komarov told a reporter.

Trump Taj Mahal paid the largest fine ever levied against a casino for 
having “willfully violated” anti-money-laundering rules.

The feds wanted to arrest Ivankov, but he kept vanishing. “He was like a 
ghost to the FBI,” one agent recalls. Agents spotted him meeting with 
other Russian crime figures in Miami, Los Angeles, Boston, and Toronto. 
They also found he made frequent visits to Trump Taj Mahal in Atlantic 
City, which mobsters routinely used to launder huge sums of money. In 
2015, the Taj Mahal was fined $10 million—the highest penalty ever 
levied by the feds against a casino—and admitted to having “willfully 
violated” anti-money-laundering regulations for years.

The FBI also struggled to figure out where Ivankov lived. “We were 
looking around, looking around, looking around,” James Moody, chief of 
the bureau’s organized crime section, told Friedman. “We had to go out 
and really beat the bushes. And then we found out that he was living in a 
luxury condo in Trump Tower.”

There is no evidence that Trump knew Ivankov personally, even if they 
were neighbors. But the fact that a top Russian mafia boss lived and 
worked in Trump’s own building indicates just how much high-level 
Russian mobsters came to view the future president’s properties as a 
home away from home. In 2009, after being extradited to Russia to face 
murder charges, Ivankov was gunned down in a sniper attack on the 
streets of Moscow. According to The Moscow Times, his funeral was a 
media spectacle in Russia, attracting “1,000 people wearing black 
leather jackets, sunglasses, and gold chains,” along with dozens of giant 



wreaths from the various brotherhoods.

Throughout the 1990s, untold millions from the former Soviet Union 
flowed into Trump’s luxury developments and Atlantic City casinos. But 
all the money wasn’t enough to save Trump from his own failings as a 
businessman. He owed $4 billion to more than 70 banks, with a mind-
boggling $800 million of it personally guaranteed. He spent much of the 
decade mired in litigation, filing for multiple bankruptcies and scrambling
to survive. For most developers, the situation would have spelled 
financial ruin. But fortunately for Trump, his own economic crisis 
coincided with one in Russia.

In 1998, Russia defaulted on $40 billion in debt, causing the ruble to 
plummet and Russian banks to close. The ensuing financial panic sent 
the country’s oligarchs and mobsters scrambling to find a safe place to 
put their money. That October, just two months after the Russian 
economy went into a tailspin, Trump broke ground on his biggest project 
yet. Rising to 72 stories in midtown Manhattan, Trump World Tower 
would be the tallest residential building on the planet. Construction got 
underway in 1999—just as Trump was preparing his first run for the 
presidency on the Reform Party ticket— and concluded in 2001. As 
Bloomberg Businessweek reported earlier this year, it wasn’t long before 
one-third of the units on the tower’s priciest floors had been snatched up
—either by individual buyers from the former Soviet Union, or by limited 
liability companies connected to Russia. “We had big buyers from Russia 
and Ukraine and Kazakhstan,” sales agent Debra Stotts told Bloomberg.

Sunny Isles, Florida, became known as “Little Moscow,” thanks to 
Trump’s high-rises.Rhona Wise/AFP/Getty

Among the new tenants was Eduard Nektalov, a diamond dealer from 
Uzbekistan. Nektalov, who was being investigated by a Treasury 
Department task force for mob-connected money laundering, bought a 
condo on the seventy-ninth floor, directly below Trump’s future campaign 
manager, Kellyanne Conway. A month later he sold his unit for a $500,000
profit. The following year, after rumors circulated that Nektalov was 
cooperating with federal investigators, he was shot down on Sixth 



Avenue.

Trump had found his market. After Trump World Tower opened, Sotheby’s 
International Realty teamed up with a Russian real estate company to 
make a big sales push for the property in Russia. The “tower full of 
oligarchs,” as Bloomberg called it, became a model for Trump’s projects 
going forward. All he needed to do, it seemed, was slap the Trump name 
on a big building, and high-dollar customers from Russia and the former 
Soviet republics were guaranteed to come rushing in. Dolly Lenz, a New 
York real estate broker, told USA Today that she sold some 65 units in 
Trump World Tower to Russians. “I had contacts in Moscow looking to 
invest in the United States,” Lenz said. “They all wanted to meet Donald.”

To capitalize on his new business model, Trump struck a deal with a 
Florida developer to attach his name to six high-rises in Sunny Isles, just 
outside Miami. Without having to put up a dime of his own money, Trump 
would receive a cut of the profits. “Russians love the Trump brand,” Gil 
Dezer, the Sunny Isles developer, told Bloomberg. A local broker told The 
Washington Post that one-third of the 500 apartments he’d sold went to 
“Russian-speakers.” So many bought the Trump-branded apartments, in 
fact, that the area became known as “Little Moscow.”

“Russians love the Trump brand,” said developer Gil Dezer, (left, with 
Trump). One Florida tenant, Anatoly Golubchik (right) was busted in a 
major money-laundering ring run out of Trump Tower. Billy Farrell/Patrick 
McMullan/Getty; John Marshall Mantel/ New York Times/Redux

Many of the units were sold by a native of Uzbekistan who had 
immigrated from the Soviet Union in the 1980s; her business was so brisk
that she soon began bringing Russian tour groups to Sunny Isles to view 
the properties. According to a Reuters investigation in March, at least 63 
buyers with Russian addresses or passports spent $98 million on Trump’s
properties in south Florida. What’s more, another one-third of the units—
more than 700 in all—were bought by shadowy shell companies that 
concealed the true owners.

Trump promoted and celebrated the properties. His organization 



continues to advertise the units; in 2011, when they first turned a profit, 
he attended a ceremonial mortgage-burning in Sunny Isles to toast their 
success. Last October, an investigation by the Miami Herald found that at
least 13 buyers in the Florida complex have been the target of 
government investigations, either personally or through their companies, 
including “members of a Russian-American organized crime group.” Two 
buyers in Sunny Isles, Anatoly Golubchik and Michael Sall, were 
convicted for taking part in a massive international gambling and money-
laundering syndicate that was run out of Trump Tower in New York. The 
ring, according to the FBI, was operating under the protection of the 
Russian mafia.

The influx of Russian money did more than save Trump’s business from 
ruin—it set the stage for the next phase of his career. By 2004, to the 
outside world, it appeared that Trump was back on top after his failures 
in Atlantic City. That January, flush with the appearance of success, 
Trump launched his newly burnished brand into another medium.

“My name’s Donald Trump,” he declared in his opening narration for The 
Apprentice, “the largest real estate developer in New York. I own 
buildings all over the place. Model agencies. The Miss Universe pageant. 
Jetliners, golf courses, casinos, and private resorts like Mar-a-Lago, one 
of the most spectacular estates anywhere in the world.”

But it wouldn’t be Trump without a better story than that. “It wasn’t 
always so easy,” he confessed, over images of him cruising around New 
York in a stretch limo. “About 13 years ago, I was seriously in trouble. I 
was billions of dollars in debt. But I fought back, and I won. Big league. I 
used my brain. I used my negotiating skills. And I worked it all out. Now 
my company’s bigger than it ever was and stronger than it ever was.… 
I’ve mastered the art of the deal.”

The show, which reportedly paid Trump up to $3 million per episode, 
instantly revived his career. “The Apprentice turned Trump from a 
blowhard Richie Rich who had just gone through his most difficult decade
into an unlikely symbol of straight talk, an evangelist for the American 
gospel of success, a decider who insisted on standards in a country that 



had somehow slipped into handing out trophies for just showing up,” 
journalists Michael Kranish and Marc Fisher observe in their book Trump 
Revealed. “Above all, Apprentice sold an image of the host-boss as 
supremely competent and confident, dispensing his authority and getting 
immediate results. The analogy to politics was palpable.”

Russians spent at least $98 million on Trump’s properties in Florida—and 
another third of the units were bought by shadowy shell companies.

But the story of Donald Trump, self-made business genius, left out any 
mention of the shady Russian investors who had done so much to make 
his comeback narrative possible. And Trump’s business, despite the 
hype, was hardly “stronger than it ever was”—his credit was still lousy, 
and two more of his prized properties in Atlantic City would soon fall into 
bankruptcy, even as his ratings soared.

To further enhance his brand, Trump used his prime-time perch to unveil 
another big project. On the 2006 season finale of The Apprentice, as 11 
million viewers waited to learn which of the two finalists was going to be 
fired, Trump prolonged the suspense by cutting to a promotional video for
his latest venture. “Located in the center of Manhattan’s chic artist 
enclave, the Trump International Hotel and Tower in SoHo is the site of 
my latest development,” he narrated over swooping helicopter footage of 
lower Manhattan. The new building, he added, would be nothing less than
a “$370 million work of art … an awe-inspiring masterpiece.”

Trump SoHo was the brainchild of two development companies—Bayrock 
Group LLC and the Sapir Organization—run by a pair of wealthy émigrés 
from the former Soviet Union who had done business with some of 
Russia’s richest and most notorious oligarchs. Together, their firms made
Trump an offer he couldn’t refuse: The developers would finance and 
build Trump SoHo themselves. In return for lending his name to the 
project, Trump would get 18 percent of the profits—without putting up 
any of his own money.

One of the developers, Tamir Sapir, had followed an unlikely path to 
riches. After emigrating from the Soviet Union in the 1970s, he had 



started out driving a cab in New York City and ended up a billionaire 
living in Trump Tower. His big break came when he co-founded a 
company that sold high-tech electronics. According to the FBI, Sapir’s 
partner in the firm was a “member or associate” of Ivankov’s mob in 
Brighton Beach. No charges were ever filed, and Sapir denied having any 
mob ties. “It didn’t happen,” he told The New York Times. “Everything 
was done in the most legitimate way.”

Trump, who described Sapir as a “great friend,” bought 200 televisions 
from his electronics company. In 2007, he hosted the wedding of Sapir’s 
daughter at Mar-a-Lago, and later attended her infant son’s bris.

In 2007, Trump celebrated the launch of Trump SoHo with partners Tevfik
Arif (center) and Felix Sater (right). Arif was later acquitted on charges of
running a prostitution ring.Mark Von Holden/WireImage/Getty

Sapir also introduced Trump to Tevfik Arif, his partner in the Trump SoHo 
deal. On paper, at least, Arif was another heartwarming immigrant 
success story. He had graduated from the Moscow Institute of Trade and 
Economics and worked as a Soviet trade and commerce official for 17 
years before moving to New York and founding Bayrock. Practically 
overnight, Arif became a wildly successful developer in Brooklyn. In 2002,
after meeting Trump, he moved Bayrock’s offices to Trump Tower, where 
he and his staff of Russian émigrés set up shop on the twenty-fourth 
floor.

Trump worked closely with Bayrock on real estate ventures in Russia, 
Ukraine, and Poland. “Bayrock knew the investors,” he later testified. Arif
“brought the people up from Moscow to meet with me.” He boasted about
the deal he was getting: Arif was offering him a 20 to 25 percent cut on 
his overseas projects, he said, not to mention management fees. “It was 
almost like mass production of a car,” Trump testified.

But Bayrock and its deals quickly became mired in controversy. Forbes 
and other publications reported that the company was financed by a 
notoriously corrupt group of oligarchs known as The Trio. In 2010, Arif 
was arrested by Turkish prosecutors and charged with setting up a 



prostitution ring after he was found aboard a boat—chartered by one of 
The Trio—with nine young women, two of whom were 16 years old. The 
women reportedly refused to talk, and Arif was acquitted. According to a 
lawsuit filed that same year by two former Bayrock executives, Arif 
started the firm “backed by oligarchs and money they stole from the 
Russian people.” In addition, the suit alleges, Bayrock “was substantially 
and covertly mob-owned and operated.” The company’s real purpose, the 
executives claim, was to develop hugely expensive properties bearing 
the Trump brand—and then use the projects to launder money and evade 
taxes.

The lawsuit, which is ongoing, does not claim that Trump was complicit 
in the alleged scam. Bayrock dismissed the allegations as “legal 
conclusions to which no response is required.” But last year, after 
examining title deeds, bank records, and court documents, the Financial 
Times concluded that Trump SoHo had “multiple ties to an alleged 
international money-laundering network.” In one case, the paper 
reported, a former Kazakh energy minister is being sued in federal court 
for conspiring to “systematically loot hundreds of millions of dollars of 
public assets” and then purchasing three condos in Trump SoHo to 
launder his “ill-gotten funds.”

Felix Sater had a Trump business card long after his criminal past came 
to light.

During his collaboration with Bayrock, Trump also became close to the 
man who ran the firm’s daily operations—a twice-convicted felon with 
family ties to Semion Mogilevich. In 1974, when he was eight years old, 
Felix Sater and his family emigrated from Moscow to Brighton Beach. 
According to the FBI, his father—who was convicted for extorting local 
restaurants, grocery stores, and a medical clinic—was a Mogilevich boss.
Sater tried making it as a stockbroker, but his career came to an abrupt 
end in 1991, after he stabbed a Wall Street foe in the face with a broken 
margarita glass during a bar fight, opening wounds that required 110 
stitches. (Years later, in a deposition, Trump downplayed the incident, 
insisting that Sater “got into a barroom fight, which a lot of people do.”) 



Sater lost his trading license over the attack, and served a year in prison.

In 1998, Sater pleaded guilty to racketeering—operating a “pump and 
dump” stock fraud in partnership with alleged Russian mobsters that 
bilked investors of at least $40 million. To avoid prison time, Sater turned
informer. But according to the lawsuit against Bayrock, he also resumed 
“his old tricks.” By 2003, the suit alleges, Sater controlled the majority of 
Bayrock’s shares—and proceeded to use the firm to launder hundreds of 
millions of dollars, while skimming and extorting millions more. The suit 
also claims that Sater committed fraud by concealing his racketeering 
conviction from banks that invested hundreds of millions in Bayrock, and 
that he threatened “to kill anyone at the firm he thought knew of the 
crimes committed there and might report it.” In court, Bayrock has 
denied the allegations, which Sater’s attorney characterizes as “false, 
fabricated, and pure garbage.”

Related

What Did Republicans Know About the Russia Scandal? America 
Deserves an Answer.Either Trump deceived GOP leaders, or they ignored 
the collusion.

By Sater’s account, in sworn testimony, he was very tight with Trump. He
flew to Colorado with him, accompanied Donald Jr. and Ivanka on a trip 
to Moscow at Trump’s invitation, and met with Trump’s inner circle 
“constantly.” In Trump Tower, he often dropped by Trump’s office to pitch
business ideas—“just me and him.”

Trump seems unable to recall any of this. “Felix Sater, boy, I have to even
think about it,” he told the Associated Press in 2015. Two years earlier, 
testifying in a video deposition, Trump took the same line. If Sater “were 
sitting in the room right now,” he swore under oath, “I really wouldn’t 
know what he looked like.” He added: “I don’t know him very well, but I 
don’t think he was connected to the mafia.”

Trump and his lawyers say that he was unaware of Sater’s criminal past 
when he signed on to do business with Bayrock. That’s plausible, since 
Sater’s plea deal in the stock fraud was kept secret because of his role 



as an informant. But even after The New York Times revealed Sater’s 
criminal record in 2007, he continued to use office space provided by the 
Trump Organization. In 2010, he was even given an official Trump 
Organization business card that read: FELIX H. SATER, SENIOR ADVISOR 
TO DONALD TRUMP.

In 2013, police burst into Unit 63A of Trump Tower and rounded up 29 
suspects in a $100 million money-laundering scheme.

Sater apparently remains close to Trump’s inner circle. Earlier this year, 
one week before National Security Advisor Michael Flynn was fired for 
failing to report meetings with Russian officials, Trump’s personal 
attorney reportedly hand-delivered to Flynn’s office a “back-channel plan”
for lifting sanctions on Russia. The co-author of the plan, according to the
Times: Felix Sater.

In the end, Trump’s deals with Bayrock, like so much of his business 
empire, proved to be more glitter than gold. The international projects in 
Russia and Poland never materialized. A Trump tower being built in Fort 
Lauderdale ran out of money before it was completed, leaving behind a 
massive concrete shell. Trump SoHo ultimately had to be foreclosed and 
resold. But his Russian investors had left Trump with a high-profile 
property he could leverage. The new owners contracted with Trump to 
run the tower; as of April, the president and his daughter Ivanka were still
listed as managers of the property. In 2015, according to the federal 
financial disclosure reports, Trump made $3 million from Trump SoHo.

In April 2013, a little more than two years before Trump rode the 
escalator to the ground floor of Trump Tower to kick off his presidential 
campaign, police burst into Unit 63A of the high-rise and rounded up 29 
suspects in two gambling rings. The operation, which prosecutors called 
“the world’s largest sports book,” was run out of condos in Trump Tower
—including the entire fifty-first floor of the building. In addition, unit 63A—
a condo directly below one owned by Trump—served as the headquarters 
for a “sophisticated money-laundering scheme” that moved an estimated 
$100 million out of the former Soviet Union, through shell companies in 
Cyprus, and into investments in the United States. The entire operation, 



prosecutors say, was working under the protection of Alimzhan 
Tokhtakhounov, whom the FBI identified as a top Russian vor closely 
allied with Semion Mogilevich. In a single two-month stretch, according 
to the federal indictment, the money launderers paid Tokhtakhounov $10 
million.

Tokhtakhounov, who had been indicted a decade earlier for conspiring to 
fix the ice-skating competition at the 2002 Winter Olympics, was the only
suspect to elude arrest. For the next seven months, the Russian crime 
boss fell off the radar of Interpol, which had issued a red alert. Then, in 
November 2013, he suddenly appeared live on international television—
sitting in the audience at the Miss Universe pageant in Moscow. 
Tokhtakhounov was in the VIP section, just a few seats away from the 
pageant owner, Donald Trump.

Alimzhan Tokhtakhounov. Dmitry Korotayev/Epsilon/Getty

After the pageant, Trump bragged about all the powerful Russians who 
had turned out that night, just to see him. “Almost all of the oligarchs 
were in the room,” he told Real Estate Weekly. Contacted by Mother 
Jones, Tokhtakhounov insisted that he had bought his own ticket and 
was not a VIP. He also denied being a mobster, telling The New York 
Times that he had been indicted in the gambling ring because FBI agents 
“misinterpreted his Russian slang” on their Trump Tower wiretaps, when 
he was merely placing $20,000 bets on soccer games.

Both the White House and the Trump Organization declined to respond to 
questions for this story. On the few occasions he has been questioned 
about his business entanglements with Russians, however, Trump has 
offered broad denials. “I tweeted out that I have no dealings with Russia,”
he said at a press conference in January, when asked if Russia has any 
“leverage” over him, financial or otherwise. “I have no deals that could 
happen in Russia, because we’ve stayed away. And I have no loans with 
Russia. I have no loans with Russia at all.” In May, when he was 
interviewed by NBC’s Lester Holt, Trump seemed hard-pressed to think of
a single connection he had with Russia. “I have had dealings over the 
years where I sold a house to a very wealthy Russian many years ago,” 



he said. “I had the Miss Universe pageant—which I owned for quite a 
while—I had it in Moscow a long time ago. But other than that, I have 
nothing to do with Russia.”

But even if Trump has no memory of the many deals that he and his 
business made with Russian investors, he certainly did not “stay away” 
from Russia. For decades, he and his organization have aggressively 
promoted his business there, seeking to entice investors and buyers for 
some of his most high-profile developments. Whether Trump knew it or 
not, Russian mobsters and corrupt oligarchs used his properties not only 
to launder vast sums of money from extortion, drugs, gambling, and 
racketeering, but even as a base of operations for their criminal 
activities. In the process, they propped up Trump’s business and enabled 
him to reinvent his image. Without the Russian mafia, it is fair to say, 
Donald Trump would not be president of the United States.

Semion Mogilevich, the Russian mob’s “boss of bosses,” also declined to 
respond to questions from the New Republic. “My ideas are not important
to anybody,” Mogilevich said in a statement provided by his attorney. 
“Whatever I know, I am a private person.” Mogilevich, the attorney added,
“has nothing to do with President Trump. He doesn’t believe that anybody
associated with him lives in Trump Tower. He has no ties to America or 
American citizens.”

Back in 1999, the year before Trump staged his first run for president, 
Mogilevich gave a rare interview to the BBC. Living up to his reputation 
for cleverness, the mafia boss mostly joked and double-spoke his way 
around his criminal activities. (Q: “Why did you set up companies in the 
Channel Islands?” A: “The problem was that I didn’t know any other 
islands. When they taught us geography at school, I was sick that day.”) 
But when the exasperated interviewer asked, “Do you believe there is 
any Russian organized crime?” the “brainy don” turned half-serious.

“How can you say that there is a Russian mafia in America?” he 
demanded. “The word mafia, as far as I understand the word, means a 
criminal group that is connected with the political organs, the police and 
the administration. I don’t know of a single Russian in the U.S. Senate, a 



single Russian in the U.S. Congress, a single Russian in the U.S. 
government. Where are the connections with the Russians? How can 
there be a Russian mafia in America? Where are their connections?”

Two decades later, we finally have an answer to Mogilevich’s question. 
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Fox News host Chris Wallace grills top White House aide Kellyanne 
Conway over the president's repeated claims that he was totally 
exonerated by the Mueller investigation. 

Also asked about her outspoken husband » 

FACEBOOKNEWS
Poll: 84 percent want Mueller report made public The Hill By Zack Budryk

Were any of you aware that ALL the Democrats in congress, voted 
AGAINST the 2.8% Social Security cost of living increase?     

GOOGLENEWS
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Trump's threat to close border 'certainly isn't a bluff,' Conway says

DRUDGEREPORT
MICK SICK: STONES postpone tour as Jagger receives medical 
treatment...
Mystery illness...
KEITH RICHARDS: Mick, we are always there for you! 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
“  This Is Spy-Hunting”: Inside the Dark Heart of the Mueller Report   

[Indeed…Why the hush,hush?…..The embarrassment?…We’re beyond that 
now…..It’s complicit criminality and hence cover-up … pathetic!]

CNN
Staff member says White House cast aside red flags

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/01/politics/security-clearances-house-oversight-committee-tricia-newbold/index.html
https://www.showbiz411.com/2019/03/30/keith-richards-responds-to-mick-jagger-illness-rolling-stones-tour-postponement-things-need-to-be-taken-care-of-mick-we-are-always-there-for-you
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6868939/Mystery-illness-causes-Mick-Jagger-75-halt-Rolling-Stones-200million-tour.html
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The White House pushed for clearances for top officials despite 'serious 
disqualifying issues,' according to a whistleblower's account in a House 
oversight memo

President pressured staff to grant security clearance to daughter

Opinion: Why 'Javanka's' security clearances were vital to Trump

On 'SNL' Trump celebrates Mueller report

'SNL' has Baldwin's Trump and De Niro's Mueller summarize Mueller 
report 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/31/media/snl-trump-mueller-report/index.ht
ml https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/mueller-report-cold-
open/3931591 

MSNBC
Morning Joe Legal expert: Mueller report could be devastating for Trump 
Attorney and professor Walter Dellinger discusses how the Mueller report
can still threaten the president's legitimacy.

The Trump administration overrode 24+ security clearance denials

HUFFPOST

WHISTLEBLOWER: W.H. IGNORED 25 RED FLAGS 
White House Whistleblower Tells All On Trump Administration Security 
Clearance By Andy Campbell and S.V. Date 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Whistleblower 
says 25 security clearance denials overturned during Trump 
administration
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Whistle-Blower 
Tells Congress of Irregularities in White House Security Clearances

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Supreme Court 
says the Constitution does not ensure a ‘painless’ execution Connecticut 
woman says Joe Biden touched her inappropriately at a 2009 fundraiser

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Business Associated Press Potential recession signal: A key 'yield curve' 
has inverted The signal lies within the bond market, through which 
investors show how confident they are about the economy by their level 
of demand for U.S. government bonds. It's called the "yield curve," and a 
significant part of it flipped Friday for the first time since before the Great

FACEBOOKNEWS 
Politics     Whistleblower Says White House Overturned 25 Denied Security   
Clearances 

GOOGLENEWS

Donald Trump 'Poisons Our Political Dialogue,' Says Congressman In 
Response to President Naming Adam Schiff 'Pencil-Neck' President 
Donald Trump routinely slaps unflattering nicknames on his political foes,
but his latest attempt to bestow the "Little Pencil-Neck Schiff" moniker 
on … Newsweek

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMO-82wow4qvMAQ?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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Mick Mulvaney on Trump campaign's contacts with Russians: 'The issue 
is not whether it's ethical' Acting White House chief of staff Mick 
Mulvaney said Sunday that when it comes to the contacts members of 
President Donald Trump's campaign team had with … CNN

Pro golfers say President Trump 'cheats at the highest level' in new book 
President Donald Trump is certainly known to bend the truth. As it turns 
out, that propensity to lie also carries over to his longtime love of golf. 
AOL

Donald Trump “Cheats at the Highest Level” in Golf, According to New 
Book President Donald Trump is known for having a liberal attitude 
toward the truth. And that character trait bleeds over to his golf game, 
according to former Sports … Slate

DRUDGEREPORT
EXCLUSIVE: JAGGER SET FOR HEART SURGERY IN NYC ON FRIDAY... 
DEVELOPING...
VALVE DAMAGE...
EXPECTED TO MAKE FULL RECOVERY...
BACK ON TOUR BY SUMMER... 
WHISTLEBLOWER: Trump team overruled 25 security clearance denials...

VANITYFAIR.COM 
muler Investigation “This Is Spy-Hunting”: Inside the Dark Heart of the 
Mueller Report Robert Mueller’s secret counter-intelligence findings may 
be the key to understanding the Russiagate scandal and its implications 
for U.S. national security. And yet the public may never see them. by 
Abigail Tracy March 31, 2019 5:00 pm

CNN
Attorney General Bill Barr says he and Robert Mueller are redacting 
information from the report

How both parties will spin the Mueller report in 2020

The 43 most 'well, that happened' lines from Trump's rally

Fact-checking Trump's Michigan rally 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/29/politics/fact-checking-trump-michigan-speech/index.html
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Opinion: Why William Barr should resign in protest over Trump's 
Obamacare move

MSNBC
Breaking   AG Barr to Congress: Redacted Mueller report coming by mid-  
April

How Donald Trump inflated his net worth
Lawyers went to 'extraordinary lengths' to block Trump-Mueller talk
Trump swings wildly in state where his poll numbers lag

MaddowBlog Trump boasts, 'I know a lot about wind' (despite not 
knowing about wind) [ (I disagree … trump knows a lot about 
wind!) ...Among the few boasts by pathological liar, malignant narcissist 
trump that ring true ….. http://albertpeia.com/windybag.mp4 Who is this 
windy bag of s**t? he's don the con! 
http://albertpeia.com/conmantrump.mp4 ]

HUFFPOST

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST This is the toxic
Trump for Democrats to clobber in 2020 By Jennifer Rubin

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Trump Threatens 
to Close Mexican Border Next Week Over Immigration

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES As Trump 
swaggers after Mueller probe’s end,he creates new policy controversies 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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YAHOONEWS
World The Independent Russia tells Trump its troops will stay in 
Venezuela for 'as long as needed' 

FACEBOOKNEWS
ABC News Sydney, NSW, Australia HI, WORLD: Three critically endangered 
Sumatran tiger cubs meet the public for the first time at Sydney's Taronga Zoo, 
frolicking around together as they explore their habitat. 
https://abcn.ws/2FLAxqb

GOOGLENEWS
El Paso Migrant Holding Pen ‘Looks Like a Concentration Camp’ Says 
Women’s March Spokesperson

DRUDGEREPORT
FEDERAL SPENDING HIGHEST IN DECADE 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/03/trump-financial-statements-full-
of-lies Levin Report Trump’s Financial Statements Are So Full Of Lies That His
Accountants Put a Warning Label on Them Newly obtained documents show the
brazen methods with which the president inflated his assets to banks and 
insurance companies.

Business Yahoo Finance Expert: 'We are worse off as a world' amid 
Trump's trade war The effects of the U.S.-China trade war on American 
farmers has been well-documented, and one expert asserts that the 
scope goes beyond that.

Democrats ask FBI to investigate Florida woman accused of selling 
access to Trump, running sex trafficking rin Top congressional Democrats 
are calling on the FBI to launch investigations into a Chinese-American woman 
suspected of selling access to President Trump's … New York Daily News

Politics Associated Press

Where the investigations related to President Trump stand 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A look at where investigations related to 
President Donald Trump stand and what may lie ahead for him:

https://news.yahoo.com/where-investigations-related-president-trump-stand-223155587.html
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https://www.facebook.com/ABCNews/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARBshbc8fhd_RRdnZEGk-bFLWoIekrGfj_GgjUM0jPIfCDSItHWYy8YIU_Dz074W9u_a2QT01bftK2PY&hc_ref=ARSlEsB6GZJHlCwRPbSxFHP-A9KXb005AZG_UuYyzfqnQ22gvmGJnd3Il3CqvV-sVsY&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDJkc_8mwQO73JmL8dnUbaQdLXpiJb8KoMX1UQvtOGhByaL4Hqk2kGDCxsaf35l9qRQcogojLjsqP0v2WLPjD7ANpIPck2BQTo5GhbKW-0B1B7toesiYV3iu20iCraAjc1i_1j1od8trKlaof0Mmg0-PXK0wgDpqfpEwApSG4Rrb96AD6kiqZm0fr-tTCEWg3HAHMGFWuZiVD6biQCdJZLwrf4V7n4hMEiK0CwJtlpEmHWGvVkpMHggVkbFrzFhcQ0w40RnCUuIJo0WkY2Vkc4RT1ENN7kCrciihh-UW7lZ8vw0Lns4e-GCzV3bfVi6dw773BMwMCxKNqQHRWT4al2e-Wd6Fgxvw5zqKF0ARhmcwL09fLH1v9uGbw
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-tells-trump-troops-stay-191156535.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-tells-trump-troops-stay-191156535.html


WAPO49 killed in terrorist attack at mosques in New Zealand 3 suspects 
in custody after shootings in Christchurch Dozens were also injured after 
a heavily armed gunman clad in military-style gear opened fire at a 
mosque. A second mosque was also targeted in what Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern called a well-planned terrorist attack. [ trump-supportin’, 
gun-totin’ christians for Christ furthering the christian cause ….. 
hmmmmm … taking a closer look, the case against american christianity 
as currently practiced including child abuse/loving those children (to 
death?)] By Isaac Stanley-Becker, Eli Rosenberg and Alex Horton

HUFFPOST
SENATE REJECTS TRUMP ‘EMERGENCY’ — VETO INCOMING 
House Votes Unanimously To Say Mueller Report Should Be Public 
Steve Mnuchin Dodges Question On Trump Tax Returns By Arthur 
Delaney The Treasury secretary did not say if he would comply with a 
Democratic request for the president's tax returns. 

Politics HuffPost George Conway Urges 'Serious Inquiry' Into Trump's 
Mental Health After Latest Lie George Conway, an attorney and the 
husband of White House counselor KellyanneConway, is calling for a 
"serious inquiry" into President Donald Trump's"condition of mind

CALAMITY: ONE OF EVERY 500 N.Z. MUSLIMS KILLED OR WOUNDED 

Two Mosques, At Least 49 Dead... 
Muslims Leaders Demand Action: ‘Heinous Attack Not An Anomaly Or A 
Surprise’... 
Bloodshed Carried Echoes Of U.S. Hate... [ trump-supportin’ , gun-totin’ 
christians for Christ furthering the christian cause ….. hmmmmm … 
taking a closer look, the case against christianity as currently practiced 
including child abuse/loving those children (to death?)]

Politics HuffPost Trump Encourages Violence From His Supporters. 
They're Listening. " It was a disturbing remark, but even more disturbing 
is the fact that it'spart of a long history of Trump encouraging his 
supporters to engage in violence

Donald Trump Keeps Bashing John McCain Nearly 7 Months After His 
Death HUFFPOST [coward trump’s notion of a courageous, fair fight mano
a mano ]

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-john-mccain-tweets_n_5c8e43a0e4b03e83bdc2006a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-john-mccain-tweets_n_5c8e43a0e4b03e83bdc2006a
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-encourages-violence-supporters-listening-183004391.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-encourages-violence-supporters-listening-183004391.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-zealand-shooter-suspected-white-supremacy_n_5c8b2451e4b0db7da9f17320
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-zealand-mosque-shootings-muslims-grieve_n_5c8ba131e4b0d7f6b0f27d3f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-zealand-mosque-shootings-muslims-grieve_n_5c8ba131e4b0d7f6b0f27d3f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/christchurch-mosque-shooting-new-zealand_n_5c8b08e5e4b03e83bdbeebc3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-zealand-mosque-shootings-muslim-population_n_5c8bbe75e4b0db7da9f2ac81
https://news.yahoo.com/george-conway-urges-serious-inquiry-041419929.html
https://news.yahoo.com/george-conway-urges-serious-inquiry-041419929.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-steve-mnuchin_n_5c8a582de4b0450ddae7e9c1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-steve-mnuchin_n_5c8a582de4b0450ddae7e9c1
https://www.huffpost.com/author/arthur-delaney
https://www.huffpost.com/author/arthur-delaney
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-steve-mnuchin_n_5c8a582de4b0450ddae7e9c1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/in-420-0-vote-house-says-mueller-report-should-be-public_n_5c8a9126e4b0450ddae89f96
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-emergency-disapproval-border-wall_n_5c8a546ce4b0fbd7662167bf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/alex-horton/?utm_term=.c77831808f32
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/eli-m-rosenberg/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/isaac-stanley-becker/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/03/15/shootings-reported-mosques-christchurch-new-zealand/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/03/15/shootings-reported-mosques-christchurch-new-zealand/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/03/15/shootings-reported-mosques-christchurch-new-zealand/




Donald Trump Keeps Bashing John McCain Nearly 7 Months After His 
Death HUFFPOST [coward trump’s notion of a courageous, fair fight mano
a mano ]

MEGHAN BITES BACK   Meghan McCain: ‘Pathetic’ Trump Obsesses Over   
‘Great Men’ He ‘Can’t Live Up To’ By Rebecca Shapiro 

Trump warns 'tough' supporters could turn things 'very bad' if provoked 
ABC News

Lawrence O'Donnell Explains Why Donald Trump's Warning Of Violence Is 
'Gibberish' HuffPost [ Oh, it’s definitely not gibberish; and, if you’ve ever 
fought the mob, you would know what a stupid thing it is that O’Donnell 
said, however well intended. People must realize that this is the real 
america, a nation of predominantly criminals and mentally ill people. El 
presidente criminal trump is a testament to that reality and truth! And, 
most americans are like trump, gutless cowards! ] Mail bomber Cesar 
Sayoc pleads guilty; devices were sent to critics of Trump Mail bomb 
suspect Cesar Sayoc pleaded guilty Thursday. Sayoc, from Florida, is 
accused of sending pipe bombs to Trump critics, Democrats and CNN … 
NBC News Cesar Sayoc pleads guilty to sending pipe bombs to Trump 
critics CBS Evening News

https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC203NTFyN084a3I0mAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC203NTFyN084a3I0mAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMLyGggsw58X-Ag?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEO_tYe4abAUIrB-gViG3Q2gqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowvIaCCzDnxf4CMN2F8gU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEO_tYe4abAUIrB-gViG3Q2gqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowvIaCCzDnxf4CMN2F8gU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/lawrence-o-donnell-explains-why-124725504.html
https://www.yahoo.com/gma/trump-warns-tough-supporters-could-turn-things-very-150532885.html
https://www.huffpost.com/author/rebecca-shapiro
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/meghan-mccain-donald-trump-pathetic_n_5c8feb82e4b0d50544fe9c2c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/meghan-mccain-donald-trump-pathetic_n_5c8feb82e4b0d50544fe9c2c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/meghan-mccain-donald-trump-pathetic_n_5c8feb82e4b0d50544fe9c2c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-john-mccain-tweets_n_5c8e43a0e4b03e83bdc2006a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-john-mccain-tweets_n_5c8e43a0e4b03e83bdc2006a


GOOGLENEWS

Supermoon triad WARNING: Tonight’s Equinox Full Moon is a ‘prophetic 
sign of APOCALYPSE’

The Supermoon peaked in brightness early this morning around 1.42am 
GMT here in the UK. The Full Moon topped off an incredible trio of 
Supermoons, which … Express.co.uk

PHOTOS: Super Worm Moon illuminates Central Coast night sky

The Super Worm Moon is fading out of sight Thursday morning but it lit up
the sky Wednesday night and prompting many people to pull out their 
cameras. KSBY San Luis Obispo News

Did Wall Street get a 'trillion-dollar bailout' during the financial crisis? 
Washington Post [ One of the $22 trillion? … Little late to be asking, but 
better late than never … thieving basturds ….. Sure, in for a penny, in for 
a pound! {From an old British expression (thus "pound" instead of 
"dollar"); the original reference was probably to theft, saying that being 

arrested for stealing a small amount is just as bad as for a large amount, 
so you may as well steal a lot and hope to get away with it} ]

CNN anchor hits Trump: He didn't go to Vietnam 'until he was in his 70s' 
with 'Secret Service protection' | TheHill CNN anchor Ana Cabrera on 
Sunday called out President Trump for failing to go to Vietnam until he 
was equipped with "Secret Service protection" after the … The Hill

Meghan McCain: trump 'will never be a great man' CNN [ That trump’s 
president of the united states is a testament to that fact! ]

AM Joy

Legal analysis: Did Trump commit obstruction of justice? [ Duh … that’s 
what they do! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/did-trump-commit-obstruction-of-justice-1455121987998
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC0EtdGZfaGx1WkI0mAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMieGh0dHBzOi8vdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvbWVkaWEvNDM0NDczLWNubi1hbmNob3ItaGl0cy10cnVtcC1hZnRlci1tY2NhaW4tYXR0YWNrcy1oZS1kaWRudC1nby10by12aWV0bmFtLXVudGlsLWhlLXdhc9IBwAFodHRwczovL3RoZWhpbGwtY29tLmNkbi5hbXBwcm9qZWN0Lm9yZy92L3MvdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvbWVkaWEvNDM0NDczLWNubi1hbmNob3ItaGl0cy10cnVtcC1hZnRlci1tY2NhaW4tYXR0YWNrcy1oZS1kaWRudC1nby10by12aWV0bmFtLXVudGlsLWhlLXdhcz9hbXAmYW1wX2pzX3Y9MC4xI3dlYnZpZXc9MSZjYXA9c3dpcGU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMieGh0dHBzOi8vdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvbWVkaWEvNDM0NDczLWNubi1hbmNob3ItaGl0cy10cnVtcC1hZnRlci1tY2NhaW4tYXR0YWNrcy1oZS1kaWRudC1nby10by12aWV0bmFtLXVudGlsLWhlLXdhc9IBwAFodHRwczovL3RoZWhpbGwtY29tLmNkbi5hbXBwcm9qZWN0Lm9yZy92L3MvdGhlaGlsbC5jb20vaG9tZW5ld3MvbWVkaWEvNDM0NDczLWNubi1hbmNob3ItaGl0cy10cnVtcC1hZnRlci1tY2NhaW4tYXR0YWNrcy1oZS1kaWRudC1nby10by12aWV0bmFtLXVudGlsLWhlLXdhcz9hbXAmYW1wX2pzX3Y9MC4xI3dlYnZpZXc9MSZjYXA9c3dpcGU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMid2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndhc2hpbmd0b25wb3N0LmNvbS9wb2xpdGljcy8yMDE5LzAzLzE4L2RpZC13YWxsLXN0cmVldC1nZXQtdHJpbGxpb24tZG9sbGFyLWJhaWxvdXQtZHVyaW5nLWZpbmFuY2lhbC1jcmlzaXMv0gEA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiW2h0dHBzOi8va3NieS5jb20vbmV3cy8yMDE5LzAzLzIxL3Bob3Rvcy1zdXBlci13b3JtLW1vb24taWxsdW1pbmF0ZXMtY2VudHJhbC1jb2FzdC1uaWdodC1za3nSAQA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMifWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmV4cHJlc3MuY28udWsvbmV3cy93ZWlyZC8xMTAzNTA4L1N1cGVybW9vbi0yMDE5LXN1cGVyLXdvcm0tbW9vbi1tYXJjaC1mdWxsLW1vb24tZW5kLW9mLXRoZS13b3JsZC1iaWJsZS1ibG9vZC1tb29u0gHLAWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LWV4cHJlc3MtY28tdWsuY2RuLmFtcHByb2plY3Qub3JnL3Yvcy93d3cuZXhwcmVzcy5jby51ay9uZXdzL3dlaXJkLzExMDM1MDgvU3VwZXJtb29uLTIwMTktc3VwZXItd29ybS1tb29uLW1hcmNoLWZ1bGwtbW9vbi1lbmQtb2YtdGhlLXdvcmxkLWJpYmxlLWJsb29kLW1vb24vYW1wP2FtcF9qc192PTAuMSN3ZWJ2aWV3PTEmY2FwPXN3aXBl?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMifWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmV4cHJlc3MuY28udWsvbmV3cy93ZWlyZC8xMTAzNTA4L1N1cGVybW9vbi0yMDE5LXN1cGVyLXdvcm0tbW9vbi1tYXJjaC1mdWxsLW1vb24tZW5kLW9mLXRoZS13b3JsZC1iaWJsZS1ibG9vZC1tb29u0gHLAWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LWV4cHJlc3MtY28tdWsuY2RuLmFtcHByb2plY3Qub3JnL3Yvcy93d3cuZXhwcmVzcy5jby51ay9uZXdzL3dlaXJkLzExMDM1MDgvU3VwZXJtb29uLTIwMTktc3VwZXItd29ybS1tb29uLW1hcmNoLWZ1bGwtbW9vbi1lbmQtb2YtdGhlLXdvcmxkLWJpYmxlLWJsb29kLW1vb24vYW1wP2FtcF9qc192PTAuMSN3ZWJ2aWV3PTEmY2FwPXN3aXBl?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


AM Joy

Rep. Waters: ‘We have everything we need to impeach Trump’ [ Indeed … 
and then some ]

Trump broke his promise to fix the debt. He'll blame Congress in 2020.

President Donald Trump's fiscal 2020 budget shows he has given up on 
his promise to rein in the national debt. That's a broken promise.

NBC News

White House reveals President Trump's $4.7 trillion budget proposal

Pelosi says she's opposed to impeaching Trump (S)He's just not worth it'

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., revealed she's opposed to the 
impeachment of President Donald Trump in the absence of evidence that 
is "compelling …

World WPVI – Philadelphia Italy outraged as court finds victim too ugly to 
be raped Italy's Justice Ministry has ordered a preliminary inquiry into an 
appeals court ruling that overturned a rape verdict in part by arguing that
the woman who was attacked was too ugly to be a credible rape victim. 
The appeals sentence was handed down by an all-female panel. [Crazy 
guineas!]

Fox News

Nancy Pelosi on impeaching President Trump: 'He's just not worth it'

Nancy Pelosi stands up in her spacious office in the U.S. Capitol, walks 
past an enormous window with a commanding view of the Mall and the 
Washington … [ No ….. The bottom line is that she, pelosi is not worth it 
… keep in mind the last time dems ‘had it all’, lost it all and then some … 
a f**k-up, to be sure, and now she’s senile and lacks the energy required 
for the position ….. typical go along/get along guinea who has cashed in 
on her position as corrupt guineas typically do/california version ] 
http://albertpeia.com/oldguinea.htm 

[ Ah … Eureka! ….. behind pelosi’s soft spot for trump … The leading 
candidate for House speaker in January meanwhile compared Donald 
Trump to fascist leader Benito Mussolini Like the Republican president, 
'he didn’t care what they said about him, as long as they were talking 

http://albertpeia.com/oldguinea.htm
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEJle9UHmQxE3-3pvM2I_MhQqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwzqe5AQ
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-outraged-court-finds-victim-141556242.html
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-outraged-court-finds-victim-141556242.html
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiY2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3BvbGl0aWNzL3BlbG9zaS1zYXlzLXNoZXMtb3Bwb3NlZC10by1pbXBlYWNoaW5nLXRydW1wLWhlcy1qdXN0LW5vdC13b3J0aC1pdNIBAA
https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC20tUXNlaTZPeFhrmAEB
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMLyGggsw58X-Ag?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEGQhgP62sFInm5H1fe0VF9QqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowvIaCCzDnxf4CMP2F8gU
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/trump-linked-to-17-known-investigations-1455097923522
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy


about him,' Pelosi said of Mussolini ….. GREAT POINT MADAM SENILE! ]

The Washington Post

FACEBOOKNEWS 
YALE PSYCHIATRIST: TRUMP'S "LACK OF CONSCIENCE" MAKES THE 
PRESIDENT "CAPABLE OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY"
"Because he never addresses the source of his inner emptiness, it 
remains ever unfilled," Dr. Bandy X. Lee argues
Tana Geneva March 12, 2019 7:40PM (UTC)

This article originally appeared on Raw Story

The Republican apparatus is lining up behind Donald Trump’s re-election 
campaign, despite the President’s many legal troubles, from the Russia 
investigation to pay-offs to Stormy Daniels. His former campaign manager
Paul Manafort and his former fixer Michael Cohen are both serving prison 
terms for crimes they committed while being closely associated with the 
Trump businesses and campaign.

Nevertheless, Trump seem eager to persevere over his Democratic 
challengers and is setting a harsh tone for the upcoming campaign: on 
Monday, he accused the party of harboring anti-Jewish sentiment.

Raw Story spoke with Dr. Bandy X. Lee, a forensic psychiatrist at Yale 
School of Medicine, about the current political moment, the President’s 
mental state, and an upcoming conference by the World Mental Health 
Coalition, an organization of mental health experts who are seeking to 
eliminate the problem of dangerous disorders in leadership by offering 
fitness-for-duty exams.

She edited the New York Times bestseller, “The Dangerous Case of 
Donald Trump: 27 Psychiatrists and Mental Health Experts Assess a 
President,” to be released in an expanded edition next week. She is the 
newly-appointed president of the World Mental Health Coalition, formerly 
the National Coalition of Concerned Mental Health Experts, which has 
joined with international partners to form the new organization.

Lee is organizing an interdisciplinary conference next week in 
Washington, DC, on the same day as the release of her new book (for 
more information, go to: dangerouscase.org).

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-massive-reelection-campaign-has-2016-themes--and-a-2020-infrastructure/2019/03/10/5f44109c-4124-11e9-a0d3-1210e58a94cf_story.html
https://www.rawstory.com/
https://www.salon.com/writer/tana_geneva
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


Raw Story: Can you describe some of the psychological patterns you find 
alarming?

Certain things I cannot know without an examination, but there is a lot I 
can know, and with all the high-quality data that are available, I now 
know as much about his patterns as any patient I have ever examined. 
Just about every hypothesis I would have tested in an office setting has 
been demonstrated in real life, in real time with real consequences, and it
would be dishonest for me to pretend this were not the case.

We had long been warning that psychological dangerousness in the office
of the presidency would soon translate into social, cultural, and 
geopolitical dangerousness, and that is happening now. We have to join 
forces to figure out what we can do, since no one field can contain it now
—not even politics can handle it, apparently. The Finnish reporter who 
contacted me said: “One person being deranged is understandable. We 
see this from time to time. What is frightening are the millions and tens of
millions of people who believe this is just wonderful.” Outside 
observations are helpful when we start to lose our own ground.

Attendees can register online through dangerouscase.org.

The title of the conference is, “The Dangerous State of the World and the 
Need for Fit Leadership.” Exactly a week from today, in Washington, we 
will be holding a major interdisciplinary conference with the nation’s top 
experts from multiple fields: mental health, law, history, political science,
economics, social psychology, philosophy, nuclear science, and climate 
science. These experts will be coming together for the first time at this 
urgent time, to share their knowledge with one another and with the 
public. This is because clear analysis of a situation is the first step 
toward finding an informed and effective solution.

The technology and the extensive war-making powers that are available 
to our president, in his unstable state, make this perhaps one of the most
dangerous moments in the history of our nation and the world. Just when 
a correct appraisal is most urgent, expert voices are all but lacking in 
public discourse.

The group organizing the conference is the World Mental Health Coalition,
an organization of mental health experts who are seeking to eliminate 
the problem of dangerous disorders in leadership by offering fitness-for-



duty exams for all presidential and vice-presidential candidates. We are 
also recommending that all nations where the leader controls weapons of
mass destruction do the same.

Elizabeth Allee How about Nancy Pelosi! They all have millions and gates 
and walls. What are they preparing for? [ PHOTOS: Nancy Pelosi's border 
wall around Napa Valley estate ... ]

Elizabeth Allee They have better health insurance than when I worked for
General Motors.

Elizabeth Allee Nancy Pelosi. 120,000,000. Check the facts, So sad. They 
are all sucking us up. We are too stupid not to fight.

Nancy Pelosi Has A Surprisingly MASSIVE Personal Net Worth ...

• www.celebritynetworth.com

Nancy Pelosi has been serving (herself) the residents of California in 
various capacities in Washington D.C. for more than 30 years. On January
4th, 2019 she took the gavel as the 52nd Speaker of the House ... 

The Bitch Nancy Pelosi - onepoliticalplaza.com

www.onepoliticalplaza.com/t-151091-1.html 
I explained some reasons why Nancy Pelosi is having a bad week: ... she 
is worth $120,000,000. She could afford a fleet of planes but she would 
rather screw the ... 

Pelosi comes out against impeaching Trump [Typical incompetent, senile,
corrupt guinea]

https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/videos/2099991440070742 
HUFFPOST The President Now Admits He Actually Did Call Tim Cook ‘Tim
Apple’ 

FACEBOOKNEWS

https://www.facebook.com/EverythingaroundtheWorldd/videos/401456100
431093 (mcnamara-rides-a-90-foot-wave...)

https://www.facebook.com/EverythingaroundtheWorldd/videos/401456100431093
https://www.facebook.com/EverythingaroundtheWorldd/videos/401456100431093
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-tim-cook-apple_n_5c866e10e4b0d936162a43e4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-tim-cook-apple_n_5c866e10e4b0d936162a43e4
https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/videos/2099991440070742
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/magazine/wp/2019/03/11/feature/nancy-pelosi-on-impeaching-president-trump-hes-just-not-worth-it/
https://www.onepoliticalplaza.com/t-151091-1.html
https://www.celebritynetworth.com/articles/entertainment-articles/nancy-pelosi-surprisingly-high-net-worth/
https://www.facebook.com/elizabeth.allee.7
https://www.facebook.com/elizabeth.allee.7
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awr9CKuU6oZcxmsAWZlXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTByNDZ0aWFxBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwM2BHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg--/RV=2/RE=1552374549/RO=10/RU=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theamericanmirror.com%2Fphotos-nancy-pelosi-attacks-immoral-trump-wall-living-behind-wall%2F/RK=2/RS=MS7PdwhMEaE2yxyMN3S80KYU.fo-
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdxeNNWBY6M 

YAHOONEWS
THE COVER-UP Politics USA TODAY Senate blocks resolution calling for 
public release of Robert Mueller's report after House voted 420-0 The 
Senate blocked a measure that demanded special counsel Robert 
Mueller's final report be made public hours after the House unanimously 
passed the measure

Politics Bloomberg Trump Budget Sees $1 Trillion Deficits for Next Four 
Years [Sounds like a plan!] The fiscal 2020 proposal sees the deficit 
expanding to $1.1 trillion for 2019 and 2020, when Trump will run for re-
election. The budget deficit has already climbed 77 percent in the first 

Politics HuffPost George Conway Urges 'Serious Inquiry' Into Trump's 
Mental Health After Latest Lie George Conway, an attorney and the 
husband of White House counselor KellyanneConway, is calling for a 
"serious inquiry" into President Donald Trump's"condition of mind

CNN
Doctors advise Mick Jagger not to go on tour

MSNBC
Trump push to renew Obamacare repeal blindsides GOP

Full Connolly: WH whistleblower's testimony ‘both chilling and more of 
the same’   Rep. Gerry Connolly (D-Va.) joins MTP Daily to discuss the   
White House whistleblower saying that 25 security clearance denials 
were overturned

HUFFPOST
Warren: I Believe Lucy Flores’ Account Of Joe Biden Inappropriately 
Kissing Her 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST

washingtonpost.com How Donald Trump inflated his net worth to lenders 
and investors When Donald Trump wanted to make a good impression — 
on a lender, a business partner, or a journalist — he sometimes sent them

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/politics/trump-statements-of-financial-condition/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/politics/trump-statements-of-financial-condition/
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official-looking documents called “Statements of 

http://albertpeia.com/launderedfakefraudtrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/launderedfakefraudtrump.  pdf   

LAUNDERED MONEY, FAKE MONEY, FRAUD you too can be an american 
billionaire, mobster, and american president 
http://albertpeia.com/launderedfakefraudtrump.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/launderedfakefraudtrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Her Brexit strategy in tatters, British PM's days are numbered After losing
yet another vote on her Brexit deal on Friday and accused on all sides of 
plunging Britain into chaos, Prime Minister Theresa May's leadership is 
hanging by a thread. The politician who portrayed herself as a safe pair of
hands when she rose to power in 2016 in the aftermath of Brexit has all 
but lost control after mishandling every twist and turn of the process.

FACEBOOKNEWS
ABC News The Rolling Stones are postponing their latest tour so Mick 
Jagger can receive medical treatment.

https://www.facebook.com/ABCNews/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARAo6RJAe_E5exbz6tOzme-dldQMM8HEcaL5WpH5ET_KJjDox0R7R4SG_rWnPZEW6P1raWAu6cu09HDV&hc_ref=ARS6CE5oi6c870AeGBxz_ITyvkJJEWcFrnNd3qGmGLFEsqWhhBCb4ulhjY8vERdwsoM&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBg2x3mq0cMgf-2BWI7B3KKzE8eyS1VfPqEAa3AZZNESbLd_G8XUOvePOsdktxxPyv9O5Cx6DdeVahPVdYoKjmSc4MzRYEP1h7WCmPqnwP94GlHQOEOOehcFwMnM8hgQqL1WrqL-iQ0e0s7WHBThwnd0fm7dSUCw3sRvDG7xsvfTLIbT2Lk-VhHicKH_NIC5Vv7g8VvK6QBQLC-xoutE0CpgTfrHK2SSZQtsJdazdXMEc7K3P7UXlSPRNODe1rYQQNHd5z9ftVxl40xT0UtdtgNxVi3HCeS3Qg4ovYc_i_Kx-EsBXJ44gElSzEtyGJnQEaSn9VF82CpDrI0JMEdnEFeV-nSYngjyAQYoHZ1vR1-8qo
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Published on Thursday, March 28, 2019 by Common Dreams 'We Are 
Running Concentration Camps': Images From El Paso Stir Outrage Over 
Migrant Treatment The conditions in El Paso reminded some observers of
the worst of humanity.by Eoin Higgins, staff writer

GOOGLENEWS
Over 100K illegal immigrants predicted to cross US border: reports More 
than 100000 illegal immigrants are poised to cross the US border into 
Texas — a crisis threatening to overwhelm facilities operated by the feds 
as well as … New York Post 

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP CUTS AID TO EL SALVADOR, GUATEMALA, HONDURAS 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
Levin Report White House Demands Fed “Immediately” Juice the 
Economy to Save Trump in 2… National Economic Council Director Larry 
Kudlow wants the Fed to cut interest rates at once, despite the economy 
supposedly firing on all cylinders. Trump’s Financial Statements Are So 
Full of Lies That They Came with a War  ning  …   Newly obtained documents 
show the brazen methods with which the president inflated his assets to 
banks and insurance companies. 
http://albertpeia.com/launderedfakefraudtrump.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/launderedfakefraudtrump.htm 

McNamara Rides a 90 Foot Wave (world record)

Andy Cotton just whipped Garrett McNamara into the biggest wave ever 
ridden. Or, so it’s been proposed. The beastly mountain of water, 
estimated to be 90 feet, rolled through a spot in Nazaré, Portugal. 

Surfer Garrett McNamara Rides A Wave Like No Other: A 90-Foot ...

http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2011/11/10 

Surfer Rides A Wave Like No Other: A 90-Foot Giant. You still have one 
more day, of course — but you're not likely to run into the thrill 

http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2011/11/10
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2011/11/10/142227069/surfer-rides-a-wave-like-no-other-a-90-foot-giant
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encountered by surfer Garrett McNamara, as he surfed the face of a 
record-breaking 90-foot wave. Here's what that looked like: The wave is 
estimated to be the largest ever surfed. 

Riding A 90 Foot Wave - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PfHAnkEXkI 
Garrett McNamara just surfed the largest wave ever surfed: 90 feet. For a
45 year old man, his balls have clearly not aged at all. 

CNN
CNN Exclusive 'Sleep well': What did message to Cohen mean? [ Well, 
speaking to son of a mafia giuliani, probably meant he wouldn’t be 
sleeping with the fishes ...] READ: Lawyer tells Cohen about 'back 
channel' with Giuliani Washington (CNN)An attorney who said he was 
speaking with President Donald Trump's lawyer Rudy Giuliani reassured 
Michael Cohen in an April 2018 email that Cohen could "sleep well 
tonight" because he had "friends in high places," according to a copy of 
an email obtained by CNN. 

Reputed crime boss' killing doesn't appear to be mob-related, source says
[Just a typical ‘guinea family matter’ ….. distinction without a difference 
… ]

Twelve Republicans joined Democrats in delivering a high-profile rebuke 
to the President over his signature agenda issue

• These are the 12 GOP senators who broke rank with   
Trump

https://www.axios.com/trumps-national-emergency-
declaration-blocked-senate The 12 Republicans who voted
against Trump's national emergency:

• Lamar Alexander (Tenn.)
• Roy Blunt (Mo.)
• Susan Collins (Me.)
• Mike Lee (Utah)
• Jerry Moran (Kan.)
• Lisa Murkowski (Alaska)

https://www.axios.com/trumps-national-emergency-declaration-blocked-senate
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• Rand Paul (Ky.)
• Rob Portman (Ohio)
• Mitt Romney (Utah)
• Marco Rubio (Fla.)
• Patrick J. Toomey (Pa.)
• Roger Wicker (Miss.)

Senate votes to block Trump's emergency declaration

North Korea media says summit was a failure

Huawei is suing the US

For the second time, a Boeing 737 Max 8 aircraft has crashed just 
minutes into a flight, killing all on board

GOP hypocrisy over presidential lies

He didn't want anyone lying for him after he killed his family He didn't 
want anyone lying for him after he killed his family Watts' daughter knew 
her mother and sister were dead. She pleaded for her life, attorney says 
[ Well, there you go … like trump, a principled american criminal mental 
case…except trump expects others to lie for him as pathological liar 
trump compulsively does all the time … ]

MSNBC
White House leaks to Congress escalate trouble for Trump

MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd seen in
a crime family
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MSNBC / the beat with ariTrump’s goose now cooked like Al Capone’s 
taxes, says top lawyer
MSNBC / mtp dailyFull Swalwell: ‘Donald Trump is not going to be the 
president in 2021’
MSNBC / the beat with ariWatch Democrat Al Green break with Pelosi on Trump 
impeachment
MSNBC / the beat with ariTrump’s goose now cooked like Al Capone’s 
taxes, says top lawyer

Breaking Trump vetoes effort to stop his national emergency
President Trump has issued the first veto of his presidency, rejecting 
Congress' resolution to terminate his declaration of a national emergency
on the southern border.

MSNBC / deadline white houseJavanka in the White House: ‘They bring nothing 
in real value, and are immersed in scandal  …  

The Beat with Ari House Committee demands docs on Stormy Daniels 
after Beat report House Oversight Committee Chairman Elijah Cummings 
is requesting documents from former Fox News reporter Diana Falzone, 
who covered hush-money payment to adult film actress Stormy Daniels.

MSNBC / hardballMichael Cohen has new evidence against Trump

MSNBC / msnbc live with ari melberCohen lawyer reveals new Trump 
hush money check on live TV
MSNBC / hardballJohn Brennan: Manafort sentence says more about 
judge

MSNBC / the last wordCohen lawyer: ‘Literally no way to dispute’ that 
Trump committed a crime  …  

The Independent via Yahoo News UK
Donald Trump is officially obese, according to a newly released physical 
exam from the White House... 

AM Joy Trump, Netanyahu 'have unleashed horror in the American Jewish
community'

Rep. Waters: ‘We have everything we need to impeach Trump’ Donald 

https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/trump-linked-to-17-known-investigations-1455097923522
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Trump is linked to 17 known investigations. Rep. Maxine Waters joins Joy
Reid to discuss the alleged financial crimes the president is being 
investigated in connection to, and why she believes, ‘we have everything 
we need to impeach Trump.’ [ It’s really quite incredible that trump’s not 
in prison much less impeached! ]

Trump promised manufacturing jobs would stay but they’re not

Rep. Steve Cohen: ‘Trump is a cancer on the country’

Founder of Florida spa may have offered Trump access to clients 

MSNBC / Rachel Maddow ShowMueller obtains personal letter from Trump
to Putin: WaPo

Manafort charged in NYC with fraud, conspiracy minutes after federal 
sentencing Donald Trump's former campaign manager Paul Manafort is 
now facing a series of charges in New York City following his sentencing 
in Washington D.C. and in an Alexandria, Virginia court.

Legal analysis: Trump has no power to pardon new Manafort charges 

Rachel Maddow Trump admin assurances on plane's safety ring hollow 
abroad Rachel Maddow reports on worldwide concerns about potential 
safety problems with the Boeing 737 MAX 8 and why perceptions of 
Donald Trump as compromised by poor judgment and susceptibility to 
manipulation have undermined the authority of the FAA and isolated the 
United States. [ Duh … ya think? ….. trump’s a globally renown 
pathological liar who compulsively lies all the time. ]
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Manafort charged in NYC with fraud, conspiracy after D.C. sentencing

Manafort indicted by Manhattan DA moments after being sentenced 7.5 
years in federal prison

Velshi & Ruhle House Republicans & Dems vote to make Mueller's final 
report public

Deadline White House WaPo's Ashley Parker: Jared is described "as a 
shell of himself"

MSNBC / Rachel Maddow ShowMueller obtains personal letter from Trump
to Putin: WaPo 

MSNBC / hardballCourt rules Summer Zervos lawsuit against Trump can 
proceed

Hardball GOLF MAGAZINE: TRUMP WON A TOURNAMENT HE NEVER 
PLAYED IN Golf Magazine is reporting that the President has a plaque in 
his golf club in West Palm Beach stating that he won the club's annual 
golf championship last year. But he never actually played in that 
tournament.

HUFFPOST
George Conway Urges ‘Serious Inquiry’ Into Trump’s Mental Health After 
New Lie 
Trump To Request Significant Funds For Border Wall, Space Force In New
Budget 
The budget includes cuts that would hit mandatory safety net programs, 
which the president has proposed in the past. 
BIBI: ISRAEL NATION STATE
‘ONLY’ OF JEWISH PEOPLE 

ANOTHER 737 GOES DOWN — 157 DEAD 

Donald Trump Keeps Bashing John McCain Nearly 7 Months After His 
Death HUFFPOST [coward trump’s notion of a courageous, fair, fight 
mano a mano ] HUFFPOST OBSESSED: TRUMP’S PUNCHING BAG 

Trump To Ask Congress For Additional $8.6 Billion For Border Wall In New
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Top House Republican Blasts Trump Plan To Charge Allies A Premium On 
U.S. Troops   TRUMP WALKS BACK ‘TIM APPLE’ DENIAL   

The President Now Admits He Actually Did Call Tim Cook ‘Tim Apple’ By 
Amy Russo 
New Trump Accuser Says Her Goal Is To Get ‘Justice For The Other 20 
Plus Women’ 

Manafort Charged With Real Estate Fraud In New York 

NEW SENTENCE: 7+ YEARS IN THE SLAMMER 
Paul Manafort To Serve 7 And A Half Years In Prison In Mueller Cases 
By Ryan J. Reilly 

BIG BIZ LINES TRUMP’S POCKETS. GOP SHRUGS.   Republicans Laugh Off   
Concerns About Companies Putting Money In Trump’s Pocket By Paul 
Blumenthal 

Politics HuffPost George Conway Urges 'Serious Inquiry' Into Trump's 
Mental Health After Latest Lie George Conway, an attorney and the 
husband of White House counselor KellyanneConway, is calling for a 
"serious inquiry" into President Donald Trump's"condition of mind
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Politics HuffPost Trump Encourages Violence From His Supporters. 
They're Listening. " It was a disturbing remark, but even more disturbing 
is the fact that it'spart of a long history of Trump encouraging his 
supporters to engage inviolence

Trump warns 'tough' supporters could turn things 'very bad' if provoked 
ABC News

Lawrence O'Donnell Explains Why Donald Trump's Warning Of Violence Is 
'Gibberish' HuffPost [ Oh, it’s definitely not gibberish; and, if you’ve ever 
fought the mob, you would know what a stupid thing it is that O’Donnell 
said, however well intended. People must realize that this is the real 
america, a nation of predominantly criminals and mentally ill people. El 
presidente criminal trump is a testament to that reality and truth! And, 
most americans are like trump, gutless cowards! ] Mail bomber Cesar 
Sayoc pleads guilty; devices were sent to critics of Trump Mail bomb 
suspect Cesar Sayoc pleaded guilty Thursday. Sayoc, from Florida, is 
accused of sending pipe bombs to Trump critics, Democrats and CNN … 
NBC News Cesar Sayoc pleads guilty to sending pipe bombs to Trump 
critics CBS Evening News
WASHPOST
Trump failed by his own trade metric. Pursue it further, and we’re 
doomed. By Robert J. Samuelson

Domestic terrorism more common than Islamic extremism among FBI 
arrests

Trump to demand $8.6 billion in new wall funding, setting up fresh battle

GOP bracing for Trump to veto Congress’s rejection of his emergency 
declaration 

The NATO ally the U.S. is losing 

49 killed in terrorist attack at mosques in New Zealand 3 suspects in 
custody after shootings in Christchurch Dozens were also injured after a 
heavily armed gunman clad in military-style gear opened fire at a mosque.
A second mosque was also targeted in what Prime Minister Jacinda 
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Ardern called a well-planned terrorist attack. [ trump-supportin’ , gun-
totin’ christians for Christ furthering the christian cause ….. hmmmmm … 
taking a closer look, the case against christanity as currently practiced 
including child abuse/loving those children (to death?)] By Isaac Stanley-
Becker, Eli Rosenberg and Alex Horton

WorldViews Analysis Wonder Woman actress takes on Netanyahu with 
anti-racism post on Instagram In a series of posts on social media, Israeli
celebrities spoke out against Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s 
comments on Israel's Arab citizens.

Schiff says it’s a ‘mistake’ for Mueller not to interview Trump House 
Intelligence Chairman Adam B. Schiff (D-Calif.) also deferred to the 
special counsel on whether Blackwater founder Erik Prince lied to 
Congress about his involvement with the Trump campaign.

Trump proposes a $4.7 trillion budget with domestic cuts, billions for wall

Pelosi comes out against impeaching Trump [Typical incompetent, senile,
corrupt guinea]

Australia’s Cardinal Pell sentenced to 6 years for sexual assault 

NYTIMES
Opinion David Leonhardt It Isn’t Complicated: Trump Encourages Violence He 
doesn’t deserve blame for any specific attack. He does deserve blame for the 
increase in white-nationalist violence.

Footage Contradicts U.S. Claim That Maduro Burned Aid Convoy

Trump to Request $8.6 Billion for Additional Wall Funding

• President Trump’s budget request to Congress on Monday is   
expected to propose cuts to government programs and ask for 
border wall funds.

• The request is certain to reignite a conflict with Democrats that led   
to a recent record-long government shutdown.
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Vaping Is Big Tobacco’s Bait and Switch Cigarettes hooked generations 
of teenagers. Now e-cigarettes might do the same.

College Admissions Bribery Scandal Snares Stars and Other Wealthy 
Parents

• Federal prosecutors charged 50 people in a brazen scheme to buy   
spots in the freshman classes at Yale, Stanford and other big name 
schools.

• The scandal laid bare the elaborate lengths some wealthy parents   
will go to get their children into competitive American universities.

Trump Renews Attacks on John McCain, Months After Senator’s Death 
[coward trump’s notion of a courageous,fair,fight mano a mano ]

Donald Trump Keeps Bashing John McCain Nearly 7 Months After His 
Death HUFFPOST [coward trump’s notion of a courageous, fair, fight 
mano a mano ]

LATIMES
After more than 140 years, a massive fig tree gracing the plaza where Los
Angeles was founded collapses

Arizona ranchers who supported Trump wall now have doubts about 
border plans

L.A. Now   USC student, son of Oakland councilwoman, fatally shot in   
apparent robbery near campus

YAHOONEWS
Politics HuffPost Conservative Commentators Torch Republicans Staying 
Subservient To Donald Trump Conservative commentators angrily called 
out Republican senators who onThursday continued to back President 
Donald Trump by voting against aresolution overturning his border wall 
national emergency

Politics The Independent Trump: Founder of alleged prostitution spa 'sold
Chinese businessmen access to president' 

Politics Vogue People Are Talking (Again) About How Jared Kushner Got 
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Into Harvard Before how Felicity Huffman and Lori Loughlin got their kids 
into college, Jared Kushner somehow gained admission to Harvard.

World AFP India signs $3 bn submarine deal with Russia: reports 

Politics HuffPost Ex-Mercenary CEO Erik Prince Admits To Trump Tower 
Meet With Don Jr., Saudi Emissary Erik Prince, former head of mercenary 
business Blackwater, revealed in abombshell interview Friday that he 
attended a meeting in Trump Tower with DJTrump Jr

'Wacky Nut Job': Trump hits back hard at TV pundit ….. and all along we 
didn’t think trump didn’t know himself ….. trump projecting … 'Wacky Nut 
Job' thy name is donald j. trump ….. Everyone now knows this worldwide 
now globally renown fact …..

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ex-mercenary-ceo-erik-prince-074920681.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ex-mercenary-ceo-erik-prince-074920681.html
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World AFP Turkey's Erdogan stands by Russia missile deal Turkey's deal 
to buy Russian S-400 missile defence systems had "nothing to do" with 
the security of the US, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Saturday 
after a Pentagon warning. "It is very clear why Turkey has bought this air 
defence system, under what conditions it has bought them and how it will
be used," Erdogan said in the southeastern city of Diyarbakir. The "issue 
was not about the S-400s" but about Turkey "taking actions on its own 
accord", especially in Syria, he added.

Business Bloomberg China Pushes Against U.S. Trade Demands on 
Enforcement, Yuan 

GOOGLENEWS
Rabid raccoons are back     in Manhattan. Vaccinate your pets, health   
officials say Years after an outbreak was stamped out, rabies has 
returned to the raccoons of New York City's most densely populated 
borough

Donald Trump Makes Watergate 'Look Like Child’s Play' but Democrats 
Shouldn't Scream Impeachment—Yet: Laurence Tribe

"[The] danger of too much impeachment talk is that it's like crying wolf. 
By the time the wolf is at the door, no one will believe you." Newsweek

Trump’s private talks with Putin may contain clues to his Russia romance

Democrats say Trump's attempts to conceal his conversations with the 
Russian leader raise questions about his motivations.

Trump is attacking Democrats with fake claims of 'presidential 
harassment.' It won't work.

Trump tweets fake claims of 'presidential harassment' as House 
oversight Democrats launch a blizzard of investigations and subpoenas 
into alleged …

Heavy fighting reported as US-backed forces attack last ISIS stronghold 
in SyriaEastern Syria (CNN) Heavy fighting erupted Sunday as US-backed 
forces attacked the last ISIS stronghold in Syria amid a final push to 
clear the jihadist group … CNN
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Trump broke his promise to fix the debt. He'll blame Congress in 2020.

President Donald Trump's fiscal 2020 budget shows he has given up on 
his promise to rein in the national debt. That's a broken promise.

NBC News

White House reveals President Trump's $4.7 trillion budget proposal

Pelosi says she's opposed to impeaching Trump: 'He's just not worth it'

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., revealed she's opposed to the 
impeachment of President Donald Trump in the absence of evidence that 
is "compelling ...

Fox News

Nancy Pelosi on impeaching President Trump: 'He's just not worth it'

Nancy Pelosi stands up in her spacious office in the U.S. Capitol, walks 
past an enormous window with a commanding view of the Mall and the 
Washington … [ No ….. The bottom line is that she, pelosi is not worth it 
… keep in mind the last time dems ‘had it all’, lost it all and then some … 
she’s a f**k-up and now she’s senile and lacks the energy required for the
position ….. typical go along/get along guinea who has cashed in ($120 
million) on her position as corrupt guineas typically do/california version ]

The Washington Post

MARKETWATCH
Man credited with calling the 2008 crisis says the next 20 years in the 
stock market will ‘break a lot of hearts’ 

The promise of a magical rebound for tech comes with little evidence to 
back it up 

Rep. Waters: ‘We have everything we need to impeach Trump’

Whitaker now doesn’t deny discussing Cohen investigation with Trump, 
says Nadler

DRUDGEREPORT
UK PLUNGED INTO CHAOS 
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Giant wolf dropped off at kill shelter rescued by sanctuary...

Captivates world... 

Coulter demands 'precise latitude and longitude' of new border wall 
Trump 'built'... 

After more than 140 years, a massive fig tree gracing the plaza where Los
Angeles was founded -- collapses... 

Ilhan Omar trashes Obama: 'Hope and change' was a mirage (TRUE, but 
the word is bulls**t)... 

Trump autographed Bibles for survivors of Alabama tornado... 

NAPOLITANO:   trump CAN'T SURVIVE ANOTHER BAD WEEK LIKE THIS...   

Kellyanne Husband: USA Nearing 'Banana Republic' [Actually worse since
banana republics are more benign/  less damaging, globally and   
domestically, than america].....

Public may only get short Mueller report summary... 

Goat elected mayor of Vermont town... [ They got a goat, america got a 
different dumb animal named trump ]

Trump     Gains Weight, Now Considered   Obese   NBC Connecticut· President 
Donald Trump has put on some pounds and is now officially considered 
obese. The White House on Thursday released results of his most recent 
physical, revealing that his ... 

A WEAK AND RAMBLING PRESIDENT DECLARES A FAKE NATIONAL 
EMERGENCY

By John Cassidy 7:45 P.M. https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-
columnists/a-weak-and-rambling-president-declares-a-fake-national-
emergency?utm_brand=tny&utm_medium=social&utm_social-
type=owned&mbid=social_facebook&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR
3x1eFH4j-v_5E6xBfvLMRNLGg9XRpdb6nKTYHbzvT-
9P0mbN547OHCjtY&fbclid=IwAR0284A-
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Breaking News MSNBC / morning joe TRUMP SHOULD CONSIDER 
RESIGNING, SAYS AGNEW ATTORNEY
Craig Unger: Trump is owned by the Russia mob In his latest book "House
of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the 
Russian Mafia" Craig Unger breaks down the history of the Trump-Russia 
connection. [ This is absolutely true; but, as well, trump has ‘paid tribute’ 
(one way or another) and receives professional courtesy from all major 
crime families where he deals; hence, the embarrassing cover-up 
scenarios for the feds/doj/judiciary/politicians/all things americana-great 
fraud america-don the con https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/craig-
unger-trump-is-owned-by-the-russia-mob-1306083395678?
cid=referral_taboolafeed ( Don’t forget, that’s where KGB went post cold 
war and currently go ‘for a substantial raise’) ]

Following national emergency announcement, Trump goes golfing The 
president's public schedule contradicts his rhetoric about a crisis at the 
southern border. Addy Baird Feb 15, 2019

https://thinkprogress.org/author/addy-baird/
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https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2Fhallie-jackson%2Fwatch%2Fin-otto-warmbier-death-trump-once-again-sides-with-dictator-over-u-s-intelligence-1449850947858&ri=66ba5d487d1bd1ef4ba96fc36cb52923&sd=v2_caf8fab1cd3384e29b062532fe8a82a4_e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82_1551388331_1551388538_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GJXRz6-TLSACKAMw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjvqxVQowZYAGCQFQ&ui=e62fca05-c841-4bbd-bfe5-96a1bbdd8fd0-tuct2c64b82&it=video&ii=6872092518382297948&pt=video&li=rbox-blended&sig=b9cdc8efa887daac3c62fe1323588b3d1b67b4ca2c32&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Fmorning-joe%2Fwatch%2Ftrump-should-consider-resigning-says-spiro-agnew-attorney-1305606211901%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1551388371093&r=7&ppb=CJgE&cpb=Eg8zNDctMzczLVJFTEVBU0UYiwcgnP__________ASoZbGEudGFib29sYXN5bmRpY2F0aW9uLmNvbTIId2F0ZXIyNzY4gNa_5QRAkaQOSIuwDlDvqxVYowY
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yuk! MSNBC / morning joe trump should consider resigning, says Agnew 
attorney

Breaking News MSNBC / morning joe TRUMP SHOULD CONSIDER 
RESIGNING, SAYS AGNEW ATTORNEY
Craig Unger: Trump is owned by the Russia mob In his latest book "House
of Trump, House of Putin: The Untold Story of Donald Trump and the 
Russian Mafia" Craig Unger breaks down the history of the Trump-Russia 
connection. [ This is absolutely true; but, as well, trump has ‘paid tribute’ 
(one way or another) and receives professional courtesy from all major 
crime families where he deals; hence, the embarrassing cover-up 
scenarios for the feds/doj/judiciary/politicians/all things americana-great 
fraud america-don the con https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/craig-
unger-trump-is-owned-by-the-russia-mob-1306083395678?
cid=referral_taboolafeed ( Don’t forget, that’s where KGB went post cold 
war and currently ‘for a substantial raise’) ]
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Politics Reuters Republican senator to seek Trump's tax returns if House 
Democrats do The top Republican on tax policy in the U.S. Senate said on
Wednesday that he will seek President Donald Trump's tax returns if 
Democrats in the House of Representatives obtain them. Senator Chuck 
Grassley, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, told reporters that 
he has no particular interest in requesting the documents from the 
Treasury Department and does not want to see the Internal Revenue 
Service used for political purposes.

Who is this windy bag of s**t? http://albertpeia.com/windybag.mp4 

He's don the con! 

NYTIMES
Manafort Is Sentenced to Nearly 4 Years; Punishment Falls Short of 
Guidelines

The financial fraud case against Paul Manafort, President Trump’s former 
campaign chairman, was the first of two for which he will be sentenced.
“He has lived an otherwise blameless life,” the judge said of Mr. Manafort,
who was a prime target of the special counsel’s inquiry.
[ What the judge meant and should have honestly said, in america, crime 
pays and pays well and, go along to get along. ]

MARKETWATCH 

Trump ‘a little disappointed’ by reports of North Korea rebuilding missile 
sites [ Duh … Not really ….. Most americans already forgot what the kissy/
huggy photo-ops were all about which trump never understood nor cared 
to in the first instance ….. This country is so far gone! ]

Man credited with calling the 2008 crisis says the next 20 years in the 
stock market will ‘break a lot of hearts’

MSNBC
House Judiciary Chair warns DOJ: Don’t 'cover-up' Trump crimes [ Better 
said late than never; but, let’s get real … that’s what the doj does … 
barr’s appointment, trump’s election, etc., is a testament to that … 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/investor-credited-with-calling-the-2008-crisis-says-the-next-20-years-in-the-stock-market-will-break-a-lot-of-hearts-2019-03-07?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/investor-credited-with-calling-the-2008-crisis-says-the-next-20-years-in-the-stock-market-will-break-a-lot-of-hearts-2019-03-07?link=MW_latest_news
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america’s a total fraud! … That is the reality! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
USA Posts Record Trade Deficit... 
'USE IT OR LOSE IT' BUDGET; Federal spending spree…
Budget Deficit Widens 77%...     
Lobster tail, CrossFit equipment, musical instruments... MORE 
National debt tops $22 trillion for first time The Treasury Department 
reports that the national debt is now $22.01 trillion, which experts say is 
a sign of the country's "unsustainable" fiscal situation. [ But the ‘feel 
good’ / obfuscating / temporary effect from the spending is great for 
political theater/bulls**t and as well, built in are payoffs, paybacks, 
essentially bribes and pol self-dealing, etc. ]
[Unsustainable, to be sure … defacto bankruptcy of the nation is the 
reality ]
Gap with China all-time high... 
Budget Deficit Widens 77%... 
PAPER: Trump works to maintain illusions of progress, as his main 
promises go unfulfilled...
Households see biggest decline in net worth since the financial crisis...
-$3.730 Trillion…

Kellyanne husband says Trump has narcissistic personality disorder...
'His condition is getting worse'... 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/george-conway-after-trumps-tweet-storm-his-condition-is-getting-worse
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/434485-conways-husband-suggests-trump-has-narcissistic-personality-disorder
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-household-net-worth-fell-by-3-730-trillion-in-fourth-quarter-due-to-stock-market-volatility-11551978894
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/07/us-households-see-biggest-decline-in-net-worth-since-the-financial-crisis.html
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-claims-progress-for-promises-unfulfilled-20190305-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-claims-progress-for-promises-unfulfilled-20190305-story.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-budget-deficit-widens-77-190217899.html
https://www.apnews.com/bd3cb95e3d8b47198a184cfa57dddb06
https://news.yahoo.com/national-debt-tops-22-trillion-214033190.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/december-2018-trade-data-from-u-s-commerce-department-11551877494


NYTIMES
Manafort Is Sentenced to Nearly 4 Years; Punishment Falls Short of 
Guidelines

The financial fraud case against Paul Manafort, President Trump’s former 
campaign chairman, was the first of two for which he will be sentenced.
“He has lived an otherwise blameless life,” the judge said of Mr. Manafort,
who was a prime target of the special counsel’s inquiry.
[ What the judge meant and should have honestly said, in america, crime 
pays and pays well ]

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

CNN
Early polls bring bad news for the President

Trump won the presidency and was the least liked major party nominee 
in history. Today, more people continue to dislike than like him.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/2020-bad-news-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/2020-bad-news-trump/index.html
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Almost two-thirds think President Trump committed crimes before taking 
office

The cheater, liar, criminal, mental case ‘president’ appears to be laying 
the groundwork to de-legitimize the election, suggesting Democrats 
cannot beat him fairly

Manafort sentenced to 47 months

Judge called recommended sentence of 19-24 years 'excessive' for 
former Trump campaign chairman

Manafort was convicted of defrauding banks and the government and 
failing to pay taxes on millions in income

Toobin: 'Enormous' physical toll taken on Manafort

Analysis: The stunning fall of Paul Manafort     

Senator: Manafort sentence 'failed to do justice'

Trump's former campaign manager faces up to 25 years from charges 
stemming from Mueller investigation

Watch CNN Live Sentencing for ex-Trump campaign chief

Toobin: 'Enormous' physical toll taken on Manafort

Michael Cohen sues the Trump Organization

Congressman: Manafort fishing for a pardon from Trump

The fight over Trump documents is getting heated in the House

Opinion: The hunt for a smoking gun in investigating Trump

Trump Organization insurance broker subpoenaed

https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/trump-organization-aon-insurance-broker-subpoena-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/06/opinions/mueller-report-smoking-gun-trump-zelizer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/07/politics/house-democratic-investigations-fight/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/03/01/rep-connolly-intv-manafort-fishing-pardon-trump-russia-reduce-sentence-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/07/politics/michael-cohen-sues-the-trump-organization/index.html
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Analysis: Early polls bring bad news for the President

Democrats say they will not hold debates on Fox News

This Democrat swore to impeach Trump. She plans to take the first steps 
for it to happen

Opinion: Trump's Jared and Ivanka problem

Anderson Cooper: What is Ivanka's expertise in anything? 

Judge blasts Roger Stone book release after gag order

Toobin: Roger Stone is playing with fire

GOP rejects calls to probe Trump's role in payments

CNN reporter to GOP: Why aren't you investigating Trump?

The President pressured his advisers to grant his daughter top White 
House access against their recommendations, sources say

https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/ivanka-trump-security-clearance-pressure/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/ivanka-trump-security-clearance-pressure/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/politics/republicans-trump-hush-money-payments/index.html
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Anderson Cooper: What is Ivanka's expertise in ... anything?

Analysis: Investigations now target Trump's entire world

Hear Trump question his authority over Kushner clearance

The Jared Kushner security clearance story reveals Donald Trump's two 
biggest flaws

Warner: Trump has 'consistently been willing to override the advice' of 
intel community

Ivanka Trump claims President had 'zero' involvement in security 
clearances for her, Jared Kushner

Trump pushed staff on Ivanka's clearance

House Dems now target Trump's entire world

By looking into the President's personal, business and political life, 
Democrats are considering a case that he is not fit to continue in his job

Analysis: Democrats took first baby steps toward impeaching Trump

Anderson Cooper names Trump's potential crimes

Attorney General Bill Barr won't recuse himself from Russia probe

Rep. Jeffries: Cult of criminality surrounds Trump

See the more than 80 names receiving letters in probe

Hear Trump contradict his previous comment on Clinton emails

'Empire' actor faces 16 felony counts after telling police he was the 
victim of a racist, homophobic attack

The brothers involved in Jussie Smollett case express 'tremendous 
regret,' lawyer says

'Empire' co-star breaks silence on Smollett scandal

MSNBC

https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2019/02/24/terrence-howard-breaks-silence-smollett-vpx.hln
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Rep. Hill on document request: It’s about whether the ‘WH is breaking the
law’ A key Trump ally is considering whether to stonewall the Judiciary 
Committee after if demanded documentary evidence from over 81 people 
and organizations linked to Donald Trump.

Michael Cohen's lawyer reveals new Trump hush money check 

Cohen lawyer: ‘Literally no way to dispute’ that Trump committed a crime

White House refusing to hand over docs on Jared Kushner's security 
clearance Former CIA Director John Brennan joins Stephanie Ruhle to 
discuss why even an attempt by foreign countries to gain leverage over 
Kushner should worry everyone – not just national security officials.

https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/white-house-refusing-to-hand-over-documents-on-security-clearances-1452993091760
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/white-house-refusing-to-hand-over-documents-on-security-clearances-1452993091760
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/cohen-lawyer-literally-no-way-to-dispute-that-trump-committed-a-crime-1452771395593
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/cohen-lawyer-reveals-new-trump-hush-money-check-on-live-tv-1452002883860
https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/rep-katie-hill-on-dems-document-request-it-s-about-whether-white-house-is-breaking-the-law-1452677699833
https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/rep-katie-hill-on-dems-document-request-it-s-about-whether-white-house-is-breaking-the-law-1452677699833


Michael Cohen files lawsuit against Trump Organization

Judgment Day for Paul Manafort

House Judiciary Chair warns DOJ: Don’t 'cover-up' Trump crimes [ Better 
said late than never; but, let’s get real … that’s what the doj does … 
barr’s appointment, trump’s election, etc., is a testament to that … 
america’s a total fraud! ]

Joe: No one would say Manafort lived a blameless life

HUFFPOST
SHOWDOWN: W.H. BLOCKS KUSHNER CLEARANCE DOCS! 

DEMS READYING TRUMP TAX RETURN PUSH   Democrats Could Go After   
Donald Trump’s Tax Returns Soon By Arthur Delaney 

THE REAL BIDEN: WALL ST, BIG MONEY, CORPORATE POWER   Joe   
Biden’s Biggest 2020 Problem Is... Joe Biden By Zach Carter 

DEMS DUMP FOX 

SHE GOT 5 YEARS.
HE GOT LESS THAN 4. 

YAHOONEWS
Poll: Majority believes Trump committed crimes

Report: Military school concealed Trump's grades Wealthy alumni and 
friends of President Trump allegedly pressured the military school's 
superintendent to con  ceal Trump's grades in 2011.   The headmaster was   
apprehensive about concealing his grades     »   

Politics Good Morning America

Lawyers claiming ties to Rudy Giuliani approached Michael Cohen after 
FBI raids; investigators looking at contacts 

PENCE’S THEME

https://www.yahoo.com/gma/lawyers-claiming-ties-rudy-giuliani-approached-michael-cohen-215104091--abc-news-topstories.html
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Sing a song of sick pence,

the toady boy of trump,

No we can not see him cause he's so 

far up donny's rump,

Now some are crying black face,

No that's just not the case,

just a bit of trump ass-s**t, 

though but a trace!

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Omar: Smile helped Obama 'get away with murder'

In an interview, Rep. Ilhan Omar noted that some of Trump's most vilified 
programs, like family separation and drone killings, also occurred under 
President Barack Obama. 

The Obama drone policy Trump revoked» 

U.S. HuffPost Trump Watched Super Bowl With Founder Of Spa Where 
Patriots Owner Allegedly Paid For Sex 

Politics Meredith Videos

Right Now: Donald Trump Straight Up Left Melania Hanging Outside the 
White House 

Ivanka laughs at what her dad calls Apple CEO The first daughter finds it 
funny when her father refers to Tim Cook as "Tim Apple" during a meeting
at the White House.   Some call it a 'sign of disrespect  
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Ivanka Trump Lied About How She Got Her Security Clearance Business 
Refinery29 First daughter and senior White House advisor Ivanka Trump 
seems to have lied about the role her father, Pres Donald Trump, played 
in granting her security clearance.CNN reports... 

World Reuters

Turkey and U.S. head for showdown over missile contracts 

Politics Associated Press

Where the investigations related to President Trump stand 

WASHINGTON (AP) - A look at where the investigations related to 
President Donald Trump stand and what may lie ahead for him:

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Comey calls for transparency in Mueller probe
FOX News Videos

Prosecutors: Manafort 'blames everyone' but himself
Associated Press

New front in widening probes against Trump A state regulator has 
subpoenaed an insurance provider for the Trump Organization, less than 
a week after Michael Cohen testified before Congress. 

Politics The Independent Trump news live - President launches late-night 
Twitter storm as poll shows most Americans think he is a criminal Donald
Trump has lashed out at a number of old enemies on Twitter overnight, 
including Hillary Clinton, as his frustration with House Democrats and the
investigations surrounding him threatens to boil over. The president 
accused the Democrats of “playing games” by instigating “McCarthyite” 
congressional investigations against him rather than getting on with the 
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business of government, refusing to hand over files related to his son-in-
law Jared Kushner’s security clearance to the House Oversight 
Committee and indicating he might not co-operate with the House 
Judiciary Committee’s abuse of power investigation into his inner circle.

Politics:TheIndependent Impeach Trump:Dem.who vowed to 'impeach the
mother****ker announces plans to file resolution against pres.

Politics The Independent Michael Cohen unloads on Trump in final 
testimony as Democrat chairman calls it 'enormously productive' Donald 
Trump’s former personal lawyer - has completed several days of scathing 
testimony about the president, emerging from a closed-door hearing on 
Capitol Hill to declare the “committee members were satisfied” with the 
evidence he gave. On the day he had been due to start a three-year prison
sentence after being convicted of paying hush money to two women in 
violation of campaign finance laws - something he claimed he did to 
protect Mr Trump - the Cohen completed his fourth and final day of 
testimony before congressional investigators. “I believe they’re happy 
and I have given them my assurance that any additional information that 
they need I will continue to cooperate,” the man who once bragged he 
would take a bullet for the president said, as he emerged from a hearing 
of the intelligence committee of the House of Representatives.

Michael Cohen, back in the spotlight on Capitol Hill Reuters Videos

Americans Trust President Trump Less Than Michael Cohen, Survey Says 
Fortune

Trump suggests he will not cooperate with investigation into obstruction 
of justice and abuse of power
The Independent

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics EsquireIvanka and Junior Are Having Another No Good,Very Bad 
WeekOnce again,Eric looks like the smart one. Well,and Tiffany.

Business CCN
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Dow Carnage: US Stock Market Plunges as Recession Warnings Intensify 

The Dow and broader U.S. stock market plunged anew on Thursday after 
the European Central Bank (ECB) launched fresh stimulus measures to 
combat a slowing regional economy. The shocking announcement 
brought recession fears back to the fore as investors continue

Judge Napolitano: President Trump's bad week 

Judge Napolitano's Chambers: Judge Andrew Napolitano explains why 
President Trump should take the allegations by Michael Cohen seriously, 
and not deride and mock them on social media.

Associated Press Who's getting document requests from House Dems in 
new probe

Politics Esquire There's a Damning Stat Lurking Beneath Donald Trump's 
Latest Approval Ratings Trump's approval rating is at 38 percent, but 
that's not the number that caught our eye.

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Two-thirds of Americans think Trump is a criminal and most believe 
Michael Cohen over president, poll finds The Independent

Most believe Trump committed crimes before WH, poll shows Yahoo View

Politics USA TODAY Opinion I vetted judges and senior Justice officials 
and never came across anyone like Jared Kushner Trump son-in-law got 
top-secret security clearance despite intelligence community concerns. I 
was denied clearance for a blog post about hacking.

Trump     investigation in House to be led by prosecutor ‘comfortable   
charging him with felony   campaign  ...  
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The Independent via Yahoo News UK

Mr Goldman began serving as a senior adviser and director of 
investigations last month after being... 
Rep. Adam Schiff appoints former MSNBC legal analyst as Russia probe 
counsel

Trump declines House committee request ABC News Videos

Washington Examiner·

Adam Schiff, ramping up his panel's probe into Russian entanglements 
with President Trump's... 

House intelligence committee hires 'Russian organized crime prosecutor' 
for   Trump     investigation  

The Week· 

Democrats ramp up their investigations into President Trump, Rep. Adam 
Schiff (D-Calif.) has just... 

More news for   Goldman  ,   Trump  ,   Campaign Fraud   

House intelligence panel hires Daniel Goldman to run Trump ...

www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/...

Schiff’s panel is not the only committee with an interest in such topics: 
There are six House panels running active investigations into various 
parts of Trump’s campaign and his businesses. 

Trump investigation in House to be led by prosecutor ...

http://naijagiz.com/2019/03/05/trump-investigation-in… 

Trump investigation in House to be led by prosecutor ‘comfortable 
charging him with felony campaign finance fraud’ Posted on March 5, 
2019 March 5, 2019 Author admin Comment(0) The House Permanent 
Select Committee on Intelligence has hired Daniel Goldman, former 
Assistant US Attorney from the Southern District of New York , to 
spearhead an ... 
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Adam Schiff Hires a Former Prosecutor to Lead the Trump ...

www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/adam-schiff... 
The hiring of Goldman, who will be joined by two other former federal 
prosecutors on Schiff’s staff, underlines Schiff’s decision to conduct an 
aggressive investigation of the Trump campaign ... 

Donald Trump Stands Accused Of Campaign Fraud As Two Closest aides 
faced jail time Tuesday, after court proceedings delivered a legal and 
political one-two punch 

WASHPOST
N.Y. regulators subpoena Trump’s insurance broker as probes multiply 

U.S. posts a record trade deficit in goods despite ‘America First’ policies
The 2018 figure shows that President Trump’s tariffs and tough policies 
have failed to shrink a trade gap that he argues represents a massive 
transfer of wealth from Americans to foreigners.

• By David J. Lynch

• Analysis: The trade gap increased exactly where Trump said it   
wouldn’t

New revelations implicate Don Jr. in his father’s nefarious schemes

• By Greg Sargent

Former Trump adviser says he does not plan to cooperate with … 
http://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/former-trump … Former Trump 
adviser says he won't comply with House inquiry...Former Trump adviser 
says he does not plan to cooperate with House Judiciary inquiry Rosalind 
Helderman, Rachael Bade. 

Video provided by Washington Post
A former campaign aide for President Trump, one of 81 people to receive 
a request for documents this week from the House Judiciary Committee, 
has already informed the committee that he has no records responsive to
their inquiries and he does not plan to testify in front of the panel. 

The letter from an attorney for Michael Caputo, who worked for Trump 
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during part of the 2016 campaign, represents the first skirmish in what is 
likely to be broad resistance from Trump aides and associates to new 
inquiries issued this week by the Judiciary Committee.

Caputo told The Washington Post that he has already begun coordinating 
with four other Trump associates who received requests from the 
committee this week to begin a joint strategy of resisting requests for 
testimony. 

“All four are reluctant to appear because they believe it’s a perjury trap 
[ riiiiight ….. well, if you tell the truth, no trap ] designed to move toward 
impeachment of the president,” he said. 

Many of those who received the requests this week have already been 
interviewed by the House and Senate intelligence committees, as well as
special counsel Robert S. Mueller III. But the Judiciary Committee, which 
has the power to impeach the president, has launched its own wide-
ranging probe of Trump campaign aides, business associates and family 
members as part of what Chairman Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.) said was a 
way to explore whether the Trump administration has abused its power. 
Nadler took control of the committee in January with the new Democratic
majority in the House. 

© Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images Former Trump campaign aide Michael 
Caputo arrives to testify before the House Intelligence Committee in July 
2017. 

Caputo attorney Dennis C. Vacco indicated in the letter that a committee 
staffer asked whether he would be willing to testify in front of the 
committee, a request that has not yet been made publicly of Caputo or 
other potential witnesses. 

Vacco wrote that he told the committee lawyer that Caputo would not 
commit to appear, given that he already testified in front of other 
congressional committees. 

“We see no reason why the House Judiciary Committee cannot obtain the
transcript of Mr. Caputo’s testimony” from the House Intelligence 
Committee, Vacco wrote. 

A spokesman for the committee declined to comment on Caputo’s letter. 
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A person familiar with the exchange said there was no formal request for 
Caputo’s testimony but only a casual conversation between Caputo’s 
lawyer and committee attorney Barry Berke. 

The Judiciary Committee blitzed dozens of Trump associates with broad 
requests this week, rather than issuing targeted questions at individuals. 

The committee asked Caputo, for instance, to produce documents related
to a June 2016 meeting at Trump Tower between Donald Trump Jr. and a 
Russian lawyer. Caputo did not attend the meeting and, according to his 
attorney, has no documents about it. 

It also asked him to produce records related to any Russian government 
contact with a long list of other Trump aides and associates. His attorney
again indicated he had no responsive documents to the request. 

The committee, however, did not ask Caputo about his communications 
with Trump adviser Roger Stone, with whom he is close. Nor was he 
asked about his contacts with a Russian national who contacted him in 
May 2016 to offer information about Hillary Clinton in exchange for 
money. Stone met with the man at a Miami-area restaurant, but 
discussions ended after he asked for $2 million for his information. 
Caputo and Stone have alleged that the man was working for the FBI. 

‘  Grab that record’: How Trump’s high school transcript was hidden   Former
officials of the military academy that President Trump attended say 
wealthy alumni directed them in 2011 to remove and hide Trump’s 
academic records. By Marc Fisher The Fix: The extensive effort to bury 
Trump’s grades

(Amie Ferris-Rotman, Sarah Parnass/The Washington Post)
Meet Mostik, one of Russia's furriest celebrities — and mascot of Putin's 
pet project 
Perspective It’s time — high time — to take Fox News’s destructive role 
in America seriously 

‘The silence is deafening’: Major brands avoid Trump even as he promotes
them from the White House 

‘Not my fault’: Trump struggles to defend his record amid setbacks on 
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immigration, trade, North Korea

Opinion Trump supporters should be tired of all this losing 

Trump, losing ground on top priorities, casts blame on others

President Trump’s recent setbacks on immigration, trade and North 
Korea are complicating his planned reelection message as a can-do 
president who is making historic progress.

• By David Nakamura, Seung Min Kim and Josh Dawsey

Paul Manafort sentenced to almost 4 years in prison in Virginia case
The former Trump campaign chairman said he feels “humiliated and 
ashamed” as he sought mercy for a host of financial crimes. The prison 
term handed down was far shorter than the 19 1/2 to 24 years suggested 
by sentencing guidelines. 

• By Rachel Weiner, Lynh Bui, Justin Jouvenal and Devlin Barrett

NYTIMES
President Trump Meet Senators, Pay Fixer: Checks Hint at a President 
Managing Parallel Lives

• At the heart of last week’s congressional testimony by Michael D.   
Cohen was the accusation that the sitting president financed an 
illegal cover-up.

The newly available checks shed light on President Trump running 
the country while simultaneously paying the price of keeping 
personal secrets.

Mr. Trump said his predecessor never turned documents over to 
congressional investigators. That’s false.

Manafort Is Sentenced to Nearly 4 Years; Punishment Falls Short of 
Guidelines

The financial fraud case against Paul Manafort, President Trump’s former 
campaign chairman, was the first of two for which he will be sentenced.
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“He has lived an otherwise blameless life,” the judge said of Mr. Manafort,
who was a prime target of the special counsel’s inquiry.
[ What the judge meant and should have honestly said; in america, crime 
pays and pays well ….. ]

The U.S. Economy The Jobs Report Was the Weakest in Months…

Trump administration In Setback for Trump, U.S. Trade Deficit Soars to 
Record Level

• The United States trade deficit in goods reached $891.3 billion in   
2018, despite President Trump’s repeated promise to reduce that 
figure.

• It expanded mainly because of the strong U.S. economy, which   
allowed Americans to purchase more from abroad. 

Cohen Offers Documents in Bid to Show Trump Lawyers Helped With 
False Testimony WASHINGTON — Michael D. Cohen on Wednesday 
provided new documents to the House Intelligence Committee that he 
said illustrated changes made at the … The New York Times

Paul Manafort to Be Sentenced in 1 of 2 Cases Against Him

• President Trump’s former campaign chairman could get a sentence   
that effectively leaves him in prison for the rest of his life.

Of the half-dozen former Trump associates who have been prosecuted by 
the special counsel, Mr. Manafort most likely faces the harshest 
punishment. 

LATIMES
Politics   California lawmakers accepted $810,000 in gifts and overseas   
trips in 2018 By Patrick McGreevy and Taryn Luna 

Paul Manafort faces likely prison term at sentencing By Chris Megerian • 
Michael Cohen sues Trump Organization, says it owes him nearly $2 
million 

Thousands of leads but still no break in case of girl found dead in duffel 
bag at park

GOOGLENEWS
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North Korea Has Started Rebuilding Key Missile-Test Facilities, Analysts 
Say SEOUL, South Korea — North Korea has started rebuilding the 
facilities it uses to launch satellites into orbit and test engines and other 
technologies for its … The New York Times

North Korea Seen Reassembling Rocket Test Site Days After Summit 
With US Just days after the U.S.-North Korea summit ended in stalemate, 
satellite images show workers have been active at the Sohae Satellite 
Launching Station, … NPR

South Korea says North Korea is restoring dismantled launch site | 
TheHill South Korean intelligence officials have reportedly seen signs of 
new activity at North Korean nuclear sites that the country previously 
pledged to dismantle. The Hill

North Korea restoring part of launch site it promised Trump to dismantle 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - North Korea has restored part of a missile 
launch site it began to dismantle after pledging to do so in a first summit 
with U.S. President … Reuters

FDA Commissioner Gottlieb, who raised alarms about teen vaping, 
resigns Food and Drug Commissioner Scott Gottlieb, who used his post to
tackle difficult public health issues from youth vaping to opioid addiction 
– surprising early … The Washington Post

In the Middle of His Official Business, Trump Took the Time to Send 
Checks to Michael Cohen WASHINGTON — On a busy day at the White 
House, President Trump hosted senators to talk about tax cuts, accused 
a Democratic congresswoman of … The New York Times

Poll: 64% think Trump committed crimes before presidency CNN

Trump's ex-lawyer Michael Cohen gives House Intelligence Committee 
documents revealing alleged edits to false statement about Moscow 
project

President Donald Trump's former personal lawyer Michael Cohen gave the
House Intelligence Committee documents that reveal alleged editing to 
the statement … CNBC
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Michael Cohen returns to Capitol Hill ABC News

Cohen Offers Documents in Bid to Show Trump Lawyers Helped With 
False Testimony WASHINGTON — Michael D. Cohen on Wednesday 
provided new documents to the House Intelligence Committee that he 
said illustrated changes made at the … The New York Times

Donald Trump is laying the groundwork to de-legitimize the 2020 election 
Even as the 2020 race begins in earnest, President Donald Trump is 
already suggesting that Democrats cannot beat him fairly -- raising the 
specter that if he … CNN

15 jabs in one day: Trump attacks Democrats for latest investigations 
President Trump on March 5 launched several verbal attacks aimed at 
House Democrats who requested information about the president from 
more than 80 … The Washington Post

'Not my fault': Trump struggles to defend his record amid setbacks on 
immigration, trade, North Korea More than halfway through his term, the 
president has failed to make progress on a number of his top priorities. 
The Washington Post

The Russian science keeping North Korea’s dead leaders looking fresh 
SEOUL — Perhaps none of the communist legacies shared by Vietnam 
and North Korea highlighted during Kim Jong Un's “goodwill visit” to 
Hanoi is stranger … New York Post 

"Parts of me are very bitter": Workers at Ohio GM plant struggle through 
their last shift Lordstown, Ohio — After more than half a century, a 
General Motors plant in Lordstown, Ohio stopped production. Sixteen 
hundred workers are affected … CBS News

As GM's Lordstown plant idles, an iconic American job nears extinction 
General Motors' Lordstown, Ohio plant will make its last Chevy Cruze and
close its doors on Wednesday. As recently as the early 2000s, a job in an 
auto plant … CNN

Support for Trump impeachment ticks up: poll | TheHill National support 
for President Trump's impeachment has ticked up in recent months, 
according to a new Monmouth University poll released Wednesday. The 
Hill
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Trump threatens to block networks from hosting debates after Dems 
reject Fox | TheHill President Trump on Wednesday responded to the 
Democratic National Committee (DNC) refusing to let Fox News host a 
Democratic primary debate by. The Hill

California man learns he's dying via 'robot' that video conferenced his 
doctor

Doctor tells patient he doesn't have long to live through hospital robot's 
video screen FREMONT, Calif. (KTVU) - When Ernest Quintana went into 
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center's emergency department in Fremont 
on Sunday, his wife of 58 … Fox5NY

DRUDGEREPORT
NAPOLITANO: TRUMP CAN'T SURVIVE ANOTHER BAD WEEK LIKE THIS...

Kellyanne Husband: USA Nearing 'Banana Republic'... 

Households see biggest decline in net worth since the financial crisis...
-$3.730 Trilli  on...  

USA Posts Record Trade Deficit... 
Budget Deficit Widens 77%... 
'USE IT OR LOSE IT' BUDGET; Federal spending spree...
Lobster tail, CrossFit equipment, musical instruments... MORE 

Gap with China all-time high... 

Budget Deficit Widens 77%... 

PAPER: Trump works to maintain illusions of progress, as his main 
promises go unfulfilled...

Budget Deficit Widens 77%... 
JUDGE SIGNALS SHE'LL REVOKE ROGER STONE'S BAIL... 
Credit Card Debt Record $870 Billion... 
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MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd seen in
a crime family
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Memory/Remember/Living 

  The Big Hurt 

  The t_rump Effect 

  They Don't Care 

  They Really Don't Care 

  Yes, Something's Bound To Go Wrong 

  t_rump Lighting Our Fires 

  Civilized, Educated, Intelligent People In U.S. Say It's Time To Go Now 

  They Say Lightning Striking 

  There's Smoke On The Water 

  There's Smoke In Their Eyes 

  HUFFPOST: Alan Dershowitz Predicts Mueller Report Will Be Very 
Devastating For Trump - trump breaks into this tune 

  Meanwhile, Civilized, Educated, Intelligent People In U.S. Conclude For 
Their Own Safety From Psychopath trump- We Got To Get Out Of This 
Place 
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  Yes, Civilized, Educated, Intelligent People In U.S. Are Right - It's Time 
To Go Now 

  Trump tells crowd in birthplace of Elvis he looked like the singer 
growing up ... WOW ..... What next?.....Oh yeah ... trump's Moscow 
Heartbreak Hotel ..... Yeah that one don ... that you lied about (including 
Putin's $50 million gift penthouse from you ... hmmm)..... trump breaks 
into the tune 

  A courageous reporter/journalist (name witheld for reporter's 
protection) documents the following lamentable reality: 'He's a monster, 
a sick lingering evil that knows no end - it's clear when you see this clip 
donald trump keeps topping his own repugnance, hatred and lack of 
compassion. It's as if he doesn't know how to stop. And when speaking 
about 'him' and such adjectives, one needs not mention his name 
anymore..... In the short clip below, Trump is asked how he feels 
watching children run from tear gas. His answer is that of a monster.' ..... 
As trump defiantly breaks into one of his theme songs 

  Meanwhile, south of the border down Argentina way, trump ponders the 
ill winds of his own making swirling around him ... [SNL Sketch] 

  People Including Especially Women and Children Seek Shelter from 
trump's Malevolence 

  Meanwhile, trump Ignores and Hides his Immigrant 
Underpinnings/Descent 

  trump Cries Real Crocodile Tears As The December 7, 2018 NYPost 
Reflects His Self-Created Deserved Dilemma While People Here and 
Abroad Weep for the Damage he Has Done 

  trump's Self-styled Reiteration/Version of 'Black Like Me' [SNL Sketch] 
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  Meanwhile, 'Dumb and Dumber' in 'Here Comes Mr. Mueller' [SNL 
Sketch] 

  Trumpty Dumpty Had A Great Fall 

  trump Shows Holiday Spirit in 'It's a Blunderful Life' [SNL Sketch] 

  Pity america as t_rump takes the nation for a ride 

  Don't Pity trump, Pity Those Impacted/Wiped Out By his Failed 
Businesses, Flawed Strategies, Blind Loyalty 

  Yes ... trump's a lad insane ..... Was there ever any doubt? 

  The Police Are Coming For The Materialistic Criminal trumps 

  Christians for trump ..... have they no shame ..... What Would Christ Say 
To and Of The Likes Of trump ..... Damage Done, Sunday Church Will 
Never Be The Same 

  trump thumbs his nose as a taunt to Mueller's posse pursuing him to 
enforce the rule of law, flailingly scorning what he terms witch hunt, then
breaks into this tune while Mueller responds saying the obvious; viz., so 
many witches, so little time ... 

  trump Says China, Reality Says Porcelain 

  Putin's Message, Reminder, and Love Song to trump 
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  Where's Bond, James Bond, When You Need Him?

  No James Bond ... traitorous trump crime family ..... no hope ... but 
wait ..... up in the sky ... it's a bird ... a plane ... no, it's ...click

  Rational People, Pressed, Endangered, and Ever Decreasing In america,
Think Beyond The Sea and Escape From The Greedy, Heartless, Criminal 
trump et als' amereeka with the Solution Applicably Common To Solve 
Both ..... Go Now 

  trump Owns The Shutdown...Yes, his plucky (laundered money's like 
play money) entrepreneurial, capitalistic, mobster spirit on display (
failed trump enterprises ), on advice of son-of-a-mafia consigliere rudy 
ghouliani t_rump gives them an offer they're duty-bound to refuse [SNL 
Sketch] 

  A Lot of Disappointed Conservatives, Including Matt Drudge Are Singing
This Song To Their Sweetheart 

  Different drums beating along the Potomac where apologies abound for 
that disaster called trump 

  Lots of weeping,tears and tribulation abounds in the trump camp now 
referred to as the cave ..... as in caveman trump

  Cheers in Russia for their little darlin trump 

  trump dancin (lying like a baseturd), not presidenting 

  CNN: Anderson Cooper: Make-believe is fine if you're a kid, but not 
president 
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  Historically crazy time for america

  trump s in way over his head 

  Jesus Save Us 

  Trumped! 

  This is now an unprecedented realistically, historically frightfully 
dangerous time for america and the world 

  Stephen Colbert Is So Shocked By trump's NYT Interview That He Does 
An Extra Monologue ... In a mini-monologue, the host of 'The Late Show' 
says the president was incoherent. 

  SOTU [State Of The Union] COMMENTARY BY STEPHEN COLBERT 

  Vladimir Putin's State Of The Union Response 

  More State Of The Union COMMENTARY BY STEPHEN COLBERT 
Regarding trump Threats Therein 

  As per presidential tradition, for good reason, trump tax returns back in 
the cross hairs, commentary by STEPHEN COLBERT 

  Doc Ronny's back -COMMENTARY BY STEPHEN COLBERT 

  As per presidential tradition, for good reason, trump tax returns back in 
the news as Corden, Kimmel, Colbert Weigh in ..... 
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  Fake National Emergency - The End Is Near [SNL Sketch] 

  Search Is On for White Padded Room for Mental Case Don

  Yes, he's don the con! 

  Who is this windy bag of s**t? 

  trump's shithole countries? 

  MSNBC / 11th hourDavid Jolly: Trump's behavior is like what you'd seen 
in a crime family

Politics HuffPost Trump Encourages Violence From His Supporters. 
They're Listening. " It was a disturbing remark, but even more disturbing 
is the fact that it'spart of a long history of Trump encouraging his 
supporters to engage inviolence

Trump warns 'tough' supporters could turn things 'very bad' if provoked 
ABC News

Lawrence O'Donnell Explains Why Donald Trump's Warning Of Violence Is 
'Gibberish' HuffPost [ Oh, it’s definitely not gibberish; and, if you’ve ever 
fought the mob, you would know what a stupid thing that O’Donnell said, 
however well intended. People must realize that this is the real america, 
a nation of predominantly criminals and mentally ill people. El presidente 
criminal trump is a testament to that reality and truth! ]

U.S Associated Press Correction: Mob Shooting story NEW YORK (AP) - In 
a story March 16 about an arrest in the killing of a reputed Gambino 
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crime boss, The Associated Press erroneously reported where the victim 
was born. Francesco Cali was born in New York City, not in Sicily. 
[ Another correction … Wake up! ….. Despite the attempt at subterfuge, 
obfuscation, and the contrived Romeo/Juliet star-crossd lovers scenario 
proffer, this was a typical guinea, mob-hit power grab … Some things, ie., 
guineas, never change! ] World

Associated Press Palestinian official: Israel kills unarmed man in West 
Bank RAMALLAH, WestBank (AP) The governor of the West Bank city of 
Bethlehem said that Israeli soldiers shot and killed an unarmed 
Palestinian man who was trying to aid another near the city.

House Democrats pressure White House on Kushner's use of WhatsApp 
U.S. House of Representatives Oversight Committee Chairman Elijah 
Cummings made the request in a letter seen by Reuters to White House 
Counsel Pat Cipollone. In the letter, Cummings noted that Kushner's 
lawyer, Abbe Lowell, had told Congress in December that Kushner used 
WhatsApp as part of his official duties but did not say whether such 
messages included classified information. The congressman also said 
Lowell told his committee that Ivanka Trump - the president's daughter, 
Kushner's wife and a White House adviser - continued to receive emails 
related to official business on a personal email account. Top Democrat 
Rips Trump White House For 'Stonewalling' Congressional Probes 
HuffPost White House rejects request for Trump, Putin communications 
Associated Press

HUFFPOST ‘[TRUMP] … VILE AND DERANGED’ [Very euphemistic 
description of trump] Twitter Users Bury Thankless Trump Over Ugly 
McCain Funeral Slam By Ed Mazza 

{ Let’s address some mindless rhetoric of the unequivocally mentally ill 
donald j. trump by first my saying I am staunchly opposed to communism,
the lie that keeps on giving to those equal but at once more equal than 
others … trump’s brand of totalitarianism fits snugly within the ambit of 
such as does the fascist bent of mob groups with whom trump has 
consistently ingratiated himself and dealt his entire life and emulates in 
his own dealings … Moreover, socialism is already here (the GOOD - 
social security, the BAD - corporate welfare/military industrial complex, 

https://www.huffpost.com/author/ed-mazza
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and the UGLY - politician self-dealing/profiteering) and has been alive and
working well in america and in other nations that have now surpassed 
america in many ways by many significant metrics in the most important 
ways for success as nation-states at mature levels as now exist. Finally, 
who do you trust … the profundity of sound minds as George Orwell infra, 
or mental cases as hitler, mussolini, mob heads, mafia ‘godfathers’, etc., 
and now trump ….. I side with Orwell:

George Orwell - Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Orwell 

Eric Arthur Blair (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950), better known by his 
pen name George Orwell, was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and
critic, whose work is marked by lucid prose, awareness of social 
injustice, opposition to totalitarianism, and outspoken support of 
democratic socialism. 

George Orwell - 1984, Books & Quotes - Biography

www.biography.com/people/george-orwell-9429833 

George Orwell was an English novelist, essayist, and critic most famous 
for his novels 'Animal Farm' (1945) and 'Nineteen Eighty-Four' (1949). 

George Orwell | Biography, Books, & Facts | Britannica.com

www.britannica.com/biography/George-Orwell 

George Orwell wrote the political fable Animal Farm (1944), the anti-
utopian novel Nineteen Eighty-four (1949), the unorthodox political 
treatise The Road to Wigan Pier (1937), and the autobiographical Down 
and Out in Paris and London (1933), which contains essays that recount 
actual events in a fictionalized form. 

George Orwell (Author of 1984) - Goodreads

www.goodreads.com/author/show/3706.George_Orwell 
Eric Arthur Blair, better known by his pen name George Orwell, was an 
English author and journalist.His work is marked by keen intelligence and
wit, a profound awareness of social injustice, an intense opposition to 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3706.George_Orwell
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totalitarianism, a passion for clarity in language, and a belief in 
democratic socialism. 

It's frightful that people who are so ignorant should have so much 
influence. 

George Orwell 

All tyrannies rule through fraud and force, but once the fraud is exposed 
they must rely exclusively on force. 

George Orwell 

All tyrannies rule through fraud and force, but once the fraud is exposed 
they must rely exclusively on force. 

George Orwell 

The further a society drifts from truth the more it will hate those who 
speak it. 

George Orwell 

A society becomes totalitarian when its structure becomes flagrantly 
artificial: that is, when its ruling class has lost its function but succeeds 
in clinging to power by force or fraud. 

George Orwell 

TOP 25 QUOTES BY GEORGE ORWELL (of 767) | A-Z Quotes

www.azquotes.com/author/11147-George_Orwell 
George Orwell Quotes. Totalitarianism, however, does not so much 
promise an age of faith as an age of schizophrenia. A society becomes 
totalitarian when its structure becomes flagrantly artificial: that is, when 
its ruling class has lost its function but succeeds in clinging to power by 
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force or fraud. 

George Orwell Quotes

www.george-orwell.org/l_quotes.html 

George Orwell Quotes " Men can only be happy when they do not assume 
that the object of life is happiness. " " If liberty means anything at all, it 
means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear. ". To see 
what is in front of one's nose needs a constant struggle. " " Many 
people ... 

22 George Orwell Quotes to Make You Stop and Think

www.goalcast.com/2018/01/19/22-george-orwell-quotes 

22 George Orwell Quotes to Make You Stop and Think. George Orwell was
an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. He was a man of 
strong opinions who wrote on some major topics related to the political 
views and movements of his times. His best known novels are Animal 
Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four. 

George Orwell Quotes - The Quotations Page

www.quotationspage.com/quotes/George_Orwell 
George Orwell (1903 - 1950) English essayist, novelist, & satirist [more 
author details] Showing quotations 1 to 15 of 15 total. Every generation 
imagines itself to be more intelligent than the one that went before it, 
and wiser than the one that comes after it. }

Trump just made a huge mistake in the Middle East His decision on the 
Golan Heights challenges a fundamental pillar of the post-1945 world 
order. The Washington Post

MARKETWATCH 3-22-19
U.S. runs largest monthly budget deficit on record in February 
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BREAKING Dow ends over 450 points lower on growth fears

People everywhere are doing the ‘Florida Man’ challenge

Treasury yield curve inverts for first time since 2007, igniting recession 
anxieties

CNN
Trump's tweet on North Korea sparks confusion

The President says he is withdrawing sanctions that were just issued by 
his own administration

Kirby on Trump's tweet: This is dangerous

North Korea withdraws from DMZ joint liaison office after new US 
sanctions

US slaps sanctions on Chinese firms doing business with N. Korea

MSNBC
Despite White House declaration of victory, fighting persists in Syria 
President Trump declared ISIS was entirely defeated in Syria on Friday. 
NBC News’ Matt Bradley reports from Baghouz, where the sound of 
airstrikes and gunfire can still be heard.

Trump on Fox: 'People will not stand for it' if Mueller report is against me 
[ Sounds like another trumpy veiled threat! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/trump-on-fox-if-mueller-report-is-against-me-people-will-not-stand-for-it-1463025219857
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/despite-white-house-declaration-of-victory-over-isis-fighting-persists-in-syria-1463264323791
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BREAKING The Mueller report has been filed for coverup     to AG Barr   
Attorney General William Barr has received Special Counsel Robert 
Mueller’s report, signaling the end of the investigation. Watch this space 
for more news and analysis.

HUFFPOST
A Look At President Trump’s History Of Condoning Violence

Trump Cancels New North Korea-Linked Sanctions 

POLITICS   Twitter Users Needle Rudy Giuliani For Citing Wikipedia As   
Proof Of No Collusion   One user said it would be a shame if everyone   
suddenly updated Giuliani's Wikipedia page with "hilarious information." 

WASHPOST
Trump cancels some sanctions aimed at North Korea, contradicts 
Treasury 

The Trump scam has officially hit rock bottom By Greg Sargent

NYTIMES

FOREIGN POLICY

Trump Reverses North Korea Sanctions That U.S. Imposed Yesterday

• The move to roll back sanctions imposed just a day ago was a   
remarkable display of dissension within the Trump administration.

• “  President Trump likes Chairman Kim, and he doesn’t think these   

sanctions will be necessary,” said Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the 
White House press secretary.

The White House says the last territory held by ISIS in Syria fell. So why 
is there still fighting?

LATIMES
Mueller completes historic investigation [ Did he take the customary, 
typical american dive/cover-up is the question at hand ]

https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-robert-mueller-russia-investigation-report-filed-20190322-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~mueller-updated~mueller-lede~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
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YAHOONEWS

Trump takes to airwaves to denounce Mueller report

World The Independent Trump news - live: President reverses sanctions 
on China a day after US announces them Donald Trump has yet again 
attacked John McCain in an interview with Fox Business, calling out the 
late senator’s “very evil purposes” in handing the FBI the Steele Dossier, 
which, he told host Maria Bartiromo, was “paid for by Hillary Clinton”. 
[ Mental case trump! ]

Business Yahoo Finance Stocks tumble as global manufacturing data 
weakens 

Politics HuffPost Twitter Users Bury Thankless Trump Over Ugly John 
McCain Funeral Slam 

GOOGLENEWS

Trump sparks confusion with tweet on North Korea-related sanctions

President Donald Trump triggered rampant confusion among his own 
aides and administration officials when he said Friday he is withdrawing 
new sanctions …

William Barr Hopes to Update Lawmakers on Mueller Report This 
Weekend

The attorney general, William P. Barr, will determine how much of the 
special counsel's Russia report will be shared with Congress or the 
public.

The New York Times

Robert Mueller has delivered COVERUP report on Trump Russia 
investigation to attorney general, live stream

video_youtube
CBS News
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Mueller Delivers Report on Trump-Russia Investigation to Attorney 
General

WASHINGTON — The special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, on Friday 
delivered a report on his inquiry into Russian interference in the 2016 
election to Attorney ...

The New York Times

Why America needs to see the Mueller report, right now

U.S. Atty Gen. William Barr needs to make Robert Mueller's report public. 
And soon. Americans have waited long enough.

Los Angeles Times
Opinion

CNN

Trump surprises by revoking North Korea sanctions immediately after 
Treasury imposes them

President Trump abruptly announced Friday that he was withdrawing 
sanctions on North Korea, immediately after his own Treasury 
Department imposed them.

Fox News

Trump Reverses North Korea Sanctions That U.S. Imposed Yesterday

WASHINGTON — President Trump undercut his own Treasury Department
on Friday by announcing that he was rolling back North Korea sanctions 
that it ...

The New York Times

Trump wastes his hard work on North Korea with foolish sanctions 
waiver

Trump has again shown weakness to a dictator who revels in it, and his 
action will have consequences.

Washington Examiner
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Trump will remove new North Korea-related sanctions because he 'likes' 
Kim Jong Un

Trump's sudden reversal marks a departure from his administration, 
which argued Thursday that the measures were necessary to enforce 
sanctions on North ...
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Bond market flashing big recession sign... 

STOCKS START NEW SWINGS...

NOONAN: Congress's Mean Girls Are Trump's Offspring... 

President keeps up attacks on McCain (who is dead)...

Calls FOX Bartiromo 'Fake News' for Grilling Him... 
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CNN
CNN's Smerconish: Robert Mueller deserves our gratitude [ What … for 
the predictable cover-up of previous coverups enabling criminal trump in 
the first instance … Wake up! … he/they are a joke! ]

MSNBC
Rachel Maddow Maddow: Nation on edge for next steps as Mueller probe 
runs its course Rachel Maddow reports on what can be gleaned from 
Attorney General William Barr's letter to the Judiciary Committees about 
receiving Robert Mueller's report, and what next steps might be 
expected.

John Brennan on reversing North Korea sanctions: President Trump has 
been 'duped'

Cicilline: Barr should review, release Mueller report ‘immediately’

Rosenberg: Trump circle not out of the woods on potential charges

MSNBC / Rachel Maddow Show Woodward on Trump White House 
operations: Be afraid

MSNBC / hardball Matthews: Until Trump, I never imagined a President 
attacking a dead senator  …  

MSNBC / the beat with ariLine crossed: Three SDNY chiefs say Trump can
be indicted
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GOOGLENEWS

William Barr Hopes to Update Lawmakers on Mueller Report This 
Weekend
The attorney general, William P. Barr, will determine how much of the 
special counsel's Russia report will be shared with Congress or the 
public.

The New York Times

Robert Mueller has delivered report on Trump Russia investigation to 
attorney general, live stream

video_youtube
CBS News

Mueller Delivers Report on Trump-Russia Investigation to Attorney 
General

WASHINGTON — The special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, on Friday 
delivered a report on his inquiry into Russian interference in the 2016 
election to Attorney ...

The New York Times

Why America needs to see the Mueller report, right now

U.S. Atty Gen. William Barr needs to make Robert Mueller's report public. 
And soon. Americans have waited long enough.

Los Angeles Times
Opinion

NYTIMES
MUELLER DELIVERS FINDINGS ON TRUMP-RUSSIA INQUIRY

Special Counsel Does Not Recommend New Charges [ Of course not … 
typical bureaucratic slug … the cover-up … total waste of time, attention,
and resources/money! ]

• The special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, focused on Russian   
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election interference and whether anyone tied to the Trump 
campaign cooperated with them.

• Mr. Mueller did not suggest additional charges as part of his   
investigation, a senior Justice Dept. official said.

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on 
“Legal Issues” 

U.S Associated Press Correction: Mob Shooting story NEW YORK (AP) - In 
a story March 16 about an arrest in the killing of a reputed Gambino 
crime boss, The Associated Press erroneously reported where the victim 
was born. Francesco Cali was born in New York City, not in Sicily. 
[ Another correction … Wake up! ….. Despite the attempt at subterfuge, 
obfuscation, and the contrived Romeo/Juliet star-crossd lovers scenario 
proffer, this was a typical guinea, mob-hit power grab … Some things, ie., 
guineas, never change! ] World

Associated Press Palestinian official: Israel kills unarmed man in West 
Bank RAMALLAH, WestBank (AP) The governor of the West Bank city of 
Bethlehem said that Israeli soldiers shot and killed an unarmed 
Palestinian man who was trying to aid another near the city.

House Democrats pressure White House on Kushner's use of WhatsApp 
U.S. House of Representatives Oversight Committee Chairman Elijah 
Cummings made the request in a letter seen by Reuters to White House 
Counsel Pat Cipollone. In the letter, Cummings noted that Kushner's 
lawyer, Abbe Lowell, had told Congress in December that Kushner used 
WhatsApp as part of his official duties but did not say whether such 
messages included classified information. The congressman also said 
Lowell told his committee that Ivanka Trump - the president's daughter, 
Kushner's wife and a White House adviser - continued to receive emails 
related to official business on a personal email account. Top Democrat 
Rips Trump White House For 'Stonewalling' Congressional Probes 
HuffPost White House rejects request for Trump, Putin communications 
Associated Press

HUFFPOST ‘[TRUMP] … VILE AND DERANGED’ [Very euphemistic 
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description of trump] Twitter Users Bury Thankless Trump Over Ugly 
McCain Funeral Slam By Ed Mazza 

{ Let us first address some mindless rhetoric of the unequivocally 
mentally ill donald j. trump by first my saying I am staunchly opposed to 
communism, the lie that keeps on giving to those equal but at once are 
more equal than others … trump’s brand of totalitarianism fits snugly 
within the ambit of such as does the fascist bent of mob groups with 
whom trump has consistently ingratiated himself and dealt his entire life 
… Moreover, socialism is already here (the good-social security, the bad-
corporate welfare/military industrial complex, and the ugly-politician self-
dealing) and has been alive and working well in america and in other 
nations that have now surpassed america in many ways by many 
significant metrics in the most important ways for success as nation-
states at mature levels as now exist. Finally, who do you trust … the 
profundity of sound minds as George Orwell infra, or mental cases as 
hitler, mussolini, mob heads, mafia ‘godfathers’, etc., and now trump ….. I
side with Orwell:

George Orwell - Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Orwell 

Eric Arthur Blair (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950), better known by his 
pen name George Orwell, was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and
critic, whose work is marked by lucid prose, awareness of social 
injustice, opposition to totalitarianism, and outspoken support of 
democratic socialism. 

George Orwell - 1984, Books & Quotes - Biography

www.biography.com/people/george-orwell-9429833 

George Orwell was an English novelist, essayist, and critic most famous 
for his novels 'Animal Farm' (1945) and 'Nineteen Eighty-Four' (1949). 

George Orwell | Biography, Books, & Facts | Britannica.com

www.britannica.com/biography/George-Orwell 
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George Orwell wrote the political fable Animal Farm (1944), the anti-
utopian novel Nineteen Eighty-four (1949), the unorthodox political 
treatise The Road to Wigan Pier (1937), and the autobiographical Down 
and Out in Paris and London (1933), which contains essays that recount 
actual events in a fictionalized form. 

George Orwell (Author of 1984) - Goodreads

www.goodreads.com/author/show/3706.George_Orwell 
Eric Arthur Blair, better known by his pen name George Orwell, was an 
English author and journalist.His work is marked by keen intelligence and
wit, a profound awareness of social injustice, an intense opposition to 
totalitarianism, a passion for clarity in language, and a belief in 
democratic socialism. 

It's frightful that people who are so ignorant should have so much 
influence. 

George Orwell 

All tyrannies rule through fraud and force, but once the fraud is exposed 
they must rely exclusively on force. 

George Orwell 

All tyrannies rule through fraud and force, but once the fraud is exposed 
they must rely exclusively on force. 

George Orwell 

The further a society drifts from truth the more it will hate those who 
speak it. 

George Orwell 

A society becomes totalitarian when its structure becomes flagrantly 
artificial: that is, when its ruling class has lost its function but succeeds 
in clinging to power by force or fraud. 
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George Orwell 

TOP 25 QUOTES BY GEORGE ORWELL (of 767) | A-Z Quotes

www.azquotes.com/author/11147-George_Orwell 
George Orwell Quotes. Totalitarianism, however, does not so much 
promise an age of faith as an age of schizophrenia. A society becomes 
totalitarian when its structure becomes flagrantly artificial: that is, when 
its ruling class has lost its function but succeeds in clinging to power by 
force or fraud. 

George Orwell Quotes

www.george-orwell.org/l_quotes.html 

George Orwell Quotes " Men can only be happy when they do not assume 
that the object of life is happiness. " " If liberty means anything at all, it 
means the right to tell people what they do not want to hear. ". To see 
what is in front of one's nose needs a constant struggle. " " Many 
people ... 

22 George Orwell Quotes to Make You Stop and Think

www.goalcast.com/2018/01/19/22-george-orwell-quotes 

22 George Orwell Quotes to Make You Stop and Think. George Orwell was
an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. He was a man of 
strong opinions who wrote on some major topics related to the political 
views and movements of his times. His best known novels are Animal 
Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four. 

George Orwell Quotes - The Quotations Page

www.quotationspage.com/quotes/George_Orwell 
George Orwell (1903 - 1950) English essayist, novelist, & satirist [more 
author details] Showing quotations 1 to 15 of 15 total. Every generation 
imagines itself to be more intelligent than the one that went before it, 
and wiser than the one that comes after it. 

}
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CNN
CNN's Smerconish: Robert Mueller deserves our gratitude [ What … for 
the predictable cover-up of previous coverups enabling criminal trump in 
the first instance … Wake up! … he/they are a joke! mueller’s a typical 
bureaucratic slug … been so his entire life, one way or another...]

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 
MSNBC
Rachel Maddow Maddow: Nation on edge for next steps as Mueller probe 
runs its course Rachel Maddow reports on what can be gleaned from 
Attorney General William Barr's letter to the Judiciary Committees about 
receiving Robert Mueller's report, and what next steps might be 
expected.

John Brennan on reversing North Korea sanctions: President Trump has 
been 'duped'

Cicilline: Barr should review, release Mueller report ‘immediately’

Rosenberg: Trump circle not out of the woods on potential charges

MSNBC / Rachel Maddow Show Woodward on Trump White House 
operations: Be afraid

MSNBC / hardball Matthews: Until Trump, I never imagined a President 
attacking a dead senator  …  

MSNBC / the beat with ariLine crossed: Three SDNY chiefs say Trump can
be indicted
Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia investigation in silence 
The special counsel has led the highest-profile probe in two decades with
nary a public appearance or comment, in contrast to past independent 
investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris Megerian and David Lauter 
[mueller takes a dive ...No more Vietnams for me says cowardly 
bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a dive! mueller’s just 
another bureaucrat/burnt out government fraud … This country’s a total 
fraud just like mueller et als. ] 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang down your head bob 
mueller … typical bureaucratic slug … the cover-up … total waste of time,
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attention, and resources/money! Totally predictable, certainly at the 
moment of fellow slug/bud barr’s appointment. This country, america’s a 
total fraud! http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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DRUDGEREPORT
MUELLER DELIVERED     (COVERUP REPORT?)   
PUBLIC STILL IN DARK
INVESTIGATION CONCLUDED
DC GRIPPED
COUNTDOWN TO LEAKS
NO MORE INDICTMENTS

USA POSTS RECORD BUDGET DEFICIT...

Bond market flashing big recession sign... 

LAYOFFS HIT DISNEYFOX... 

'People Are Panicking'... 

GOOGLENEWS

William Barr Hopes to Update Lawmakers on Mueller Report This 
Weekend
The attorney general, William P. Barr, will determine how much of the 
special counsel's Russia report will be shared with Congress or the 
public.

The New York Times
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Robert Mueller has delivered report on Trump Russia investigation to 
attorney general, live stream

video_youtube
CBS News

Mueller Delivers Report on Trump-Russia Investigation to Attorney 
General

WASHINGTON — The special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, on Friday 
delivered a report on his inquiry into Russian interference in the 2016 
election to Attorney ...

The New York Times

Why America needs to see the Mueller report, right now

U.S. Atty Gen. William Barr needs to make Robert Mueller's report public. 
And soon. Americans have waited long enough.

Los Angeles Times
Opinion

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 

[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
NYTIMES
MUELLER DELIVERS FINDINGS ON TRUMP-RUSSIA INQUIRY

Special Counsel Does Not Recommend New Charges [ Of course not … 
typical bureaucratic slug … the cover-up … total waste of time, attention,
and resources/money! Totally predictable, certainly at the moment of 
fellow slug-bud barr’s appointment. This country’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” ]

• The special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, focused on Russian   
election interference and whether anyone tied to the Trump 
campaign cooperated with them.

• Mr. Mueller did not suggest additional charges as part of his   
investigation, a senior Justice Dept. official said.
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MSNBC / ali velshiDC Attorney General on Trump hotel emoluments 
lawsuit

MSNBC / stephanie ruhle -Trump on Fox: 'People will not stand for it' if 
Mueller report is against me [mueller bought it ...No more Vietnams for 
me says cowardly bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a 
dive! This country’s a total fraud just like mueller et als. ]
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LATIMES
Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia investigation in silence 
The special counsel has led the highest-profile probe in two decades with
nary a public appearance or comment, in contrast to past independent 
investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris Megerian and David Lauter 
[mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more Vietnams for me says cowardly 
bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a dive! This country’s a
total fraud just like mueller, barr, rosenstein, et als. ] 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang down your head bob 
mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical bureaucratic slugs … the 
cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and resources/money! Totally 
predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow slug/bud barr’s 
appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
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Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

vanityfair.com 
William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 

LATIMES
Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia investigation in silence 
The special counsel has led the highest-profile probe in two decades with
nary a public appearance or comment, in contrast to past independent 
investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris Megerian and David Lauter 
[mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more Vietnams for me says cowardly 
bureaucratic slug mueller who knows how to take a dive! This country’s a
total fraud just like mueller, barr, rosenstein, et als. ] 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang down your head bob 
mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical bureaucratic slugs … the 
cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and resources/money! Totally 
predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow slug/bud barr’s 
appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)
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[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf then, of course, there
are the bribes
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William Barr’s Son-in-Law Just Landed a Job Advising Trump on “Legal 
Issues” 

YAHOONEWS Former FBI Director James Comey 'can't quite understand' why 
Mueller passed obstruction decision to Attorney General Bill Barr [ Duh! … 
Because that’s what they do and specifically what barr has always done ….. 
Wake up dumbo! ] Good Morning America

Trump steps in to help Navy SEAL charged with murder A Special 
Operations Chief accused of fatally stabbing a 15-year-old Iraqi war 
prisoner will soon be moved to less restrictive confinement while he 
awaits his day in court.   Also accused     of shooting two civilians     »   
[ What would hitler say … lovely people ]
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Politics 

How Donald Trump inflated his net 
worth to lenders and investors 
By David A. Fahrenthold and Jonathan O'Connell March 28, 2019 

When Donald Trump wanted to make a good impression — on a lender, a 
business partner, or a journalist — he sometimes sent them official-looking 
documents called “Statements of Financial Condition.” 

These documents sometimes ran up to 20 pages. They were full of numbers, 
laying out Trump’s properties, debts and multibillion-dollar net worth. 

But, for someone trying to get a true picture of Trump’s net worth, the 
documents were deeply flawed. Some simply omitted properties that carried 
big debts. Some assets were overvalued. And some key numbers were wrong. 

Trump’s ‘statements of financial condition’

See the full documents here

• 2011 statement   
• 2012 statement   
• 2013 statement   

For instance, Trump’s financial statement for 2011 said he had 55 home lots to 
sell at his golf course in Southern California. Those lots would sell for $3 million
or more, the statement said. 

But Trump had only 31 lots zoned and ready for sale at the course, according to
city records. He claimed credit for 24 lots — and at least $72 million in future 
revenue — he didn’t have. 

He also claimed his Virginia vineyard had 2,000 acres, when it really has about 
1,200. He said Trump Tower has 68 stories. It has 58. 

Gives incorrect number of home lots in California

At that point, only 36 lots were actually approved for sale, and by this point 5 
had already been sold. That left 31 – not 55 – available for sale. Since Trump 
was promising he could sell them for at least $3 million each, there was a $72 
million gap between his claims and reality. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/02/nyregion/donald-trump-tower-heights.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/donald-j-trump-statement-of-financial-condition-2013/?noteId=30898ef7-c77e-49d8-8ef2-08f5a09dcab4&questionId=b97ed4d8-1b6e-4d9e-b564-f86e4dcd6cfd
https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/donald-j-trump-statement-of-financial-condition-2012/?noteId=30898ef7-c77e-49d8-8ef2-08f5a09dcab4&questionId=16c1c684-165e-4c57-9546-ac01760bef02
https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/donald-j-trump-statement-of-financial-condition-2011/?noteId=30898ef7-c77e-49d8-8ef2-08f5a09dcab4&questionId=6119c8f2-5534-44d6-a489-dcceb077ff9d
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/jonathan-oconnell/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/david-a-fahrenthold/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/


Adds 10 stories to Trump Tower 

Trump Tower only has 58 stories, but Trump re-numbered the floors to make it 
seem taller. 

Now, investigators on Capitol Hill and in New York are homing in on these 
unusual documents in an apparent attempt to determine whether Trump’s 
familiar habit of bragging about his wealth ever crossed a line into fraud. 

The statements are at the center of at least two of the inquiries that continue 
to follow Trump, unaffected by the end of special counsel Robert S. Mueller III’s
investigation. On Wednesday, the House Committee on Oversight and Reform 
said it had requested 10 years of these statements from Trump’s accounting 
firm, Mazars USA. 

And earlier this month, the New York state Department of Financial Services 
subpoenaed records from Trump’s longtime insurer, Aon. A person familiar with 
that subpoena, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to describe an ongoing
investigation, said “a key component” was questions about whether Trump had 
given Aon these documents in an effort to lower his insurance premiums. 

Both inquiries stemmed from testimony last month by Trump’s former lawyer 
Michael Cohen, who told Congress that Trump had used these statements to 
inflate his wealth — and then sent them to his lenders and his insurers. 

Michael Cohen, former personal attorney to President Trump, testified before 
the House Oversight Committee on Feb. 27 and submitted some of Trump’s 
financial statements as exhibits. (Matt McClain/The Washington Post)

“Mr. Trump is a cheat,” Cohen said, in describing what the statements showed. 

Cohen told Congress that statements were given to Deutsche Bank, as Trump 
sought a loan to buy the NFL’s Buffalo Bills. Since then, Deutsche Bank and 
another Trump lender have also received subpoenas, from the New York State 
attorney general. 

The statements may additionally draw the interest of the House Financial 
Services Committee, which is scrutinizing Deutsche. A committee spokesman 
declined to comment. 

The White House declined to comment for this report. 

The Trump Organization also declined to comment about the statements or 
answer questions about specific errors the statements contained. Donald 
Trump Jr. and Eric Trump, the president’s sons who are running his business, 
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noted on social media that Cohen has provided false testimony about other 
topics. 

Mazars USA, the accounting firm, issued a brief statement Wednesday after the 
House Oversight letter became public, saying that it “believes strongly in the 
ethical and professional rules and regulations that govern our industry, our 
work and our client interactions.” It declined to comment further about Trump. 

The Washington Post reviewed copies of these documents for 2002, 2004, 2011,
2012 and 2013 — obtaining them from court files, from people who received 
them from Trump’s company, and from Cohen. Cohen also provided copies of 
documents from 2011, 2012 and 2013 to Congress. 

Since the 1980s, Trump has defined himself by his wealth, but he has often 
avoided providing proof to back up his boasts or provided documents that 
inflated the real values. As president, Trump has declined to release his tax 
returns, unlike every president since Jimmy Carter. 

Trump is far from the first real estate developer to inflate his projects or 
wealth. But there are laws aainst defrauding insurers and lenders with false 
information. Financial and legal experts said it’s unclear at this point whether 
Trump will face any legal consequences. They said it depends on whether 
Trump intended to mislead or whether the misstatements caused anyone to 
give him a financial benefit. 

“How much would [the errors] impact an investor?” said Kyle Welch, an 
assistant professor of accountancy at George Washington University. “If it’s 
systematic and it’s across the board, and it’s all in one direction, that’s where 
you have a problem.” 

Welch said Trump could be protected by disclaimers that his own accountants 
added to the statements, warning readers that they weren’t seeing the full 
picture. And in an odd way, Welch said, Trump could be helped by the sheer 
scale of the exaggerations. They were so far off from reality, Welch wondered 
whether any real bank or insurer could have been fooled. 

Welch said he’d never seen a document stretch so far past the normal 
conventions of accounting. 

“It’s humorous,” Welch said. “It’s a humorous financial statement.” 

Investigators for the New York State Department of Financial Services, which 
sent subpoenas to Aon, and the New York State attorney general — who 
subpoenaed Deutsche Bank — declined to comment. Aon and Deutsche Bank 
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also declined to comment, beyond saying they plan to cooperate with 
investigators. 

The story of Trump’s “statements of financial condition” — in essence, sales 
brochures for Trump the man, given out by Trump the company — goes back to 
the early 1980s, according to past testimony from Trump’s accountants and 
staffers. 

In 2007, a Trump lawyer named Michelle Lokey said she had sent these 
statements out to Trump’s lenders, for projects in Chicago and Las Vegas, 
because Trump had personally guaranteed those loans. That meant that if 
Trump’s company defaulted on its obligations, the lenders could come after 
Trump’s personal assets. 

“Therefore they’d want information on his net worth?” an attorney asked Lokey.

“I assume,” she said. 

The statements were prepared by Trump’s longtime accountants, a firm now 
called Mazars. In other contexts — such as when one of Trump’s companies 
was seeking to secure a federal contract — this firm prepared rigorously 
audited financial statements. 

This was a different sort of job. 

When compiling these statements of financial condition, those accountants 
have said they did not verify or audit the figures in the statements. Instead, 
when Trump provided them data, they wrote it down without checking to see 
whether it was accurate. 

“In the compilation process, it is not the role of the accountant to assess the 
values,” said Gerald J. Rosenblum, one of the accountants. “The role is to 
accept those values and move them forward.” 

An attorney asked: Do the values have to be logical? 

“The value per se does not have to be logical,” Rosenblum said. He and Lokey 
were deposed as part of a lawsuit in which Trump sued a New York Times 
reporter for allegedly lowballing his net worth. Trump’s suit against the reporter
was later dismissed. 

In 2014, Trump used the same accounting firm to prepare financial information 
for his most expensive development project in decades, his $200 million 
transformation of the historic Old Post Office Pavilion in downtown Washington 
into a Trump International Hotel. 



But in that case, Mazars vouched for the accuracy of the information, writing 
that the firm “is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these 
financial statements” using industry standard accounting rules. This was a 
formal audit of finances related just to Trump’s D.C. hotel, rather than a 
summation of all of his assets based on Trump’s own estimates. 

The statements Cohen provided to The Post — and to Congress — begin in 
2011. Two of them are 20-page “Statements of Financial Condition” signed by 
Trump’s accountants. 

In his testimony to Congress, Cohen said these statements included Trump’s 
self-appraisals of his buildings’ value — which aimed to impress, instead of 
aiming for reality. Cohen said Trump would take real measures of value, such 
as the amount of money his tenants paid in rent, and simply inflate it until he 
got a number he liked. 

“If you’re going off of your rent roll, you go by the gross rent roll times a 
multiple,” Cohen said. “And you make up the multiple.” 

The documents begin with two-page disclaimers, warning of various ways in 
which the statements don’t follow normal accounting rules. The accountants 
note that Trump is the source of many buildings’ valuations — and that, 
contrary to normal accounting rules, he had inflated them by counting future 
income that wasn’t guaranteed. 

Accountant's warning

Trump calls this a "statement of financial condition." But right away, his 
accounting firm is warning readers that it hasn't checked anything in this 
document to be sure it's accurate. 

The accountants also note that Trump had told them to simply omit two of his 
major hotels, in Chicago and Las Vegas. Both buildings were carrying 
mortgages. That omission means that some of Trump’s actual debt load was 
hidden from anyone reading the statement. 

“Users of this financial statement should recognize that they might reach 
different conclusions about the financial condition of Donald J. Trump” if they 
had more information, the statement concludes. 

Legal experts interviewed by The Post said that sort of broad disclaimer might 
shield Trump from allegations that he misled his lenders and insurers. After all, 
his own accountants told readers they weren’t getting the full story. 

“The transparent disclaimers — even if frustrating — typically wipe out a basis” 



for bringing charges of fraud, said Jacob Frenkel, a former federal prosecutor 
who is now a private attorney at Dickinson Wright. 

In 2012, Trump’s statement said he owned a 2,000-acre vineyard in Virginia. But
land records in Virginia show the Trump family owns about 1,200 acres. The 
Trump winery’s own website says 1,300 acres. 

Exaggerates size of vineyard

The vineyard sits on a 1,205 acre property, of which only about 227 acres are 
planted with grapes. 

In 2011, the statements said that Trump’s Seven Springs estate in Westchester 
County, N.Y., was “zoned for nine luxurious homes.” In the statement, Trump 
said those homes would yield significant cash flow as he built them and sold 
them. That led him to value the property at $261 million — far more than the 
roughly $20 million value assigned by local assessors. 

Exaggerates value of Westchester County estate

At the time, local officials assessed the land’s value at about $20 million, a 
fraction of the value Trump assessed. 

At the time, Trump had received preliminary “conceptual approval” to build 
homes on the site. But local officials said he never finished the last step in the 
approval process to build the homes or sell the lots. 

None of the homes was built. 

The 2013 statement that Cohen provided — and which he said was also given to
Deutsche Bank, in pursuit of a loan to buy the Bills — is different from the other 
two. 

It is just two pages long, with a slightly different title: “Summary of Net Worth.” 
It does not include the usual disclaimer from Trump’s accountants, so readers 
aren’t told that the debts from Trump’s Chicago and Las Vegas hotels are 
missing. 

Two buildings are missing

Here, Trump is exaggerating his wealth by leaving two major parts of his 
portfolio out. His buildings in Las Vegas and Chicago -- both of which had loans 
attached to them -- are simply left out of this statement. Without them, readers 
can't get a full picture of how much he owes, and to whom. 



This document also includes a new “asset” that wasn’t there before. 

It says that Trump’s brand value — his name, essentially — was worth $4 
billion, and that it ought to be counted among his assets as if it were a building 
or a resort. With his brand included, Trump’s net worth jumped from $4.6 billion 
to $8.6 billion. 

Trump’s $4 billion asset

Trump added “brand value” as an asset in 2013, valued at $4 billion, doubling 
his net worth from previous years.

Total assets in 2013:
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For Trump, the Bills would have been a financial prize far larger than any he had
won in the recent past: Bids were expected to be around $1 billion. 

In public, Trump had bragged that he was ready to pay $1 billion in cash. But 
privately, one of his lieutenants told a business contact that they were 
struggling with the bid. 

“We are looking at the Bills but Allen and I are having trouble making the 
numbers work!!!” wrote Ron Lieberman, an executive vice president at the 
Trump Organization, in an email to a contact in the New York City parks 
department. “Allen” likely meant Allen Weisselberg, Trump’s longtime chief 
financial officer. 

Lieberman’s email was released this year in response to a public-records 
request from a nonprofit group, NYC Park Advocates. Lieberman and 
Weisselberg did not respond to requests for comment this week. 

Whatever Trump sent to Deutsche Bank, it seems to have been enough: The 
New York Times reported that Deutsche Bank agreed to vouch for Trump’s bid 
for the Bills, citing an unnamed executive. But Trump lost a bidding war, and 
somebody else bought the team. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/18/business/trump-deutsche-bank.html
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Indeed you are; and, you are are not alone.  
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf  Moreover, from up close 
and personal; from direct observation and experience, I know america’s 
in an ineluctable, unalterable decline and fall!    http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Schiff doubles down on Trump despite Russia report

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 

http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.grabien.com/story-matthews-livid-over-mueller-how-could-they-let-trump-hook
https://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/la-na-pol-russia-investigation-schiff-trump-20190327-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~schiff-807a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

The surprise at Mueller's conclusions is surprising in itself By George T. 
Conway III [ Indeed … Report submitted, Robert Mueller ends Russia 
investigation in silence The special counsel has led the highest-profile 
probe in two decades with nary a public appearance or comment, in 
contrast to past independent investigators such as Ken Starr. By Chris 
Megerian and David Lauter [mueller (et als) take a dive ...No more 
Vietnams for me says cowardly bureaucratic slug mueller who knows 
how to take a dive! This country’s a total fraud just like mueller, barr, 
rosenstein, et als. ] http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf [ Hang 
down your head bob mueller, bill barr, rod rosenstein, et als … typical 
bureaucratic slugs … the cover-up … total waste of time, attention, and 
resources/money! Totally predictable, certainly at the moment of fellow 
slug/bud barr’s appointment. This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg         
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) ]

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House ….. 
AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD!

http://newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian
https://newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian-laundromat-trump-tower-luxury-high-rises-dirty-money-international-crime-syndicate
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-david-lauter-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-chris-megerian-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-chris-megerian-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-robert-mueller-russia-investigation-report-20190323-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~mueller-749a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-robert-mueller-russia-investigation-report-20190323-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~mueller-749a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/george-conway-trump-is-guilty--of-being-unfit-for-office/2019/03/26/0b5f851e-4ffd-11e9-88a1-ed346f0ec94f_story.html
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


Trump says his father was born in Germany. He was not.  While talking to 
the press in the Oval Office, President Trump incorrectly said his father 
was born in Germany. The president’s father, Fred Trump, was born in 
New York City in 1905. This is not the first time Trump incorrectly stated 
where his father was born. [ trump’s wishful nazi connection ….. he loved 
those hitler orations, played them over and over as per Ivana Trump to 
author O’Donnell … Really quite incredible … american president ...hmmm
….. birds of a feather

Operation Paperclip: The Secret Intelligence Program that ...

"With Annie Jacobsen's OPERATION PAPERCLIP for the first time the 
enormity of the effort has been laid bare. The result is a book that is at 
once chilling and riveting, and one that raises substantial and difficult 
questions about national honor and security...This book is a remarkable 
achievement of investigative reporting and historical ... 

Operation Paperclip

www.operationpaperclip.info 
Operation Paperclip was the codename under which the US intelligence 
and military services extricated scientists from Germany, during and 
after the final stages of World War II. The project was originally called 
Operation Overcast, and is sometimes also known as Project Paperclip. 

Trump 'cheats like a mafia accountant' at golf, writer says

Perfect choice of words … Is there no end to this debacle called trump? ]

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/02/politics/trump-golf-cheating-rick-reilly-cnntv/index.html
https://www.amazon.com/Operation-Paperclip-Intelligence-Program-Scientists/dp/031622104X
http://www.operationpaperclip.info/
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-father-born-germany-194856939.html
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